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THE BG NEWS 
Friday, October 4,1985 
Leaders quit 
CIAO posts 
by Valeric Qptak 
staff reporter 
Tlie University Activities Or- 
ganization is undergoing some 
activity of its own as the organi- 
zation faces turnover of its two 
highest offices. 
The president and vice presi- 
dent that were elected last 
spring have decided to resign 
from their offices for personal 
reasons. 
President Lori Wolfinger has 
said she will officially resign 
next Wednesday, when the 
board will elect a new president. 
The office of vice president 
was vacated on Sept. 18 when 
Jacquie Pearson officially re- 
signed. One week later Eric 
Rosenberg, this year's enter- 
tainment director, was voted 
into the office. 
Wolfinger, Pearson and Rosen- 
berg allexpressed a belief that 
the turnover will not affect the 
organization negatively. 
"I wouldn't leave if I didn't 
feel the organization was run- 
ning smoothly," Wolfinger said. 
'•But we're losing a great 
deal," Rosenbergsaid. 
ALTHOUGH THE resigna- 
tions of the two officers may not 
be common, UAO Director Gail 
Swanka said they are coinciden- 
tal. Wolfinger agreed that "al- 
though the two resignations may 
be similar, they are unrelated/' 
Wolfinger, senior interna- 
tional business major, has been 
involved with UAO for five 
years. Her experience has pre- 
pared her for the business world 
more than her classes have, she 
said. 
Pearson, senior journalism 
major, attributes much of her 
decision to resign to the new- 
found importance of more time 
for classes. 
Involved in UAO since her 
freshman year, Pearson said 
her summer internship in Texas 
played a big part in changing 
her perspective on college and 
on UAO. 
"It made me realize what I 
had   and   hadn't   learned   in 
school," she said. 
She often neglected class work 
because of time commitments in 
UAO, she said. "In a few in- 
stances I found I hadn't learned 
something from my classes that 
I should have." she said. 
Pearson held her resignation 
off until after Fall Fest, which 
she coordinated. 
"(My resignation) was some- 
thing I saw coming," she ad- 
mitted. 
CLASSWORK AND job hunt- 
ing are Pearson's priorities now 
that she is out of office. She still 
frequents the UAO office and 
said she will continue to help 
out, although she does not want 
to be on a committee. 
Pearson, who called herself 
"the biggest supporter of UAO," 
said she was going to stay in- 
volved but still "play it by ear." 
The new vice president, Eric 
Rosenberg, admits that his time 
restraints are just as challeng- 
ing as the past officer's. 
But I'm not a senior," said 
Rosenberg, who, with 19 hours of 
classes, is involved in UAO. 
USG, Student Court, WBGU and 
at the same time carries two jobs. 
"(The difference is) I thrive 
on pressure," he said. 
Rosenberg, one of two exec- 
utive officers slated for the pres- 
idential election next 
Wednesday, said that despite 
the present disorder of UAO, the 
organization is giving the stu- 
dent body "one of the best pro- 
grams they've seen in years." 
Both Rosenberg and Swanka 
said time commitment may be 
an issue in the presidential elec- 
tion next week. Whether or not 
an individual will have time for 
the office is something that is 
always asked, Swanka said. 
Eligible for the office are the 
13 committee directors and the 
two executive officers, Rosen- 
berg and committee coordinator 
Jennifer Boles. 
Both Boles and Rosenberg are 
slated for the election, but 
Rosenberg does not foresee that 
as a problem. 
Thrill  Of da  feet BG News/Alex Horvath 
Showing their stuff In front of the student union, Shawn Crandall, sophomore undecided major, holds a piece of wood 
for Tim Greene, graduate student in economics, to break. They are both members of the Bowling Green chapter of the 
American Karate Association Self Defense Center, which is sponsoring a self-defense workshop Sunday, Oct. 6, at the 
Student Recreation Center for the United Way. 
Deficit plan awaits higher returns 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
The University's debt-restructuring plan 
is on bold right now, due to low return rates 
on U.S. Treasury bills in which the money 
earmarked for the program is to be in- 
vested. 
The plan, approved by the state attorney 
general in late August, involves transfer- 
ring $17 million from residence hall debt- 
repayment funds into an escrow account, 
and Investing the money in U.S. Treasury 
securities. Interest from the securities will 
be used to pay off bonds sold to finance 
building of the residence halls; any interest 
left over will go into an endowment fund. 
The endowment fund is expected to reach 
$40 million to $45 million by the year 2000, 
said Richard Eakin, vice president for 
planning and budgeting. 
The money will remain in the residence 
hall accounts until the interest rates are 
favorable enough for the University to 
invest in Treasury bills, Eakin said. 
IT'S CONCEIVABLE we could take a 
lower (interest) rate now rather than wait- 
ing," Eakin said. If the University waits 
until the interest rates go back up, some of 
the money will have been used to pay off the 
residence hall bonds, he added. 
Interest rates on three-month Treasury 
bills and five-year Treasury securities have 
been declining since early March, when the 
three-month bills yielded about 8.6 percent 
interest and the five-year securities yielded 
about 11.5 percent, according to a chart 
released Sept. 27 by the Federal Reserve 
Bank of St. Louis. The chart showed an 
interest rate of 10.2 percent for three-month 
bills in September 1984. 
Interest rates for both bills have kept 
fairly steady since mid-June, when the 
three-month bill hit a low of about 6.8 
percent and the five-year security hit a low 
of about 9.4 percent. 
"It (the interest rate) came close to 
bottoming out," said Richard Douglas Jr., 
associate professor of economics. 
According to Douglas, the interest rate 
could either remain stable or begin rising if 
it has bottomed out, although he said it was 
difficult to predict market activity based on 
government policy. 
Senate considers 
deficit reducer 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
Republican-led Senate, trying to 
ease the politically unpleasant 
chore of raising the national 
debt limit above $2 trillion, was 
stampeding yesterday toward 
an emergency plan 
if promises to erase budget 
deficits by 1991. 
President Reagan, cam- 
paigning for his tax overhaul 
proposals in Ohio, told reporters 
the administration has been 
studying a similar plan "so 
we're in agreement on that (the 
goals of the plan) and we are 
going to be talking about that" 
Asked if the president will 
support the plan, Senate Major- 
ity Leader Robert Dole, R-Kan., 
said, "That's the indication I 
received" from Max Frieders- 
dorf, the president's assistant 
for legislative affairs. Dole 
added that Reagan was ex- 
pected to make a formal 
statement on the plan today. 
He added (hat he expected the 
Senate to pass the debt limit 
increase along with the deficit- 
reduction plan, perhaps today. 
Speaker Thomas O'Neill Jr.. 
D-Mass., acknowledged that 
concern over government red 
ink made it likely that a similar 
plan would pass in the House. 
"WE HAVE here a five-year 
emergency program that sets 
out the goal of balancing the 
budget, It imposes that con- 
straint on the president and the 
Congress, (and) it imposes a 
binding budget," said Sen. Phil 
Gramm, R-Texas, a principal 
author of the proposal that has 
been embraced by the Republi- 
can leaders in the Senate and 
House. 
"I think it's obvious that we 
have to increase the national 
debt, but it's far less obvious 
that a majority of United States 
senators are (not) willing to do 
that without, as some say, call- 
ing in some of the credit cards," 
said Sen. Pete Domenici, R- 
N.M., chairman of the Senate 
Budget Committee. 
Voter sign-up 
deadline Monday 
Deadline for registering to vote in this year's November elections 
is Monday at 9 p.m. 
Students who nave registered to vote in the last four years do not 
need to register. Those who are not registered and who wish to do so 
may go to the Wood County Board of Elections, on the fifth floor of 
the Courthouse Office Building, behind the Wood County Court 
House on Court Street. 
The Board of Elections is open tomorrow from 8:90 a.m.-12:30 
p.m. and on Monday until 9 p.m. 
Those who have registered but have moved in the last four years 
need only fill out a change-of-address card. 
Students may also register in Room 305, Student Services 
Building, from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. and from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
Cheap Trick, John Waite to appear 
by PattJ Skinner 
staff reporter 
Not since the Stray Cats' 
appearance in 1982 has there 
been a major concert on the 
Bowling Green campus. The 
University Activities Organi- 
zation is presenting uieap 
Trick and John Waite in con- 
cert at Anderson Arena on 
Thursday. Oct. 24, as the 
kickoff of the Homecoming 
events. 
UAO surveyed students 
earlier this month on what 
performers they would most 
like to see, and John Waite 
was the students' first choice. 
She said the survey listed 
names of groups and per- 
formers in UAO's price range 
who would be available 
around Homecoming Week- 
end. 
"It just so happened that 
everything came together 
neatly," said Gail Swanka, 
UAOdu-ector. 
According to Swanka, just 
as the questionnaire results 
showed John Waite to be the 
students' top choice, his man- 
ager confirmed that he would 
be touring in the area with 
Cheap Trick. 
"THEY'RE BOTH moving 
up the charts fast, and we 
mink our timing is going to be 
great," Swanka said. "At the 
time of the concert they 
should be at the height of the 
album and singles charts." 
Cheap Trick and John 
Waite are «)-headlining, and 
UAO hasn't yet lined up a 
third act to open the show. 
Cheap Trick b expected to 
play second with John Waite 
closing the show. 
The concert is to be held in 
Anderson Arena because it is 
the largest available facility. 
Cheap Trick and John Waite will co headline a concert on campus Saturday. Oct. 24. Cheap Trick Is, from 
left: Rick Nielsen, Jon Brant, Bun E. Carlos and Robin Zander. 
The seating capacity of An- 
derson including chairs on the 
floor is 5,200, and Swanka 
said they expect to print 
about 5.000 tickets because 
the bands will take some sec- 
tions for equipment. 
Tickets will go on sale next 
Thursday and Friday at the 
Union box office to students 
only. No tickets will be sold 
over the weekend, and on 
Monday they will go on sale to 
the general public at the 
Union and record stores in 
Bowling Green and Toledo 
including Finders, Head 
Shed, Boogie, Other Boogie 
and all Abbey Road locations. 
ALL SEATING is reserved, 
and tickets are $10 for stu- 
dents and $12.50 for the gen- 
eral public. Student* will be 
able to purchase two tickets 
per ID, and further details for 
ticket distribution are being 
worked out 
Swanka said they hope to 
get a good response and 
would like to see a sell-out 
concert, but they are glad to 
have a week to work out de- 
• See Concert, page 6. 
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Migrant bill 
harvests doubt 
With thousands of people out of work in this 
country, we question the Senate's logic in 
passing an amendment allowing 350,000 foreign 
farm workers to enter the United States each year 
to harvest crops. 
As a supplement to an existing program known 
as "H-2" which allows thousands of foreign har- 
vesters to enter the United States for short periods, 
the amendment grants farm workers nine-month 
visas and allows them to travel from one harvest job to another. 
At a time when Congress is trying to revise 
immigration laws to deal with the large number of 
illegal aliens in the United States, why is the Senate 
encouraging foreign migrant workers to enter the 
country? 
The H-2 program phases out illegal migrant 
workers but promiscuously allows farmers to use 
some illegal migrant workers for four years after 
passage of the bill. 
The effect of such an amendment may be to allow 
farmers to continue using the illegal workers. 
Many of the foreign workers who are granted the 
temporary visas may decide not to return to their 
native countries, contributing to the numbers of 
illegal aliens. Many of the foreign workers might 
use this as a way to enter the country but bypass 
the border patrols. 
We believe Americans would benefit more from 
legislation which would aid those looking for work 
and put them in contact with the farmers who need 
help in harvesting their perishable crops. That 
way, both unemployed Americans and the farmers 
would be satisfied. 
Hergert: First Rush, part two 
Editor's Note: This is the last of 
a two-part series on Craig Her- 
gert 's experiences rushing a fra- 
by Cralg Hergert  
Last week's column ended 
with me about to enter Phi 
Kappa Tau posing as Bob Zim- 
merman, a mild-mannered, 
gravel-voiced sophomore from 
New Rochelle, New Jersey, to 
experience a rush party. I did 
this because I believe in learn- 
ing through doing. This ap- 
proach, by the way, pays its 
biggest dividends if what you 
want to learn about is passionate 
physical contact, but more on 
that, perhaps, in another col- 
umn. 
Unfortunately. I suppose this 
whole project did upset a few 
readers. This week is "Fall into 
Greek Week," and some stu- 
dents are probably hoping that 
I'll fall into something else, such 
as a rather large fissure in the 
earth's crust. 
The BG News got an interest- 
ing call from the Greek council 
which wanted to know whether 
part two would be pro- or anti- 
fraternity. I wish they had con- 
tacted me personally because at 
that time I hadn't written part- 
two yet, and, knowing about the 
wonderful charity work that fra- 
ternities do, I would have invited 
them to make a donation to the 
Get Craig Hergert Through 
Grad School As Soon As Possi- 
ble, Please! fund. 
But a bribe wasn't necessary. 
All in all, these guys are all 
right. 
During my only night of rush- 
ing, I visited two houses, and 
found the members to be ex- 
tremely nice guys, willing to 
show this rather strange sopho- 
more around the place and an- 
swer his questions. They were 
also interested enough to ask 
'War' biased on PBS 
Program claims nuclear conflict is inevitable 
by George Will 
Gwynne Dyer has seen the 
future and does not like it one 
bit. In his seven episodes of the 
series "War," which began Oct. 
1 on public television, he says we 
are doomed to nuclear winter 
unless we scrap the "whole sys- 
tem" of nation-states. In episode 
seven, he says a solution is at 
hand in ... the United Nations. 
In the book derived from the 
series, Dyer perversely applies 
a principle of mathematics to 
political affairs for the purpose 
of advancing the ''peace" 
agenda. Any event that has a 
definite probability, however 
small, "that does not decrease 
with time," will "eventually" 
occur. 
So nuclear war is a "statisti- 
cal certainty" unless the proba- 
bility is decreased. But, he says, 
the prerequisite for that de- 
crease is the dissolution of na- 
tional sovereignty. 
Dressed in the designer-prole- 
tarian style favored by Europe's 
middle-class leftists (jeans, 
leather jackets, turtlenecks, 
never a necktie) Dyer, a Ca- 
nadian, sounds at the ragged 
edge of weariness and sarcasm. 
It is, evidently, a tiring business 
being one of the few sensitive 
people on the planet. Here is a 
representative judgment from 
the man who finds almost every- 
one else morally obtuse: 
"It is impossible to care much 
about who won the battle (of 
Megiddo in 1479 B.C.), because 
both sides lived long ago and far 
away, and most of what they 
cared for ... has vanished ut- 
terly. This is not at all the way 
we feel about the Normandy 
Invasion of 1944, but if history 
goes on long enough, the day will 
come when Megiddo and Nor- 
mandy will seem on a par: 
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equally futile and equally mean- 
ingless . .. That war of 3,400 
years ago was obviously a mere 
power struggle with no moral justification, whereas any war 
our nation becomes involved in 
today will be just and necessary. 
The soldiers who were killed on 
the battlefield of Megiddo died 
in vain, but if today's generation 
of young men have to die on the 
Central Front in Europe, it will 
decide the moral fate of man- 
kind forever ... And I am the Queen of Sheba." 
Working back from that soph- 
omoric ending, through the cari- 
cature (no one says any war 
settles mankind's fate "for- 
ever"), Dyer's message is that 
the war against Hitler was 
meaningless because all wars 
are morally identical power 
struggles. He says Britain's re- 
sistance to Argentine aggression 
in the Falklands had ^exactly 
the same effect" as the aggres- 
sion in undermining interna- 
tional order. 
He uses the word "all" relent- 
lessly to deny moral distinctions 
that interest reasonable people. 
"We all live in fortresses we call 
states." WeU, fine, but if he 
wants to turn "fortress" into a 
classification that does not clas- 
sify, he could at least notice the 
morally significant differences 
between the internal arrange- 
ments and external aims of the 
worlds more than 160 "fortres- 
ses.""The Israelis live much the 
same way everybody else does." 
Oh? Dyer lives in placid London. 
"All soldiers belong to the 
same profession" and beneath 
the uniform there is very little 
difference." Commenting on 
film of Soviet soldiers, Dyer 
says that had their parents emi- 
grated to America, the soldiers 
might be serving in the U.S. 
Army. When he joins two banali- 
ties  (yes, young men every- 
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where are physically similar; 
5es, they join the armies where 
ley are bom) to an assertion 
vague to the point of meaning- 
less (Hitler's and Lincoln's sol- 
diers were in "the same 
profession"), he inadvertently 
raises an interesting question: 
Is this why we have public tele- 
vision - to treat grave subjects 
flippantly? 
Being a determinist, he ar- 
gues that the "system" churns 
along autonomously, manufac- 
turing concepts such as honor 
and valor for manipulative pur- 
poses. The Soviet and American 
military-industrial complexes 
are "exactly the same. Both 
sides in the Cold War are mor- 
ally equal because both have 
chemical-warfare capabilities. 
Both sides have provisions for 
protecting national leaders. (He 
does not say that the United 
States has nothing remotely 
comparable to the huge and 
rapidly expanding system of 
deep shelters clearly designed to 
enable the Soviet leadership 
class to fight and survive a nu- 
clear war.) 
The eighth episode of "War" 
will be hosted by Edwin New- 
man, not Dyer, and will examine 
alternative views. This ratio is 
too often typical of public tele- 
vision: seven parts propaganda, 
one part "balance." But who 
needs alternatives? Dyer's solu- 
tion - "setting up some world 
authority" - should be a piece of 
cake. He says the nations agreed 
in 1945 to surrender to the United 
Nations their right to defend 
themselves. 
If he believes that, he can 
believe the oddest things. In 
seven hours he does. 
Will is a syndicated columnist 
from the Washington Post Writ- 
er's Group. 
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Respond 
The BG News editorial page is 
your campus forum. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, double- 
spaced and signed. Your ad- 
dress and phone number must 
be included. 
The News reserves the right to 
reject submissions that are in 
bad taste, malicious or libelous 
and all submissions are subject 
to condensation. 
Please address submissions 
to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
211 West Hall 
more questions about New Jer- 
sey than I ever hope to be able to 
answer. Next time (not that I'm 
planning a next time). I'll pick 
something they're a little less 
familiar with, like Yugoslavia. 
Most of the time I was too busy 
trying not to flub up to do any- 
thing creative with the Bob per- 
sona. For example, I was afraid 
that, when someone read my 
name tag and said "Hi, Bob/' 
I'd respond with a less-than- 
poised rtWho?" 
At the second house I visited. 
Alpha Something Something (I 
didn't have time to learn the 
Greek alphabet, so I didn't catch 
the whole name), I did put on a 
bigger act. At one point my 
fuide, Socrates (all the names 
m using have been changed, 
including this one), asked me 
about the Shakespeare book I 
was carrying. (Noticing the 
Chandos portrait of Shake- 
speare on the cover, he thought 
it was an art text, but who am I 
to hold that against him? I 
thought New Rochelle was in 
New Jersey.) I told him it was 
my pleasure reading and that I 
had been in the library pouring 
over Hamlet, which, I told him 
for good measure, I read once a 
month. 
He then told me about the 
various sports clubs Alpha 
Something Something had and I 
suggested that they add a read- 
ing club. "Yeah, I said "it 
would be great. You could get all 
the guys into the lounge here and 
discuss The Catcher in the 
Rye." He asked me if any of the 
other frats had one. 
For the most part, though, 
Bob Zimmerman was just an 
ordinary sophomore, at least as 
ordinary as one could be with 
me playing the part. Bob was 
curious about what the fraterni- 
ties were like, and the guys were 
polite to him and gave him a 
thorough tour. 
It was easy to see why frater- 
nity life is so popular. As Achil- 
les (this is another of the 
fictitious names), one of my 
guides at Phi Kappa Tau, told 
me. the best thing about frat life 
is that he has so many friends. 
Having had a couple of friends 
once myself, I can understand 
why a person wouldn't mind a 
whole building full. 
Then there is the interaction 
that they have with the sorori- 
ties. I happened to be at Phi 
Kappa Tau during Sorority 
Dancer Night. During the eve- 
ning, three groups of dancers 
came by, as one guy announced, 
"to dance for us.' This sounded 
a bit too sultan-harem for my 
taste, but at least guys were 
having a chance to meet girls, 
albeit Driefly. The first dancers, 
wearing attractive pink outfits 
with black polka dots as I recall, 
dashed off after their neatly 
choreographed number. I 
guessed thai they had other frat 
gigs that night. 
The second group was also 
entertaining, although in their 
khaki outfits they looked like 
they rehearsed in the Rec Cen- 
ter's combative danc? room. 
During the second unit's rou- 
tine, Achilles told me that things 
got even better after pledging is 
finished, which I took to mean 
there would be four groups of 
dancers instead of only three. 
Another advantage Greeks 
have, according to one frat's 
recruiting poster, is "academic 
help" with their classes. I'm not 
really sure they need any. Dur- 
ing a tour of the rooms, the first 
student I met, Diogenes, (again, 
this is not his real name - non- 
est!) was studying for a test the 
next day. At 8 p.m. he was 
studying. This was one frat 
member not in keeping with the 
Animal House image, and I'm 
sure he's not alone. Frat mem- 
bers rarely are, in anything. 
But for those Greeks who want 
"academic help," it is available, 
in this house anyway. The very 
first stop on my tour, conducted 
by Zorba, was the library. Be- 
fore I could pipe up, in my 
bookworm character, that I'd 
probably be using that room a 
lot, Zorba opened the door re- 
vealing that the library was a 
filing cabinet of old tests. "It 
doesn't hurt," he said. Just as 
3 as the library doesn't even- 
y requisition new testa or 
old research papers, I can agree 
with him. It might not hurt ei- 
ther, though, to replace the li- 
brary sign with one reading "old 
test file/' to prevent any possi- 
ble confusion on the part of new 
pledges. 
A week after my adventure I 
saw Socrates at the bar, and he 
told me that Alpha Something 
Something would have invited 
me back had one of my former 
students not recognized me. It's 
unfortunate. I would have wel- 
comed another night of rush. 
I'm not sure what to make of 
the fact that I wasn't invited 
back to PKT, even though no one 
recognized me. It's possible that 
they found Bob to be too much of 
a geek, and, if that's the case, I 
can't say that they were wrong. 
On my way home, one girl, no- 
ticing my brown suit andmatch- 
ing grass-stained tennis shoes, 
shouted "Nerd! Nerd!" from a 
passing car. And, since that's 
the persona I was shooting for, I 
can t say I blame her either. 
But what about the nerds? 
How about a little brotherhood 
for them? Maybe the answer is 
to set up a separate fraternity 
system that would accept them. 
You could call it a geek system. 
Hergert is a teaching fellow in 
English from Slayton, Minn. 
Letters 
Edwards is unclear 
With reference to Dr. Ed- 
wards' commentary of October 
1, there are indeed many "slipp- 
ery slopes," not the least of 
which includes sloppy rhetoric 
from a teacher of rhetoric. 
The shift in point of view in the 
eighth paragraph implies that 
all readers believe "Swedish 
erotica has reduced sex crimes" 
and know about Georgina Spel- 
vin videos. At times It is also 
unclear whether Dr. Edwards' 
topic is Nicaragua, porn mag- 
azines, lyrics in rock songs, sex- 
ually explicit videos or anti- 
establishment literature. Hus- 
tler and Naked Lunch are 
lumped together as if they were 
similar. Frank Zappa has been 
relegated to the semi-musi- 
cians," among whom must also 
include Pierre Boulez and Jean- 
Luc Ponty, both of whom have 
recorded his music. 
No doubt parents need some 
BLOOM COUNTY 
system to know the lyric content 
of records their young children 
want to buy, but not at the ex- 
pense of such radical right hys- 
teria and misinformation. 
Michael Karl Ritchie 
Instructor 
English Department 
Food scare gone? 
Recently there was a food 
poisoning scare in the Mc Don- 
ald residence hall. 
This unfortunate incident 
caused undue publicity to the 
girls of Mac, and has positioned 
the greater majority of the stu- 
dent body to shy away from 
their eating facilities. Is there 
always going to be the thought in 
the back of our heads that the 
food the University is providing 
will be maliced with some for- 
eign substance, or can we be 
assured that another scare is 
non-eminent? What is college, or 
life for that matter, without 
food? Something has to be done 
to insure safety amongst our 
plates of stale fries and greasy 
burgers. A tainted meal is as 
safe as an asbestos sandwich; 
something that none of us need 
to worry about amidst our rise to 
academic stability. 
Brent Dinan 
113 Kohl Hall 
Correction 
A story in Wednesday's BG 
News incorrectly listed two 
WBGU talk shows. 
Cara Sabin co-hosts a 
WBGU talk show called 
"Question This." 
The talk show "Head to 
Head" can be heard on 
WBGU, not WFAL as was 
reported. 
The News regrets these er- 
rors. 
by Berke Breathed 
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Uniform Drinking Age Act raises debates 
Lawmakers resent 'federal blackmail' 
by Brian R. Ball 
copy editor 
State officials show little enthusiasm 
for raising Ohio's drinking age to 21, 
but an approaching federal deadline 
may force them to nave such a law in 
effect before next Oct. 1. 
Ohio remains one of 13 states not in 
compliance with the Uniform Drinking 
Age Act, signed into law in July 1984 by 
President Ronald Reagan. 
The law requires state legislatures to 
raise the drinking age or lose federal 
money for highway construction and 
maintenance. Fourteen of the 37 states 
now in compliance have changed their 
laws since the act passed. All states 
bordering Ohio have the 21 drinking 
age. 
Ohio's law has 19 as the minimum 
age for buying and drinking beer, 21 for 
wine and liquor. 
IF THE LAW isn't effective before 
next October, which would require 
passage of the law before July 1, the 
state's Department of Transportation 
will lose 5 percent of its federal high- 
way funds. The penalty would be 
raised to 10 percent if Ohio is not in 
compliance by October 1987. 
The total penalty would come to 
between $35 million and $59 million 
over the two year period. The entire 
penalty would be refunded if Ohio 
passes the law by Sept. 30,1987. 
But the federal law hasn't been a 
popular issue in Ohio, where voters 
defeated an initiative to raise the 
drinking age in November 1983, eight 
months before the federal law was 
signed About 58.6 percent of the 3.36 
million ballots cast voted against the 
measure. 
State officials this week said few in 
Columbus are happy at the tactics the 
federal government is employing to get 
Ohio to raise the drinking age. 
State Rep. Robert Brown, R-Penys- 
burg, said earlier this week he neither 
supports the measure nor likes the 
government's methods. 
"IF IT were up (for vote) today I'd 
vote against it," he said, characteriz- 
ing the law as "federal blackmail." 
Brown said he didn't think the Legis- 
lature would put the proposal to a 
statewide vote again because of the 
November 1983 results. 
The lack of any pending legislation 
concerning the law demonstrates what 
legislators think of the issue, he said. 
"The mere fact that there is an ab- 
sence of legislation reflects the attitude 
of the leadership." 
Tom Winters, executive assistant to 
House Speaker Vern Riffe, D-New Bos- 
ton, said the speaker was upset by the 
government's tactics. Calling the fed- 
eral tactics were "a form of subtle 
blackmail," Winters said the speaker 
thought the vote two years ago was 
"overwhelming," and that "the will of 
the people ought to be listened to." 
WINTERS ADDED that Riffe is 
known to be outspoken on federally 
mandated laws through threat of loss 
of funding, which takes away the pre- 
rogative of state legislatures. The 
same threats are being used to force the 
Hike may cut alcohol-related problems 
by Janet Pavasko 
staff reporter 
testing of auto emissions in several 
counties in Ohio, he said. 
Meantime, the speaker is very reluc- 
tant to initiate legislation because of 
more pressing issues, Winter said. 
Paul Coleman, director of the Gover- 
nor's Office of Recovery Services, said 
Gov. Richard Celeste favors tougher 
laws in punishing drivers who have 
been drinking instead of age limita- 
tions. Celeste feels strongly that educa- 
tion and prevention efforts, such as the 
University's "Never Again" program 
are good alternatives to the 21 drinking 
age, he added. 
With Ohio likely to raise its drinking 
age to 21 within the year, students can 
expect changes in campus and city law 
enforcement and in University social 
programming. 
Dean Gerkens, associate director of 
Public Safety/Police, said that raising 
the drinking age to 21 would cut down 
on a lot of campus alcohol-related 
problems. 
"We would eliminate the open con- 
tainer problem and drinking in the 
residence hallways," he said. "This 
new age would force under-age drink- 
ers to get alcohol illegally, or at off- 
campus parties, which puts pressure 
on the city police." 
BOWLING GREEN Police Chief Ga- 
len Ash said that although city police 
experienced no difficulties in law en- 
forcement when the legal age for con- 
sumption of beer changed from 18 to 19, 
enforcement of a 21 legal age would be 
a trial-and-error situation of enforce- 
ment. 
"Some people think that the law 
would cut down on party violations, but 
I look for an increase," Ash said. "This 
could cause an adverse effect in com- 
munity and University relations." 
Ash said city police would be under 
pressure from University students and 
community residents. 
"Who knows? The new drinking age 
might be easier to enforce. AD we 
would have to do is card off-campus 
parties and charge any persons serv- 
ing alcohol to minors," he said. "We 
would be under pressure not to over- 
react and not to slack off." 
CHANGES IN THE drinking law 
may cause dissatisfaction among stu- 
dents until it becomes the norm, he 
said. 
According to Fayetta Paulson, assis- 
tant vice president of student affairs, 
the new University position on alcohol 
will be complicated since more than 50 
percent of the students are 19 or under. 
The new law would make it more 
difficult to set up programs that would 
include all ages: students below the 
age of 21, and those who would be 
legally of age to drink, she said. 
"Right now we enforce the state law, 
so we do program with alcohol," Paul- 
son said. "When the law changes ... 
each department will revise and re- 
vamp their programs accordingly." 
JUDI BIGGS, assistant director of 
small group housing and greek life , 
said programming workshops will be 
used to help University fraternities and 
sororities plan weekend programs. 
"We want to develop alternative 
strategies if the campus becomes dry, 
and dealing with a 21 social life," she 
said. "We plan to conduct a phone 
survey with other schools who have 
university-owned greek houses and 
have had to cope with a recent change 
in alcohol policy." 
Biggs said most groups are scared 
the new law will cause an increase in 
drinking and driving because students 
would have to travel off campus to 
drink. 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
Presents It's 5thAnnual 
TUCK-IN SERVjCE 
Get an old fashioned tuck-in just like mom used to 
give, complete with a tuck-in, bedtime story and a 
good night kiss. 
All for only a $1.00 
Service runs from Oct. 6-10        9 p.m.-12 a.m. 
CALL 352-6035 
UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION ANNOUNCES AN 
ORGANIZATIONAL-INFORMATIONAL! 
MEETING 
Monday, Oct. 7      6:30 p.m. 
Mileti Alumni Center 
j 
Featuring: 
Dr. Michael Marsden 
on BGSU's History 
Come join us for food, fun and more! 
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Program to address 
diverse cultures 
The Office of Minority Affairs, 
which is committed to installing 
in the University an apprecia- 
tion of different cultures and 
traditions, will have an inaugu- 
ralprogram on Sunday. 
The Inaugural program will 
address the issues of pluralism 
and cultural diversity on cam- 
pus, said Jack Taylor, assistant 
vice president for minority af- 
fairs. 
The office provides academic, 
cultural and social support to 
minority students and advocates 
cultural diversity in the student 
body, faculty, administration 
and curriculum, Taylor said. 
The keynote speaker at Sun- 
day's program will be Calvin 
Butts, an adjunct professor in 
the African Studies Department 
of City College in New York. 
AIM speaking will be Juan 
Andrade, an attorney and direc- 
tor of the Midwest Voter Regis- 
tration Program in Columbus, 
and Benjamin Muego, assistant 
professor of political science at 
Firelands. 
Also on the program are Tay- 
lor, University President Paul 
Olscamp; Mary Edmonds, vice 
president for student affairs; 
and Herbert Moorehead, a Uni- 
versity alumnus. 
The University's Gospel 
Choir, El Ballet PoDdoricos de 
Toledo, a hiapanic dance ensem- 
ble musician Tyrone Vemon 
and soloist Charlotte Stames, 
director of the crime prevention 
program for Public Safety, will 
be featured at the program 
The Getaway 
50«off 1 dozen 
■ ■ 
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ChOD ChOp Photo/Michael J. Mugrtdge 
University groundskeepers Bill Conine and Greg Johns spent yesterday afternoon pruning shrubs around campus for both 
good looks and to maintain visibility for pedestrians and bicyclists. 
Doughnuts with coupon E*p.r.,oct.ii | Group to sponsor political reggae party 
998 S. Main 352-4162 
We  deliver   7»am  to  9~  weekdays,   7"  to   10" 
Saturday, No delivery Sun. 
by Caroline Langer 
staff reporter 
.8 
\s&ltei!rtout deatf 
Music, dance and social issues 
are on the agenda for the Reg- 
gae Solidarity party Saturday 
night. 
"It will be a night of con- 
sciousness-raising with an em- 
phasis on music," said Errol 
Lam, a spokesman for the Coali- 
tion of Progressive Organize- 
Self Defense Workshop 
with Bob Nicholson 
Sunday, Oct. 6. 1985 
7:00 p.m. 
Combative Dance Room 
SKC 
Intro to Aerobics 
with Judy Kisselle 
Sunday, Oct. 13.1985 
7:00 p.m. 
Activity Room 
SRC 
DONATIONS WELCOME! 
Join in ...do YOUR part!!! 
* * 
REGGAE SOLIDARITY PARTY 
#   ' with c§^ 
CRUCIAL DBC band^T^ 
QSOI., Oct. 5       9:00 p.m. 
r^j^) Northeast Commons 
Sponsored by Minority Student Activities 
and Coalition of Progressive Organizations 
14" 2 ITEM PIZZA       j 
$5.00 
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 
J.T.'S  PIZZA 
CARR Y OUT 
\ 352-5475   405 Thurstin J 
" 
tions, an alliance of campus 
organizations including Women 
for Women, Black Student 
Union, Caribbean Association, 
Peace Coalition, Social Justice 
Committee, Third World Grad- 
uate Association, Group for Pro- 
gressive Alternatives and the 
BG Coalition to Eliminate Rac- 
ism. The party is sponsored by 
the coalition and by Minority 
Student Affairs. 
The band Crucial DBC will 
play reggae music, much of 
which is politically oriented, and 
various groups under the um- 
brella of the coalition will pre- 
sent literature and make snort 
speeches about their special in- 
terest issues which concern so- 
ciety as a whole, said Brian 
Szittai, coalition spokesman. 
SOCIAL CONCERNS such as 
racial discrimination, feminist 
issues, social justice and apart- 
heid will be addressed. 
To make the anti-apartheid 
issue more visible, people can 
sign a petition which calls for an 
end to apartheid and supports 
the efforts of Nobel Prize-winner 
Bishop Desmond Tutu and jailed 
Solitical activist Nelson Man- 
ela in their fight against the 
South African system of legal 
segregation and oppression by 
the white minority against peo- 
ple of color, Szittai said. People 
are asked to donate $1 to cover 
the cost of having the petition, 
along with the names of signers, 
published in an advertisement in 
the Sentinel-Tribune and The 
BG News as has been done with 
a similar advertisement earlier 
this semester. 
"It is one small way people 
can show support for the anti- 
apartheid movement and raise 
awareness of the seriousness of 
this issue," Szittai said. 
The party is open to the public 
but is also designed to build 
solidarity among the different 
groups who are under the un- 
breUa of the Coalition of Pro- 
gressive Organizations, Lam 
said. 
Mesquite grilled specialties ♦ 
♦ Marvelous Sorbet Ices* 
§ 
* Oelato ice creams 
♦ Unique Sunday brunch ♦ 
♦ Football brunch ♦ 
♦ Aspen welcomes 19-year-olds ♦ 
Casual Dress Acceptable 
♦ Great bar now open ♦ 
07 Sue street * EUtooster 
Bawling Green ONo 43402 
35^8735 
AsaMarineOrlcer,y()ua)uldbeincharge(rfa a freshman or sophomore, ask about our iinder- 
Mach2+ F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier or graduate oflkrccomiriissroning programs. Ifyourea 
one of our other jets or helicopters. And you could junior, check out our graduate programs. Starting 
do it by the time you're 23. But it takes a special salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. And 
OHTimitment on your part We   \~~ZZ       ~ZZ I youcancounton 
Go farther,, ****<*** ■■•*■»■ demand leaders at all levels. We teach you to be one. If you're \Wn looking tot a few good men. 
See Capt. Power or Lt. Bembenek Oct. 9,10 at the Student 
Union or call collect (313) 668-2211. 
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Recruitment stressed 
Campus participation key to minority program 
by Caroline Longer 
staff reporter 
The University has a strat- 
egy to increase the pool of 
minority graduate students, 
but participation of the whole 
campus is needed to make 
these plans work, according 
to the director of the Univer- 
sity's minority graduate re- 
cruitment office. 
"The biggest tool for mi- 
nority recruitment would be 
if everyone on this campus 
goes out of their way to make 
minorities comfortaDle." said 
Peace Champion, Project 
Search director. Project 
Search has been responsible 
for recruiting minority grad- 
uate students since it was 
founded in 1972. 
Champion said there is an 
attitude on campus which im- 
plies that minority students 
are in some way Inferior to 
the rest of the students, which 
alienates minority students 
and keeps them from feeling 
like part of the University 
community, she said. 
ONE WAY THE University 
is introduced to prospective 
students is through the Grad- 
uate Minority Scholars Visi- 
tation Program, which was 
developed last year, Cham- 
pion said. About SO seniors 
with grade point averages of 
3.0 orbetter, from 30 universi- 
ties, are invited for a day's 
visit to the campus to attend a 
workshop and talk with grad- 
uate advisers. 
Out of the SO who attended 
last year, 38 applied and 
about five enrolled in grad- 
uate school. The program will 
be held again Nov. 5. 
A Minority Recruiting 
Workshop was held yesterday 
In McFall Center for grad- 
uate advisers, department 
chairs and school directors to 
enhance development of mi- 
nority recruiting plans by va- 
rious departments. 
The University has a net- 
work of graduate student 
alumni actively recruiting 
minority graduate students, 
Champion said. Graduate 
alumni are a good source of 
recruitment and the Univer- 
sity will continue to work to 
create a greater network, she 
said. 
CHAMPION SAID most 
graduate student recruiting is 
done by mailing information 
all over the United States, 
especially to traditionally 
black universities. 
ARMY ROTC CAN HELP 
PUT YOU AHEAD OF 
THE CROWD. 
Adding Army ROTC," to 
your college education can give 
you a competitive edge. 
Regardless ot your chosen 
major, Army ROTC training 
magnifies your total learning 
experience. 
Training that helps you 
develop into a leader, as well 
as a manager ot money and 
materials. Thar builds your self- 
confidence and dccision-makiny 
abilities. And gives you skills 
and knowledge you can use 
anywhere. In college. In the 
military. And in civilian life. 
Army ROTC provides 
scholarship opportunities and 
financial assistance ttx>. But, most importantly, Army ROTC lers 
you graduate wirh horh a college degree and a commission in 
today's Army, which includes the Army Reserve and National 
Guard. 
So come our ahead by enrolling in Army ROTC. For more 
information contact Capt. Dave Wolf, Dept. of Military Science, 372-8880 
 ARMY ROTC. BEALLYOUCANBE. 
a amma 
ariooean l^ bb 
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So   Wkod   Qotta  Crush  On   (Jou! 
Panelists hook up 
Trade, TV conference to occur 
by Don Lee 
staff reporter 
The University will partici- 
pate in a statewide closed-cir- 
cuit television conference on 
international exports in conjunc- 
tion with the International 
Trade Fair, to be held in Cleve- 
land Oct. 18-27. 
Panelists at the University, 
Cleveland State University, 
Ohio University, and the exposi- 
tion center in Cleveland, where 
the trade fair will be held, will 
be able to see and talk to each 
other through closed-circuit 
hookups on the state educational 
television network, said Ra- 
mona Cormier, dean of continu- 
ing education, who is 
coordinating the University's 
participation in the seminar. 
The seminar, which takes 
place Oct. 21, will feature a 30- 
minute presentation by Ca- 
nadian barrister Jerry Faivish, 
speaking on the seminar topic. 
'Exporting your products and 
ideas." Panelists at each of the 
universities will be able to re- 
spond on the two-way hookups. 
Clarence Pawlicki, state de- 
velopment director, and William 
Hutchin, market research man- 
ager for Anderson's of Maumee, 
will be the panelists at the Uni- 
versity. In addition 30-50 North- 
west Ohio manufacturers will be 
invited to ask questions. 
"They are persons who ... 
produce something they may 
want to export," Cormier said. 
The seminar topic grew out of 
the trade fair, where manufac- 
turers from all over the world 
will come to Cleveland to dis- 
play their products, she said. • 
Cormier said the teleconfer- 
ence idea is being used because 
"we can't get 30-50 (local) peo- 
ple to Cleveland at one time, but 
we can set them to come to 
Bowling Green." 
B.G. DRIVE-THRU 
» Why Walk Through 
when you can Drive Through? 
Doritos       1 lb. bag   $1.99 
Coke Classic 8 pk. $1.79 (+ Tax + Deposit) 
Coke 6 pk. N/R's $2.29 
Pepsi 6 pk. N/R's        $2.29 
"Bowling Greens only Drive Through" 
780 S. College   352-9851 
. . responsible decisions about drinking and driving. 
Each year thousands of young people die In 
alcohol-related accidents. Many more are 
terribly Injured, robbed of all but mere 
existence. 
ASK YOURSELF: 
—Have you watched a friend get drunk and not 
know how they have gotten home? 
—Have you ever transported friends in a car while 
you were under the influence of alcohol? 
If you answered yes to either of 
these questions, then you owe it 
to yourself to attend the first annual 
NEVER AGAIN" night-out 
Friday, Oct. 4, 6-10 p.m. 
Old Fraternity Row 
<< 
FEATURING: 
Live music by "LINK" 
"No-run" run 
Mocktails 
Ice cream and snacks 
Special guest appearances 
... and more! 
This event 
is free 
and open 
to all 
THIS AD SPONSORED BY: UPTOWN, ASPEN AND MAIN STREET 
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News Briefs 
Ex-agent defects over Moscow job, say officials 
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S. officials said 
yesterday they believe former CIA agent Ed- 
ward Howard started working for the Soviet 
KGB because be was angry over being assigned 
to Moscow. 
"He was ticked off over his assignment to 
Moscow." said one official yesterday when 
asked why Howard is thought to have become a 
Soviet spy. "That's why he went over to the 
other side." 
Sources also said yesterday that Howard 
learned of FBI interest in him when agents 
visited his house last month. He soon fled. 
Howard, 33, went to work for the CIA's 
clandestine service in January, 1981, and was 
fired by the CIA in June, 1983, according to U.S. 
nKirt*M who were uncertain as to the reason 
for his dismissal. 
Howard told co-workers when be returned to 
his native New Mexico in July, 1983, that he had 
est turned down a government assignment to 
oacow. That refusal might have prompted a 
firing, but two sources indicated that Howard 
had failed a CIA-administered polygraph. t r H m n n a t i a oi - a uu a i  
Atlantis space shuttle lifts off amid secrecy 
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP> - Atlantis    liftoff. "All systems on board the orblter , l . ( ) tl ti  joined America's space shuttle fleet vesterday 
with a dazzling liftoff on a mission of mystery, 
carrying five astronauts and a pair of military 
satellites built to withstand nuclear radiation. 
Except for the launch, which could be seen 
from much of central Florida, the flight had as 
much secrecy as the Air Force could muster. 
"The space shuttle is in orbit," was Mission 
Control's terse announcement 45 minutes after 
i Atlan- 
tis are good. The mission is proceeding as 
planned." 
The Air Force said in advance there would be 
only two public reports about Atlantis unless 
problems develop. The first, a status report 
four hours into the flight: the other, a 24-nour 
notice that the shuttle will land at Edwards Air 
Force Base in California. 
Federal policies overlook greatness of lakes 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The budget policies of 
the federal government have completely failed 
to reflect the overwhelming importance of the 
Great Lakes, an aide to Gov. Richard Celeste 
told a congressional task force yesterday. 
In testimony presented to the House Budget 
Task Force on Community and Natural Re- 
sources, Celeste environmental policy assistant 
Ed Hopkins said tourism and recreation on the 
Great Lakes contributes about $10 billion to the 
economy of the region. 
Hopkins said sports fishing in Ohio is an 
estimated $73 million business, providing 16 
percent of Ohioans with recreation. And income 
from pleasure boating along Lake Erie was 
$133 million in 1981, he added 
"Because of their economic and ecological 
importance, the Great Lakes merit special 
consideration in the federal budget," Hopkins 
said. 
Lone picketer charges Reagan insensitive to poor 
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Rev. Maurice Mc- 
Crackin, a veteran civil rights activist and the 
lone picketer outside the Procter & Gamble Co. 
Ivorydale soap plant during President Rea- 
gan's visit, says Reagan is insensitive to the 
poor. 
McCrackin was boiling over Reagan's route 
through the city yesterday, which took him 
from Greater Cincinnati International Airport 
in northern Kentucky to downtown Cincinnati 
and then across an expressway to the P&G 
plant, bypassing poor neighborhoods. 
"If you say you are representing the poor 
people, you ought to get to know them. He isn't 
even going to see them," said McCrackin. 
BG News/Kevin Hopkins 
Play It Again Ron 
Ron Bistline, education student from Defiance, plays his guitar to relax between classes. 
Stair repairs stepped up 
Students who have wondered 
when the steps of Williams Hall 
and Jerome Library are going to 
be fixed will have to wait until 
next spring to see any im- 
provement 
According to Roland Engler, 
University architect, bids are 
coming in for the work on the 
library and blueprints are being 
drawn up so work can start 
"when snow stops falling in the 
spring." 
Funds for the library step 
construction also cover repairs 
and renovations to Moseley 
Hall. Engler said work on the 
two buildings could be finished 
by the beginning of fall semester 
1986 and is expected to cost 
$960,000 in state funds. 
Engler said work on Moseley 
Hall includes creating a "formal 
type entrance" to the Off Cam- 
pus Commuter Center, renova- 
tions on the sewer system to 
eliminate basement area flood- 
ing in the spring and some minor 
The Getaway 
October Special 
Cider and Doughnut 55 
eat in or carry out 
with coupon 
! 998 S, Main   E*Pires 10/11   352-4162 
WANTED: 
~J\ina and (ajueen for 1985 J4omeconuna 
m Open to all B.G.S.U. Seniors Applications available today 
in the U.A.O. office 3" floor, Union 
Applications Due 5:00 p.m. Thursday, Oct. 10 
327-2343 
Concert 
• Continued from page 1. 
tails for ticket sales to avoid 
students sleeping out. 
Swanka said the committee 
organizing events for the Uni- 
versity's 75th anniversary pen- 
ciled in a concert for this fall, 
"but lust in the last month it 
looked like it was going to hap- 
pen." 
"It's a challenge to get this 
together in three weeks, Dut I'm 
confident we can do it," she 
said. "Many plans are still heav- 
ily in the wofts." 
She said there are a million 
little details in staging a con- 
cert, and she expects the UAO 
office to be buzzing with concert 
arrangements. 
Some of the many details in- 
clude arranging security, set- 
ting up and numbering 1,000 
chairs on the floor of Anderson 
Arena, publicizing the event, 
catering for the performers and 
workers and deciding how many 
garbage cans will be needed. 
      Sunday, Oct. 6 
Dateline 
Friday, Oct. 4 
Poetry Reading - Robert 
Lietz, who teaches creative writ- 
ing at the University, will give a 
poetry reading from 1:30-3:30 
p.m. in the Faculty Lounge of 
the University Union. Admission 
Is free. 
Movie - "Police Academy," a 
University Activities Organiza- 
tion sponsored film, will be 
shown Oct. 4 and 5 at 8 and 10 
p.m. in 210 Math Science. Tick- 
ets are $1.50 for students, faculty 
and staff with University ID. 
Movie - "The Warriors" will 
be shown Oct. 4 and 5 at mid- 
night in 210 Math Science. Tick- 
ets are fl .50 for students, faculty 
and staff with University ID. 
Sponsored by the University Ac- 
tivities Organization. 
Saturday, Oct. 5 
Workshop - A workshop for all 
University department chairs 
and directors will be held from 
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the 
Bowling Green Holiday Inn. 
Sponsored by the University 
Council of Chairs and Directors. 
Program - "Saturdays at the 
Museum" is a program de- 
signed to teach basic skills in 
museum work, archeological 
survey, archival research and 
other activities that will en- 
hance the appreciation of his- 
tory and cultural resources. The 
program will be held from 9 
a.m. to the mid-afternoon for at 
least the next six weeks at the 
Wood CountyJUstorical Society 
Museum, 13660 County Home 
Road. For more information, 
call the museum at 352-0967. 
ANY LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA 
Concert - The Bowling Green 
Philharmonia will give a free 
mechanical work on the water 
systems and transformers in- 
side the building. 
Engler said they applied two 
or three years ago for the capital 
improvements funding from the 
Ohio Board of Regents. 
"We're doing more now 
around the University simply 
because there hasn't been much 
money until recently," he said. 
"We kind of put in our wish list 
and depend on the Ohio Board 
for capital improvements 
money. 
concert at 3 p.m. in Kobacker 
Hall of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. Admission is free. 
Monday, Oct. 7 
Film - "Milo Barus," the 1963 
German film with English sub- 
titles, will be shown at 8 p.m. in 
the Gish Film Theater, Hanna 
Hall. Admission is free. 
Program - "What Everyone 
Should Know About Family Vio- 
lence" will be presented at the 
Family and Child Abuse Preven- 
tion Abuse Center. For more 
information call the Wood 
County Mental Health Board at 
3524475. 
Dateline, a daily service of the 
News, lists dates and times of 
campus events. Submissions by 
all organizations are welcome 
and must be turned in typed and 
double-spaced one week prior to 
the event. 
>o< Kseeex 
THE ONLY WAY TO SEE FALCON HOCKEY. . . 
.UL-SPQRTS PUSS 
ONLY LEFT 90 
FIRST HOME GAME ON OCT. 18 
we deliver 
$5.95 
with coupon 352-3551 
MAKE YOUR DREAK 
TO DEKILEY'S! 
•HOUOJU 
You deserve a break and 
Bentley's in the Holiday 
Inn, has just the right 
deals for you. Monday through 
Saturday enjoy special drinks at special 
prices! And, don't forget the Bentley's 
Happy Hour, every night from 4-9 pm 
featuring our famous Sip n Dip! Make 
your break a "Bentley's breakl" 
Bentley's in the Holiday Inn-Bowling Green 
1550 E. Wootter St. • Bowling Green. OH 43402 • 352-5211 
A 
Bowling Green 
First Presbyterian Church 
126 S. Church 
Cordially invites students to take part 
in World Wide Communion 
this Sunday, Oct. 6 at 10:00 a.m. 
Stay afterward for coffee and class 
for all college students 
BIG BARNEY'S 
IS DEALING 
ON VIDEO PRICES 
•Help Celebrate Barney's 1* 
sary of Their S. Main Store 
•All Video Rentals 
99* Oct 6*42* 
•Video Recorder 
Rental 
only $5.99 
Anniver- 
$5 Off Membership 
w/This Coupon 
\ -z^zr i STOP BY 
AT 
1093 N. MAIN 
Ph. 354-1401 
* L'L'21™ J. 
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Conservative Broncos host undefeated Falcons 
by Karl Smith 
sports editor 
Football is hardly a science. 
Many learned people consider 
the gridiron to be fit for men of 
lesser stature. 
Yet, Bowling Green and West- 
ern Michigan set out to prove the 
physics theory that opposites 
attract when they clash on 
Waldo Field in Kalamazoo, 
Mich, tomorrow. 
The two squads sit on opposite 
ends of the Mid-American Con- 
ference standings with BG in 
first (4-0, iM) in the MAC) and 
the Broncos wallowing in last (0- 
3, 0-1 in the MAC). 
Falcon head coach Denny 
Stolz said that he isn't taking 
WMU lightly, despite their lack 
of success. 
"It's homecoming for West- 
ern, it's their first home game 
and they've got us sandwiched 
between Michigan State and 
Central Michigan " Stolz said. 
"They're 0-3 and looking at 0-4, 
they want to win, too." 
The differences go deeper 
than the teams' records. 
THE BRONCOS rely on their 
defense which currently ranks 
first in the nation against the 
pass. They boast linebacker 
John Offerdahl, a third team ail- 
American in '84, who led the 
MAC in tackles last year and 
could break the conference re- 
cord this season. 
"He's their best player," Stolz 
Mid Ameii<r»n Conference (landing* 
■a»t**n Qnm 
Central MKhijjan 
Kent Slate 
Northern Illinois 
Miami 
Ball Slate 
Toledo 
Eastern Michigan 
Western Michigan 
Ohio University 
MAC 
WLT 
200 
100 
I 00 
I 00 
I 10 
120 
010 
010 
010 
0 10 
overall 
WLT 
400 
200 
120 
130 
120 
130 
120 
1 20 
030 
030 
Tommorrow* game* 
■s»lls)g Grass at Weatera Michigan 
Kant at Central Michigan 
Toledo M Eastern Michigan 
Ohio University at Miami 
Northern Illinois at Ball Slate 
MACtosders: 
Pssalsg: Brie* HcCksrs (BO). 204.■ yaras par 
Rushing George Swam (MtJ). 106.7 yards ptf game 
ReceMng John DeBoer (CMti) 5.0 catches par 
game 
"It's homecoming for Western, it's 
their first home game and they've got us 
sandwiched between Michigan State and 
Central Michigan. They're 0-3 and looking 
at 0-4, they want to win, too." 
BG head coach Denny Stolz 
said. "He's the defensive cat- 
alyst and there's certainly not a 
better defensive player in the 
conference." 
While the Broncos' defense 
has shone, the offense has been 
anything but a bright spot. WMU 
has scored only nine points in 
three games while ranking sixth 
out of the ten MAC schools with 
274.3 yards per game. 
WMU runs a one-back offense 
similar to the Washington 
Redskins. The running game 
features Otis Cheatman, aver- 
aging 80.7 yards per game. 
"They have the most unique 
MACtion 
All purpose yard.: Cry Petton (EMU). 186 3 yards 
per perne 
Punting: Mike Kent (NKJ>. 44.0 
Sewing: Ber.e.4 White (»Gl II point, per 
twees 
Kick-oil return.: Curt Partridge (NKI). 34.8 
Punt return. Marcus Matthew. (EMU). 14 e 
Tackle. Tim Ingtla (1ST). 16.0 per flame 
Team leader.: 
Total oflenae: Central Michigan. 3SI5 yard, per 
game 
Ruahlng offense   Central Michigan.   173 0 yard. 
par game 
Paa.l.g eflanee: eVewHe* Green. 235 0 yard, 
per genet 
Scorkag elleaee: Bawling Geean. 2>.0 palate 
paegsses 
Total detente   Central Michigan.   157 0 yard, per 
game 
Duelling defense   Central Michigan.   112 5 yard, 
per game 
Paaalng defenae    Weelern Michigan.   45 7   yard, 
per game 
Scoring defenae   Central Michigan. 8 3 point, per 
game 
offense in the conference," Stolz 
said. "They use three tight ends, 
a multitude of motion and shift- 
ing; they're a difficult team to 
get a picture of defensively." 
Defensive problems are not 
what the Falcons need. For, 
unlike WMU, BG's defense rests 
in the middle of the MAC statis- 
tics while the Falcons have been 
outgained by the opposition, 
1447-1389 yards. 
BRONCO COACH Jack Har- 
baugh remains wary of BG's 
defense, which has played four 
games (only Northern Illinois 
and Ball State have played as 
MAC      overall 
WL        WL 
Western Michigan 
Central Michigan 
Miami 
Morthem Illinois 
n Michigan 
Toledo 
Ball Slate 
Ohio University 
Kent State 
SO 
4« 
4 1 
4 1 
M 
M 
24 
14 
9 1 
10 I 
92 
96 
54 
»7 
7-7 
16 
46 
Tonight: 
Ball State at Bowling Oraaa 
Miami at Toledo 
Eastern Michigan at Northern Illinois 
Central Michigan at Weelern Michigan 
Tomorrow: 
Mlee.1 at Bewltag Grew. 
Ball Stale at Toledo 
Central Michigan at Northern llllnol. 
Eaaern Michigan at Western Michigan 
many) and has given up the 
second least touchdowns in the 
conference (six). 
"Their defense might be as 
good as their offense even 
though it's not as well known," 
he said. 
BG's offense, unlike the de- 
fense, is known, and have the 
numbers to support their es- 
teem. 
The Falcons are first in the 
MAC in passing offense and sec- 
ond in total offense. BG has the 
24th highest scoring output in 
the nation (29.0 points per 
game) while their aerial attack 
ranks 20th. 
"They have a great offensive 
team headed by one of the na- 
tion's finest quarterbacks in 
Brian McClure," Harbaugh 
said. "They have proved they 
can come from behind and they 
have outstanding quickness." 
McClure tossed tor 252 yards 
last week, although his perfor- 
mance was marred by five inter- 
ceptions. Tailback Bernard 
White helped pick up the slack 
by rushing for 148 yards. 
After three straight games 
being decided in the final mo- 
ments, Stolz would like an old- 
fashioned blowout; but he's not 
counting on one. 
"We'd like to shut people down 
Saturday and the rest of the year 
but I don't know if you can shut 
down people in college football 
anymore,   he said. 
AERIAL PURSUIT 
BOWLING GREEN VS. WESTERN MICHIGAN 
WHEN: Sat. Oct.5, 1:30 p.m. 
WHERE: Waldo Stadium (All-Pro Turf) 
BOWLING GREEN: 
Nickname: Falcons 
1984 record: 8-3. 7-2 in the MAC (second) 
1985 record: 4-0, 20 in the MAC 
Head coach: Denny Stolz, eighth year (49-44-1) 
Returning starters: 16 (pff.-7; def.-9) 
Players to watch: Brian McClure (QB), on a pace that will 
make him the NCAA's all-time passing yardage leader; 
Bernard White (RB), gained 148 yards lor two touch- 
downs against Akron last week while snaring five 
passes; Gerald Bayless (TE) caught seven passes for 72 
yards and one touchdown last week; Erik Johnson (LB), 
had eight tackles and an interception against the Zips: 
Mike Foor (NT) had 13 tackles versus Akron. 
WESTERN MICHIGAN: 
Nickname: Broncos 
1984 record: 5-6. 3-6 in the MAC (tied for eigth) 
1985 record: 0-3, 0-1 in the MAC 
Head coach: Jack Harbaugh. fourth year (18-16-2). 
Returning starters: 15 (off.-6; def.-9) 
Players to watch: John Offerdahl (LB) led MAC in 
tackles last year; Otis Cheatham (RB), top rusher in '84 
with 778 yards and six touchdowns, has 242 yards this 
year; Paul Sorce (FL) top receiver with 14 catches for 
103 yards; Roy Swoape (LB), last year, led team in tackles 
for loss (18) and sacks (6) while he was second in 
tackles (108), he was MAC defensive player of the 
week last week. 
Series record: BG 23-6-2 
Last meeting: BG won 34-7 at Bowling Green, Oct. 13, 
1984. 
Brian McClure's chase of 
Doug Flutie's NCAA passing 
yardage record continues to- 
morrow against Western 
Michigan. McClure did not 
move up on the all-time list 
last week, although he is 
seventh, 179 yards behind 
Joe Adams of Tennessee 
St. (1977-80). 
Flutle 10,579 
McClure 8,470 
Yards to tie   2.109 
McClure Flutie 
Tough MU, struggling BSCI invade r Briefs 
by Tom Skemivitz 
sports reporter 
A major obstacle confronts 
the Bowling Green volleyball 
team in their quest for promi- 
nence in the Mid-American Con- 
ference. 
The Falcons face MAC foes 
Ball State, tonight, and Miami 
tomorrow. Both matches start 
at 7 p.m. at Anderson Arena. 
Although the Falcons are only 
nine games into the season, 
Coach Denise Van de Walle's 
preseason goal of finishing in the 
MAC top four could take form 
with victories in the crucial 
matches. 
"These games are very im- 
portant," Van de Walle said. 
Any game against a confer- 
ence team is important." 
Miami poses the biggest prob- 
lem for BG. The Falcons have 
never beaten the Redskins, and 
this year's team from Oxford is 
no exception to previous MU 
teams. 
MU is 4-1 in the conference 
and 9-2 overall, putting them in 
third place in the MAC. The 
Redskins and Falcons have 
faced 4 common opponents with 
each team going 3-1. MU also 
beat BSU in a five game match 
last week 
BG, 3-3 in the MAC and 5-4 
overall, has won five of its last 
six matches but is lodged in 5th 
place in the MAC. The Falcons 
will rely on a blitzkrieg offense 
to scalp the Redskins. 
"I think we'll be attacking the 
ball very strong," Van de Walle 
said. "There should be many 
rallies." 
Although the MU game plan 
was stressed in yesterday's 
practice, the Falcons are not 
going to take the Cardinals 
lightly, tonight. 
"We're not going to look past 
Ball State," Van de Walle said. 
"We know what to expect from 
Miami but not Ball State." 
BSU, Van de Walle's alma 
mater, is in 8th place with a 1-4 
and 4-6 record. The Cardinals 
had dominated BG in previous 
years with a 7-4 record, but lost 
twice to the Falcons last year 
with both matches going to five 
games. 
Although the Falcons are hot 
since going 0-3 in their first three 
games, Van de Walle still sees 
room for improvement. 
"We arc nowhere near peak- 
ing." Van de Walle said. "We 
still have room for im- 
provement." 
BG'S BIGGEST improvement 
will have to be in their defense. 
BG will have to contend with 
strong offenses by BSU and MU. 
"Ball State has a tall, blocking 
team, while Miami has two big 
hitters," Van de Walle said. 
The Falcon's weakness has 
been their inability to block 
shots. Although BG had over 20 
blocks in last week's win over 
Eastern Michigan, the previous 
matches tell a different story. 
MU's big hitters come in the 
combination of the Tepe sisters. 
Wendy leads the Redskins in 
hitting percentage, blocks and 
aces while sister Kathv leads in 
kills. BG's coach said stopping 
the two may also stop the 
Redskins. 
"We're going to have to key on 
them early," van de Walle said. 
"That could change their game 
plan." 
Counterattacking for BG will 
be captain Debbie Hopkins, 
leader in hitting percentage, 
kills, digs and aces, Lisa Berar- 
dinelli, first in blocks, and setter 
Barb Baker. 
Regardless of the outcome, 
Van de Walle promises an inter- 
esting match from the only Fal- 
con team at home this weekend. 
"This will be the most exciting 
volleyball in Anderson Arena 
ever," the coach said. "I'd like 
to see the place packed." 
BG laxers pound Heidelberg, 15-1 
Classifieds 
The Falcon club lacrosse team 
opened their fall season with a 
15-1 win over Heidelberg col- 
lege. 
Kevin (Cunningham and Tom 
Fisher netted four goals while 
Scott Hoyt scored three. Morgan 
Sullivan had two goals. 
The Falcon defense was led by 
Jim Garavone and Mark Kold- 
hand who split goaltending du- 
ties. 
"There was a superb effort by 
all members of the team which 
insured our success," head 
coach Randy Rutkai said. 
Wallaceburg, Ontario's field 
lacrosse champions, hosts Bowl- 
ing Green Saturday. 
Netters compete 
Bowling Green's tennis teams 
will be involved in the Mid- 
American Conference Fall Invi- 
tational this weekend in Kala- 
mazoo, Mich. 
The MAC competes in the 
spring, but most conference 
schools are participating in tour- 
naments in the fall, much like 
Big Ten schools. 
The tourney isn't an official 
MAC event, but all of the confer- 
ence schools will be rep- 
resented. 
The women's squad finished 
second in the Notre Dame Invi- 
tational last week. 
Gridders get AP  votes 
The Falcons received four 
votes in the latest Associated 
Press college football poll, good 
for 34th in the nation. BG had 
only one vote after the Miami 
victory and three after the Ken- 
tucky victory. 
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CAMPUS AND CITY EVENTS 
ATTENTION QUAD. STUDENTS7FACULTY 
OSS and TWGA Presents 
JAZZ CAFE 
Featuring Jamie Whrle Player. 
Friday. Ocl 4. 8 pin. to 1 »m 
At me Ice Aram Lounge 
Beverages and muncrwee provided 
.2 Donation accepted el me door 
Crirrenal Jushce OrganUaoon meeftng 
Monday. October 7 « 8 00 p.m In 102 Henna 
Everyone a) wefcwm  
■INTERNATIONAL BUSeNESS' 
ASSOCIATION 
Third Formal Mailing: Tuesday. October a, 
7:JO pen. Assembly Room. 212 McFel Center 
Street 1caster Or James Chad. Chairmen ol 
tie Beam. Hancor Inc.. "raUttaaUonel Buer- 
neea Ethics: Searcled Caeee". IB*, mem- 
bers Leal chance to pay your dues (S20/yeer| 
1 receive your I.B.A 10 cere)! Jon me teelest 
exowtng dub on campus 
■Tm WorM-s Buaenoss H One Sues.  
James Chad - Bowing Oreen State UnMrsrty 
■A Ptvtoeoohlce] Analysis ol Pro* and ma Pro"! 
Motive    Tuesday Oct 8. I lam-1pm 
TweTi Room. Union 
Jewish Students Group. Shabbst Services. 
Friday evening. 8 00 pm, In me Facuty Lounge 
ol me Student Union Cat Bruce Koltler lor 
Htomaaon. 364 8420. Psychology Debt 
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE 
Saturday. November 2 
9am — 4 pm 
IJnlvetsaV LWon 
REGISTER NOW 
405 Student Services 
 S3.00 par paraon  
TAKE BACK THE NKJHT' 
Monday. Oct  7. 8-7 30 pm 
m me Faculty Lounge ol ma UnJv. Union 
Womean are at delicate aa snowflaKea 
until the, sMc* together! 
■totn WOMMl lOf WOMM 
General meeting Hon., Oct. 7 at 7:30 
la Baa FacsiSy Urjreae ol tree Ue>». Union 
Women m CcmmurWaaona. mc  «■ be having 
a car sash on Oct 8 at me Marathon station 
across from Tsco Bat. The price wl be $2.00 
par assert. Hope to see you there on ftajdav. 
ALIJMNI UNDERGRADUATE 
RESEARCH AWARDS AVAIABLE 
One year grants ol $500 are svaeabte lo BGSU 
upper <tvleion undergraduala students tor rnde 
pendent alurjlaa, itaaan.li and craaMva en- 
deavors Appecants must be cuneney enroled 
at BGSU wetl an overs! GPA ol 3 0 or better 
Protects must be campreled In one year. 
related lo an academic program at BGSU. and 
be carried out using avaaebte resources ol this 
unrvereJty The dsedene tor lormal pcoposara Is 
November 7. 1986 Funds are provided by Ihs 
Alumni AaaunlaaBn and ma Parents Club 
AdrJNonal rrvronhanon and aopifanon lorms 
may be regueeted from Barbara OH. ntsssrch 
SorvtoeoOraco, 2-7714.  
Humanities Grants tor Undergraduates 
The National Endowmenl lor (he Humenrtles *i 
provide students «r«h support tor 9 weeks ol 
rut-erne independent research and writing on a 
spectre: humanises prcted during me aummai 
Students must be U S cabana, or foreign 
naeonae) tor past 3 years, and under 21 years 
ol age The rlsatSna tor lormal proposals (4 
psgesl Is November 1 Contact Hie Research 
Services Office, 2-2482. tor additional Intorme 
tton and lorms  
LOST AND FOUND 
LOST after Parents Day Concert m vicinity ol 
Memorial Hal White corral bracelet, ties aer»- 
mental value  II round oat 372-4747  
Lost Lev! red sag lean racket al Brathaua Friday 
mghl »26 reward No oueebOna asked 
Cat 372-3461.  
Found fling. Founders periling tot 
Cat 364-8227 to Mattery  
Lost: Box ol 15 computer discs m Men's 
restroom. Union LARGE REWARD Contact 
Rectal 362-8916 
SERVICES OFFERED 
FOUTS TYPING 
$1 00 per page, double-spaced 
On campus pickup 4 00 pm 869-2579 
PERSONALS 
GREEK WEEK IS HEREI 
OREEK WEEK IS HEREI 
 OWSE* WEEK IS HERE!  
ALPHA GAMS. 
Voa'a be Ilia 
Sole Survivors ot 
The dree* CMympledIM 
BEST OF LUCK 
Your KKOJZST Coaches. PatH 6 Kevin  
RIDES 
I need a ride to and from Miami LWveraay Ocl 
4-8 Cat Joe at 372-3278 WS hUp watt gat 
ALPHA XI UQ EP BETAS 
ALPHA XI StO EP BETAS 
ALPHA XI SIO EP BETAS 
ALPHA XI SIO EP BETAS 
GREEK WEEK 1115 
Ik) My.. Terre Haute - 6U 
Leave Friday around 4   (Need help wati ex- 
penooe) OH 352-8631. aak tor Jane. 
ATTENTION ALPHA GAMS. PHI TAUS t AKA 
Olympiad erne a) almost hare The pledges are 
psyched and reedy to cheer. Lars show our 
son A have some tun. and show 'am OUR 
Greek Team at NUMBER ONE!! 
Love, »ia AGO Pledgee  
ATTN. MSU TOUR QueuEI (ACRONYM FOR 
TOURFFIC PEOPLE* 
PLEASE REMEMBER OUR MANDATORY PRE- 
VIEW DAY TRABUNQ MEET1NOS ON 
Oct. Mh. s p.m  - McFall Assembly Room 
Oct. 10th, 1 p.™. - McFall Assembly Room 
Oct 10th. I fun. - 121 Waal Hall 
YOU ONLY MUST ATTENO OK  
ATTENTION KREISCHER CAMPERS: 
■IMHOWOOL- 
Today wa leave, tonight we drink, tosaorrow 
we  drown!  Oat  psyched  lor  while water 
rafting — Who's Idee waa ttsls anyway?! 
Love. KeHy and MA 
PA — SReNO WOOLI  
Ateeneon Mike Mayer 
The Caribtaan Crush, me Even! ol the year. 
Baton you know a. ma Bk) Day wl be hare 
One mere day. bat ya cant wad. to And out 
which Gamma PN Is your data. 
Love, your secret Gemma PM! 
P.8. Do you IrnowT  
ATTENTrOt* SAE OLYMPIAD ATHLETE. THE 
MM THEMSELVES COULDN'T HAVE PUT 
TOGETHER FIVE BETTER TEAMS! GET PSY- 
CHED AND LETS SHOW THESE HOUSES 
HOW THE OREEK GAMES e»tOUU> BE RUNI 
YOUR KAPPA COACHES, 
LAUReE AND JENNY  
Attention 
The PW-DELT-CHI-0 -Mark Star. Fade to 
Miarr.' haa bean changed to Saturday October 
12. 
Barb. 
He he* la Mack 
HM eyes are Oaja 
No mailer what you think. 
He reefy does love you. 
So mat ftx lam a mea I 
And welch your romance wheel 
No one ■ sweeter 
man you honey - SKEETERi 
      love, your Roomie 
KAPPA SKIS 
KAPPA SKIS 
KAPPA SMS 
Continued on pg.8 
Classifieds Continued from pg.7. BG News/October 4,1985 8 
IBETASIG8 
IBETASIOI 
I BETAHOS 
•May. taMi. Tom, Nad* 
In""" 
tool OBU - Hara we com.! 
Love ye - taooy 
to Greeks: 
October Htl la eknoot hara. Wat yoa survive 
ma KKQHBT Break OlymasatT  
texWhem 
Tr» dog wee mad, Ba mova lorgot. 
SwHTwrwkg it rrtraniQnl. 
when ma ntte wara hot. 
Dancing on abae. snging to "Snout". 
You'ro my cruah. without a doubt! 
Lova ya. Shark Shorn 
Brent RembOkl. 
Donl Da Pokay andng your Gamma PN cruah 
data Oat peychadi Wara going to hava a 
untaatK. waa. excrkng Omel! 
Lova. 777 0amrraPN 
BRETT WEIMER 
Wear your ehedea. 
Greoabeer 
Saturday night 
aaimoet hara 
Wa'ra going 
Cenbbeen Styai 
IQusea who?)— Lova your Gamma Phi Cruah 
BudV 
I'm aorry your data la not who you Mr*, but 
wel MB hava a bast, it you reefy can drink 
Rumor haa It you ohan paaa out, but youl 
prova han el wrong. I hava no doubtl Lova. 
Tout Phi Mu data.  
■ay your KKG/ZBT Qraak Olympiad Buttons 
M Union Oval, Ihuraday and Friday. "Will 
you autytva tha KKQ/ZBT Greek Olympiad?" 
Cailbbaaii Cruah 
Cerlobeen Crush 
Carlbbaan Cruah 
CARIBBEAN CRUSH MARK 
Wan Coolers n' Sungl ma only way » go 
Wel lava a GREAT time   ol mat wa born 
know! 
THE DANCNG MACHINE 
Cruah la coming laat 
Jump In your Jama wa'll hava a Nail 
For Saturday night wa can not wall 
Partying Carlbbaan atyla It'll Da gnat 
to grab year ahadaa and don't ba total 
DEEOEE 
MI 
CHI O CONGRATS 
to that outstanding acnoararap wvmsrs u 
V P. Ruthatma KJrbabaa tor e tob wel dona 
CHI OMEGAS 
SUPPORT 
GREEK UNITY 
CHOY JO. 
I'M GLAD WE TALKED AND ARE SPENOMS 
TIME TOGETHER AOAMI 
PAT 
PS THIS OOESNT QUITE MAKE UP FOR 
LAST YEAR'S PERSONAL HA-HA.  
Congr. I Brett Wets 
On bacommg a part ol our lantaallc temey! You 
rrado an oxcotent cho.ce 
PI Kappa Phi Big. 
BobScolt 
Congratulatlona Judy MclnUra and Llaa »» 
nkm on raoaMng tha PanhaHanlc award tor 
Highest Kg and imia Average. 
Lova. Your Kappa alalara 
CONGRATULATIONS MATT SHULL 
AND DENNIS VKXHARELU 
On your USG RapraaantaUva ooalHonai 
Tha BroBare ol Sigma Phi Epoeon 
C0NORATULAT1ONS 
GEORGE LEWIS and MICHAEL JACKSON 
on your ALPHA TAU OMEGA activator1 
Lova. Your ATO brothara  
Craacant LT Aase. 
Gal paychad lor your vary nrat Gamma PN data 
party1 Our "Friday Dana" wt ba the Deal1 
Lova ya. Lori 
DAR. 
Tha one la lor you cube1 
Thanks tor everything, you're the beat aland 
and Apt sharer around Ackl 
Lova ya. Lou 
Hey Alpha Pha— 
Wt you survive   Greek Olympiad '85? 
Vote' Vote! Vote1 Vote' Vote' 
Jonrwor Wotort - 1966 AHFoek GODDESS 
DAVE HUDAK 
HO EP GREEK GOD 
OAVE HUOAK 
SKI EP GREEK 000 
Dawne Dunn 
Your ayaa we ike me 
ol the Tidy low! tub 
I have to la! you met 
I an|oy you eke an Raft 
Low XT.  
tut I bet It waa tun In your new ear. 
I know On weekend wHI go wet, 
So let's make aura thai R'a a Meetl 
I'm ao glad you're finely hank, 
CaiiRiaaii Crush wM aoon ba nmi. 
I hope by now you've got MM due, 
Thai I have gam imnMI lor youl 
Love, Christy 
Dear Speedy" (Eric W.)- 
I've gotten me gwim ao now wa can drink and 
el act eke aaaaal I'm reefy looking torward to 
■Cruehl 
XOXO - Your Qamme PN Cruah Paaa  
DEB AND ANN - OK COACHES GET PSY 
CHED FOR A GREAT OLYMPIAD 
YOUR ATO TEAM  
DELTA St3 DENSE HEWtTTT 
I wtt root of you to do nan $55 to the city ol 
BG 
Grelchen 
PS PoaaaMalaxbreakl  
DOCTOR DAN 
WM OR LOSE YOU'LL ALWAYS BE 
OUR GREEK 000 
 ATO  
Donl tergal to vote tor your hteonie Greek 
God aid Ooddaail l-« Union Oval. Thursday 
4 Friday  
DOUG - ONLY I DAY LEFT TH. YOU RND 
OUT WHO YOUR DATE 81 ARE YOU READY 
TO PARTY?? BE HOME SAT AT NOON - THE 
REST IS "W THE BAGI" 
YOUR GAMMA PHI CRUSH 
Emmyteu and Lynntra, 
CcngraUaaone on being elected lor me pc* 
•one ol your pledge caaeaaa. I'm ao proud ol 
youll 
Lova, B 
EUROPEAN NEW WAVE PARTY trom tha 
GERMAN CLUB Friday. Oct. 4 trom 8:00 01 
12 00 p m at SI. Thomas More   S1 OOedmts- 
■Ion.  
FALCON MARChWfG PERCUSSION 
To Ina nghteet aadUn In veers 
Hava a great ftme on the W.M.U. trip" 
PS Donl target me SPRAYIII  
FALL INTO GREEK WEEK 'SSI 
Turn. Oct. I - EXCHANGE OtNNEe. 
Wad. Oct. 2 - BANNER CONTEST-FACULTY 
RECEPTION 
PLEDGE DAY 
Thurs. Oct 3 - GREEK REVIEW 
Fri. Oct. a - NEVER AGAIN 
Sat Oct S - KKQCTT GREEK GAMES 
Gamma PN Seta 
Caribbean Cruah Data Party 
Gamma Pha— 
WewahyouBal 
go tor the gold' 
at ol luck tomorrow aa you 
Your ooachee, Jenny and Dan 
GARY BREWER AND JIM KINCAIO: 
DON'T CALL US, WE'LL CALL YOU 
TONIGHT AT «:00 FOR YOUR FIRST CLUE 
WE'RE READY TO 00, 
WE HOPE YOU ARE TOO, 
PARTY ALL hsOHT IS WHAT WE'LL DO. 
GOOD LUCK ALPHA CMS M GREEK GAMES' 
GOVERNMENT HOMES trom SI 
IU Repeal Ateo dewiquenl tax property 
Cat 1 8054874000 Ext   GH-9B49 tor r*y- 
meson 
GREG A JOHNSON... 
THERE ARENT MANY MORE WAYS THAT I 
CAN THaVJX OF TO WBH YOU LUCK AT 
YOUR FOOTBALL GAMES KEEP UP THE 
GOOO WORK! SHOW WESTERN WHERE WE 
STAND W THE MAC.#11" TLL BE THERE 
CHEERUG YOU ONI LOVE YOU! JACOUti 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CUNEI 
 (MadMaxluma21l)  
HEY'ALPHA GAMS 
OUR DATE PARTY WILL BE A BLAST 
WHO KNOWS HOW LONG IT MAY LAST 
SO DONT WAIT TOO LONG 
GOFMOADATE 
BEFORE YOU KNOW IT 
IT COULD BE TOO LATE  
Hey Angle Women, 
You're anaty LEGAL Atoohoicl 
Look torward to partying el 21 years 
on Saturday. HAPPY BBTTHDAYI 
Lova. Your Ex Roomie  
HeyATO-e. 
Are you ready tor me Qraak Olympiad? Wa'ra 
ready to see you m 1 st pace   We KNOW youl 
survive »> 
Love, your KKQ coached 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
i Fiimd 
6   E.MHC4. 
.0 »lil«i>l» » 
roMI lotWy 
14     Ol TWO 
OteM 
li OHM  
16 Part ol * D 
17 Maaturing 
dffflCI 
IB Count *©*a». 
19 Comp*«in 
Mitxiy 
20 Ocaan Stata 
capnai 
22 C«'"..*i 
eiliactton 
23 Oftwalui 
24 M<x>l»*nO 
hoiift tg 
20 Towtf BnOga 
tpanaii 
30 0*0 Spanish 
CO-OB 
32 Migft llymg 
prtli. 
33 Aogun • moi-on 
36 WWII iO'p*»OQ 
MM 
30 Ga'Oa* Staia 
C»pit»l 
4.  Pirn Trt* State 
cap't-i 
43 M4*4P*OUO 
44 Ma-pO* AOtX 
46 Notma 44 41 
47 Pupil Ol 
S0O4I4. 
40   F'OnCnPaM'-taT' 
3tj4*n  
61 Joanna Ol tiimi 
54   CA40»t   10 
l.nK-M 
66 C.ly toum oi 
Mo-co- 
if 00*0>" SI4W 
C4C-14I 
hi  rU|4h 4 tpOUM 
64  S4>*MtC*V 
66 Alr-canlitMi 
60 Lunch-on 
«r    Ptent 
p«yw««On« 
60 SoOmsKfl-W 
60 Pfopn«i 
70 POO* fit no 
latWt 
7i toon***** 
34 Court* 'or 4 
lulurtMO 
36 GI4CI.I 'KHW4 
37 Surl lo  
38 Sov'tlpTOM 
40«ncy 
40 MKnDiint 
42 EmpMt5l4I4 
cny 
46 Land ltnu'4 of 
aiypt 
40 L0n«Sl4'Sl4l4 
capiI4i 
60 WareOsMers 
Mlted »y Tmo> MkM Jiffe 
2 Cf-ariol'B ->ay 
3 Mulual rMlonM 
OP 
4 Haigfil A0O> 
6 MWutlwnol 
6 KitlM muiicnn 
'   Pratt*'» 
0 Soli mm*»rai 
9 Traatu'tStaia 
capnai 
10 KaytlontSiata 
eof-M 
11 Franc" *rnsx 
N.n 
i2 Naaiy 
•nunuating 
13 FMIuratof 
tomachoata 
21  Popular mo.ic 
fttyta 
26 D4tigr%a' 
ClIWI 
26 Gat-try ns>a> 
26Acrott 
27 Faaih*- OarD 
20 Cartam coda 
29 Graan Moun 
lainSiata 
OOPMOl 
31 G/aa*iatiait 
51 Cuiiomtota 
aori 
62 Declaim 
53 irKoma.sn 
Franca 
55 Aoak>na 
68 Enginn 
compotar 
60 Ditcharga 
60 Glacial tno* 
6i Numba* suMt. 
62 Cnurcn 
ca-tnOar 
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Happy 21 at Urthdayl Hava a tomaaoc day! 
; I love you, Delay 
-Hey Jungle Wemen- 
Havaahappyltat 
Lova ya. your raighcor-io-me-rigfit. 
m  
HEY PM DfLT DATIB  PUDDLES. JaMMY. 
DAN   CORNOOO.   FAN,   KARL   ANO   Htl 
TOASTER- 
THERE a ONLY ONE DAY LEFT UNTM. THE 
■M asU DATE PARTY. DONT YOU NEED 
YOURpwrxttiin  
HEY PHI esj'e AND THEIR PWXES: 
SATURDAY H DRAWING HEAR 
ORA1 YOUR OATI AND ORA1 SOME BEER 
PRE-PARTY IT ARTS AT T*0 
Mi (04) OF THE E MERRY BLOCK 
WE CAN'T WAIT TO m YOU I 
MARY ANN - TRACY - CwaOY 
DEE 0« 
HotPreOeaS 
Freeh Baked Cookies 
J.T.'a Carryoul. 406 ThuraBn 
M FLAG FOOTBALL ENTHCS DUE WED . 
OCT. 9 1Y 400 P.M. AT 106 REC CENTER 
PLAY BEGINS HON . OCT   14 FOR BOTH 
MEN AW WOMEN  
M FTWTERreTY ICE HOCKEY ENTRB2S OOE 
THUR.. OCT 10 BY 4KJ0 P.M. AT 106 REC 
CENTER PLAY BEGINS SUN . OCT. 13 
M MENS X COUNTRY ENTTeES DUE TUE , 
OCT. 6 BY 4.00 P.M. AT 106 REC CENTER. 
EVENT TAKES PLACE FW„ OCT. 11  
it's October and HoJoween'a around tha comer 
Wo(tTi up lo Haktowoon sVlBi 
PHI BETA LAMBDA 
Oct. 19. 9-1 Norm Eaat Commons 
Adnanlon $2 SO. 4 beers tor tl 
AI me Plua you can aal 
Dorntnoa Ptta, WFAL, BO Beverage 
JeflG. Mart J  Tom E . Brandon O 
Phi Mu PNx up a here al ast. ao Oa prepared 
to hava a bast  Your PN Mu dataa are raaiy 
paycned. ao gat excited tor tomorrow night! 
We can't wan, your Phi Mu dome  
Jethro, Beaver. Fig and Snod. 
To our #1  neighbors m 17 — hara a your 
surprael So. whan a da Number party? Or 
shouM wa kat atay up a 3 or 4?    We could 
drink some beer — how about 4 more kegs? 
Don't lorget our Bowers on tha 19th. You guys 
we great! 2-4-3! 
Loo. Koo a Boo Boo  
PARENT'S DAY COULDN'T HAVE BEEN ANY 
BETTER. I'm ao PROUD OF MY LITTLEI 
LOVE. JENNaTER 
JM HARPER 
HAPPY 11 MBwTTHDAY 
Thenks lor the many memortee 
Lova ya Tone and Tone 
PS. I Bank I'm stuck on youl 
Tammy 
JaMMY CAIN, BRENDAN FLAHERTY. 
ANO MATT (HULL, 
Tomorrow al 5:00 the tun begins 
Bawari ol wa etoohol. aap. the OINII 
Get thoee toga m shape and 
You're gonna heva Km paymg our game. 
SET PSYCHED FOR PHI MU PHIX UPII 
Leva, Year Dataa  
John "Bejo" Hutfrran, 
Happy 22nd BHhdayl Good luck on your LSAT 
Bas weekend - youT do greal you LOSERI 
"~ 
JOIN US 
Otao Student 
Education Aaaocatton 
WANTS YOUI 
JULEDALTON 
CnngraHaanna on being aadad USG rep! We 
are vary proud ol our lavorrte packrat! 
Love, your luunnoaee 
JUUE DAL TON 
The sisters ol Alpha XI Dana would ike to 
congratuate you on your position aa USG Rap. 
Way togol  
JJLR. 
THANKS FOR REALLY WANTING  TO TRY 
AQAINI IT'S GOING TO WORK THIS TkaCT 
100% EFFORTII LOVE YOUI 
ALWAYS ANO FOREVER YOURS, 
CVJt 
KAPPA DELTA COOKIE-GUAM* 
Sold Sept. 23-Oct. 4 al your aoronty house 
Sugar oookaa decorated w«h the greek attars 
of your choice Deavared Oct 7 anywhere on 
canpua with your maaaage Al tor sal 60*11 
KAPPA DELTAS, 
GET PSYCHED FOR SATURDAY'S KKG/ZBT 
GREEK OLYMPIAD QOOO LUCK! YOU ARE 
«l  YOUR COACHE8, KAREN ANO RANDY 
Kaanrry a/KI Jafl. 
Traa a only the Mart ol your does. 
From the grte you heed dose to your heart, 
moee sweet PN Mu'a. 
Oat reedy to party and have some tun. 
this wonderful adventure las JuM begun 
Ba al your pace tomoriow M aeven, 
come Saturday night, youl ba ri heaven! 
Love, yout PN Mu datos 
Krtsty and Jrn 
Cong/eejatlons to   my   roomie   and   the   Wet 
Shanar on ma* Gamma Phi-Phi Pal avaHrmg. I 
knew N would happen sooner or later I 
Love ya both. Lorl 
K.C. and Rka, 
Caribbean Cruah • sknoel hara. 
Youl aoon know your datea - 
(now don't you lew) 
They're ready to party on Saturday night. 
But Ural you must Und mem- 
(you can do > al right). 
Just totow la oxaa: me Urst one la this. 
Go lo the house ■ wR aad you to bass 
Saturday M 7:00 - Now don't ba ate. 
Cause moee two Gamma PN's met cannot 
war. 
LT MUkMl Llagaal 
Hi 2 more aays you wHI see 
aha your big M going to bel 
le tasaw the Mrlng - get reedy to jem 
Ceaee yeure my tl Alpha Gamll 
three daya away. FoHow 
wad yoa my way. Oat 
lioaail I aMeJr, a*/ Blaa'a number one. 
ur 
The big hunt le only 
Love, Your AGO Big 
You've been a super roee bkjl 
Thanka a tot tor avarythlngl 
Itovayoul 
Karen 
Lasts Chrlely RaW 
Bk] hunt a Sundey. I hope you're aurprlaed' I m 
ao paycned to hava youl 
Alpha Oam love and mho. Your Bo  
Leak, Mwawy Beneon Alpha Gam 
Gal paychad tor (a Bk] Hunt! Your big » ao 
kicky to get such a greet Wedge ea he. pretty 
n I tove ye! Your BBJ      
0#aTJK WEEK IS HMI 
HEMI 
Wetoome lo the huwky, I'M prsud aa ha* to 
hava you ea my MTM. Congrats on becoming 
 Ull Memc     ' 
MARY CAY McNAMARA 
JuM wanted to remind you Vat you're me 
Love your "pod beana" Boa 
MATTWEM 
You an my cruah and wB anvaya ba aa you're 
da only one tor mat 
Lova, Your Qamme Phi Cruah Don?! 
MAUREEN OLEARY 
CUngraeABlora    on    your    'apaMng"    en- 
gagement to Mark Atkins Wa are vary happy 
tor you t your wonderful aurprael 
Your Atohe PN Saters 
MhaRyen— 
Are you sH oorriuaadT? Wei. oult bothering tha 
gala In Apt   <6II 
Lova, Your PN Mu Data 
Mate Ryan- 
Jump Into thoee cowboy boots. 
Ceuae mere! be panry ol tun and boots 
H al bagtna Saturday M eight. 
Don't be aa tor your PN Mu dale.  
Cruah daw party wl ba ao much funl And tha 
good times have kat begun. Plan treea. teques 
and Goo Phoo Boos couk) be what's In store for 
you. Gat exceed and before you're through, 
youl know the Gamma PN who haa a cruah on 
you. 
Lova, your Qamme PN Cruah 
Mfcey. 
Happy 21st. oops. 20th Birthday TNa week- 
end wl be a Zee, bah. wha WHO? Time Hay by 
the way, Canaan cessd and said that the HO 
HO'a and the MAMBA'a era m her office and 
you are to pick tram up. 
Monkeyty Youra. 
Dan 
Bold lace who? Cartten HO-HO'e A MAMBA'a 
afcajaa ai—aa, il aBI a ■ ■        — —       at — '— —        aaaaal - 1 al ■ at       Baa W4j>r»?eei ■! uHiKMi a    on    oaitocj    appcwniain    K) 
OrtanlaUon loardl Wa tove youl 
Your PN Mu Sisters 
Gat ready to PARTY Carrbean Style' 
Love, your Gemma Phi Date 
Mr. "Big Barney'a" Garret! 
Caribbean Cruah a where wel ba. 
Wa'ra going to hava a great time you wB see 
So, gat paychad tor the evening to come, 
Because I aae lots of FUNI FUNI FUNI 
Your Qamme PN Crush 
My name ■ Zoom and I tve on me moon but I 
came down to  earth kat to  sing you das 
tune   Hay Donna, ire your HRTHOAY lodayl 
Gal ready tor a wt) t crary night! 
Lova ye, Rooitaa  
NEVER AGAIN 
STOP IV THE UNION OVAL ANO 
SIGN THE PETITION AGAINST 
THE 21 TRANSITION BrU 
NEVER AGAIN 
NEVER AGAIN 
RESPONSIBLE DECISIONS ABOUT 
OrONKING AND DRIVING 
NEVER AGAIN 
Nat, 
Have a good 21' 
PS Keep on rruckm 
DeveB 
N.C., 
AAhough I don't anvaya show it, I am reajy 
happy met you we my good buddy. And I hope 
Bare big "your Grandfather '' 
Lova, 
DO 
OS.E.A 
O.S.E.A 
OS.E.A 
Welch tor us< 
Party ijrobama? » you've lad probama wth 
your partae being broken up. or wltfi other 
ceeee Involving Mudam rights and Ba cay. Ba 
Student Rome Forum a tor YOUI Cay officaa 
wl be on hand Monday. October 7. M 6 p.m. In 
Ba Grand ratuiliin. Sponsored by Undargrad- 
ueee 8ajdem Qovamment.  
PHMU'S 
Get paychad lo wm KKG/ZBT Greek Olympad 
Lova. your coachee. Sue and Doug 
PN Mu Congrakaatona 
To Wendy Moorman nawty aadad vtoa presi- 
dent and Monica Monaatra aa secretary ol 
NMPC New PN Mus on Ba Movel 
Lova. Your PN Case Saters 
PHI PSf8 PON08CUM ANO SPANKY: 
GET READY QUYS, FOR THE 6*3 NKJHT 
GRAB YOUR SUNGLASSES ANO 
HOIJ3 ON TIGHT 
TO THE CARRa38EAN CRUSH WE'LL 
BE SURE TO 00 
mS THAT WID KM) OF PARTY 
THOSE GAMMA PH'S THROW 
DANCBKj ANO r>»t*ONG ALL NIGHT LONG 
ON SATURDAY NKJHT WE CANT 
QOWRONQi 
LOVE. YOUR CHUSHE8  
P»X£8-IOu^AS»P»<ES'KAPPAS«PIKE8 
Pfcee. gat PSYCHED tor Ba Greek Olympadl 
Lova. your Kappa Coecnes 
Sueanl Anns 
Parj^.KAPPA3-P1KE8-kAPPAS-PIKES 
PUNKPIHEAD. 
3 momTa uml you become Mrs  Moors1 FJO 
add htl ba tart and ttnda ha tove  Oon't 
lorget to wear warm socks 
Al my tove. 
. I.kewtr, Party with CRUCIAL BBC. 
Sponsored by Ba CoaBton ol Progreearve 
Orgaruaaons and Indhtduak Sal, Oct. S, 
9:00 p.r«.-12 rtadraghl. N.E. Commoot. 
Rob Baker 
Thanka tor your help with Mud Tug 
your dedtoaton made N a auootttl 
BROTHER OF THE WEEK. BEPT. 21 
The Brothara ol Sigma PN Epaeon 
DEEOEE 
«AE 
RUBS - COIaOJWT1JLATION8 ON A GREAT 
POTTERY SHOW THIS PAST WEEKEND 
LOVE ANO RESPECT, 
YOUR BROTHERS OF ATO  
tANOOEOROE. 
Only eat more day! CuligitlMalllttt on t 
aaoeeeeful Greek Weekl Now maybe wa tan 
ga out tor toe oream (but only r! N's aponta- 
IANORA COetMl 
_Cl5<t, 
YOUR M ANCHOR HO LOVES YOUI 
YOU'RE THE BEST! 
HAVE A GREAT WEEKEHDII 
ULT.B.. 
CELIA 
Get youraet In a tropical mood tor Ba Qamme 
PN Caribbean Crush Bring your Jama and aoma 
wad ahadaa. and wel dehnaaiy "come back 
errati" 
Your cruah. VMttla  
SECRET FUVOR CLUES: 
Sei. - "Its at* agw to drive" 
Mon - "Knee kyury" 
Wed. - 'The avorad flavor" 
STOP IN AT BASRJN ROBfllNS 
ANO TRY TO GUESS OUR SECRET 
FLAVOR OF THE DAYI 
SWdkjm Paia/18tB E  Wooalar 
See Heidi La*.la. 
She's Ba raw Orector of Publicity tor U AO. 
Sea Chnety, Bran. Jerry, Vidd I PM, 
They say CorKjraluatione1 
Good old Yextl  
See our greet aeacbon 
ol Fal Mercharxkee 
 Joane N Ttanga, 531 PJdge  
tHELLEYCOOK 
I wah you a specal 20th Birthday - one which 
I know youl make Ba beat of. Sorry I can't ba 
wth you to caabrMa « - But "WUL" make up 
tor ■ "'Dandn" on TaMta" st OSU 
Love always, Cindy 
8hanyS.. 
Akhough ■ took 2 years tor ua to meat. I am 
reefy Piyched (201) that ■ happaned now. It 
haa been a great beginning I can't wait to pay 
In Ba hay on Saturday. 
Lova, OanL 
STEVE DUBELL 
Your Cartbbaan Cruah la axdted to say 
1h9 Gamma PN data party's kat a day away! 
Fuzzy nevekt, jama, sungassee. tool 
Are acme of the mmgs 
Bat are waahg tor youl 
So good kick on your tests. 
then gel ready to party, 
tor Baa date party couple 
wt do » quite hearty! 
Lova, yout GAMMA PH cruehl  
•UK BROWN 
YOUR   ROOMMATES   WANTED   TO   CON- 
GRATULATE YOU ON BECOMING A "Xl"l 
WE LOVE YA1  
■Sweeteet Day Gat Away" raffle to Chicago A 
alllund of fun t exenement Oct 16 t 19 
Sponsored by Aeeoc. tor Career Women In BA. 
ST  
The Cant*eon Cruah It tha pace to ba! 
With the Gemma PN's hist wait end seel 
Get psyched tor a who night 
'CaaeetaOaaaaaPW'awWdoh uprlghll 
Tha FIJI "GANG" demande a rumble wth the 
KAPPAs end ZEBES-FUI House. 9:00 SAT. 
at THERE OR ELSE  
ThessChl'e: 
Oa   asr tit   OaM   M   tha   KKQ/ZBT   Greek 
Olympadl We'll ba eheemg tor youl 
Your KKQ ( 
Todd DWrkshetde: 
Tomorrow night Ba cruae wB ba, 
Wel lava tola ol fun 
Just you end me. 
Wel drink and dance al night long 
YJtute a Gamma PN A a PN Pel cant go wrongl 
Lova, Your Data 
TO KmBV'S OWLFRKNO OF PAST YEAR: 
Gel s dus    you we loo beeutitul tor Ns tricks! 
Otwe 
TO MY HO EP CRUBH DOUG R 
«'l almost Sefurdey night 
And CerUwan Cruah Is In eight 
You're n lor a taal 
end your dew youl finely matt 
Dancing, drtnka and tun 
art to be had by everyone 
Donl ba Mow. donl daay 
because Ba fun times ere on Ba wayll 
LOVE, 
YOUR CAJtaBEAN CRUSH  
To our Dat crushes: Dave Edmunds A 
ErfcSchmldl 
Did you Know you were going on s doubto date? 
Wel lava double the fun el tha Gamma PN 
Caribbean Cruah dale party. So get paychad 
tor en ureMtevatea trial 
Love, your Gemma PN Cruah detoe  
TO OUR GREEK OOOOEU JENNIFER SOUTH 
GOOD LUCK AT THE KAPP/UZBT OLYMPIAD 
WE LOVE YOU. 
TT« eseTEB* OF GAJatlA PHI 
TO OUR PH BELT DATES. 
WHEN SATURDAY COMES. 
IT WILL BE OUT OF SIGHT 
DANCING ANO DRINKING. 
WELL PARTY ALL NaOHT 
WE'VE WAITED BO LONG FOR THM 
DAY TO K HERE 
ANO F YOU ARE 0000 WE MKJHT 
atVE YOU SOME KER 
»0 KICK UP YOUR HEELS AND 
OCT READY FOR FUN 
IT'LL BE THE KaT PHIX UR 
UNDER THE tONI 
LOVE, YOUR PHI MU PATH  
TO OUR PHI DELT CRUSHES NORM ANO 
MtO;: THE FUN BEGINS TOMORROW NMHT. 
CAHtJBEAN CRUSH WILL BE OUTTA SIGHT 
SO BRMG YOUR JAMS ANO DANCN' SHOES 
AND WE'LL HAVE FUN ON OUR CARIBBEAN 
CRUI8EI GET PSYCHED! 
LOVE, 
YOUR GAMMA PHI CRUSHES 
TWO DECADES! 
REALLY 017 
HAPPY MRTHDAYI 
iM^Mp&sy®^^ •rfSmlluH 
EWRTsXri  VtAIN,       L 
AMD STUL   PrWlQije- ^ 
amMBnU TIC SMALL 4® UK 
f-VJK \ COULD TUWYTJU 
INTO   DUST.. 
OR MtLT VOUR PLANtT'9 
OUTIR CKUST... 
OR BRING ft  NrtrifJN 
TO   ITS   KNKS1 
AND MAW THEM ASK ME 
"PRETTH   rUrViE" 
BUT  STUFF Until UfcH 'OJO 
Twn mu HrVt\ cPiiED. 
TO   vjAir, I  SWRt 
MCAUSe T0NU5HT^UNN\ND 
rvt GOT A tWE 
TO OUR SIGMA CHI DATES: 
Mfce M . Soon R„ Dave S . Mark M , Todd R 
Jason 0 . Dave B . JerfN., 
PN Mus got a cruah on you 
Hava you figured out who? 
TomorroWa Ba night we've welled tor 
Hay rldaa, bear, and ao much moral 
When you get your dues donl bo Mow 
Cuz your PN Mu datea aa reedy to go! 
Gat excited lor tots of tun- 
Our Some Chi dates we number II 
LOVE, YOUR PM MU OATHS 
TO OUR Z8T CRUSHES, MtXE B, JOE. 
MIKE C, ANO TOM 
ON SATURDAY AT 6:30 P.M. 
YOUR SCAVENGER HUNT WILL BEGIN 
TO FtsD OUT WHO YOUR OATES WILL BE. 
BE AT MARK'S AND YOU WILL SOON SEEM 
LOVE. YOUR GAMMA PHI CRUSHES! 
TO SAE'a ROB ANO BILL 
Who are your datee? Youl aoon Und out. 
It wB be Burpatng. we have no doubt. 
The SAE house, Friday M tour, 
A ma surprise wt be at your door! 
Lost, your Phi Mu DeWal 
T.C. 
OH. Goeeh. OH Qeeen. Do you Bank wa 
can nendw It? I don't know?' 
Get reedy for ion ol fun 
date party pictures 
Wal took rrarvttouell 
Lova. Ba Popcorn Queen 
PS. No more charry coke 
MCT01 
tamraay. 2*0 p.m. 
Outekto tha Tech Hog. 
IYO. Foot t Beviraan 
Charcoal * Ort, provided 
UteOarsORADUATE STUDENT GOVERNetENT 
wM hold the next General Assembly meeting 
Monday, October 7 M Ipm In the Commuter 
Cltllr Foraaa. Open to eH. 
VOT FOR JENNIFER WALTERS 
ALPHA PHI GREEK GODDESS 
JENNIFER WALTERS!! 
WEEK til 
WEEK Ml 
WEEK 151 
WELL THIS IS IT. CALVIN ANO TIM. 
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Editor's Note: Due to the sensi- 
tive nature of this article, only 
the first names of Dignity mem- 
bers are used. 
by Suzan Clinc 
Friday reporter 
The prayers that arise from 
this congregation are similar to 
those heard in other Toledo 
churches: aid for relief efforts in 
Mexico, pleas for the end of 
apartheid, and a thank you for 
funeral donations for Connie 
Gibson, a young girl recently 
murdered in Toledo. 
But this group also prays for 
something else - to be delivered 
from the fear of being gay in an 
often hostile environment. 
The parishioners are Dignity- 
/Toledo, a gay Catholic group of 
about 25-30 members, mostly 
men, who meet each Wednesday 
evening for mass. 
Dignity began in Toledo in 
1977, when the congregation of 
St. Francis DeSales voted to let 
the group use their church. With 
members ranging in age from 19 
to 60, Dignity wul celebrate its 
eighth anniversary in October. 
Dignity is composed mostly of 
Toledo natives, but also draws 
members from Bowling Green, 
Findlay and communities in 
southeast Michigan. 
According to Father Roland 
Mv™- ?* 8rouP's chaplain, 
over 100 chapters of Dignity with 
about 6,000 members exist 
throughout the country. 
"Dignity is basically Catholic, 
but has many non-Catholics," 
said Calvert. "It is basically for 
gays but has heterosexuals also. 
Anyone who'd be willing to sup- 
leader, adds that other gay 
groups are supportive of Dig- 
nity, but individual gays some- 
times view group members as 
weak for needing support and 
refer to them as "queer Catho- 
lics" or "Christian sisters." 
Dignity's purpose is not to 
replace other parishes, but to 
reorient gay people to the 
church. "We re more or less of a 
Once you believe in Christ, It's easy to be 
gay."  — Dignity member 
port gay rights and who's com- 
fortable with our goals is 
welcome." 
Dignity's goals include accep- 
tance of gays within the church 
and social acceptance in society. 
David, Dignity's president, said 
he focuses mostly on member's 
needs in developing self-accep- 
tance and a sense of dignity. He 
claims Dignity provides a sup- 
port group for gays that is an 
alternative to gay bars. 
David notes a lack of places 
for gay people to socialize and 
says that those accustomed to 
the bar scene often face painful 
rejection. To facilitate 
friendships, each mass is fol- 
lowed by a social hour, speaker 
or business meeting. 
Patrick, the group's spiritual 
Band rides reggae wave 
by John GUebe 
Friday reporter 
The rapid success of Bowling 
Green-based reggae band Cru- 
cial DBC may be attributed to 
one thing - energy. It initiates 
with Norm, whose syncopated 
lead vocals and endless capacity 
for songwriting are the soul of 
the group. 
His Crucial energy flows 
through each member of the 
band and permeates their audi- 
ence with song and dance. Then 
the fun begins. 
Group spokespersons Darrel 
and Norm requested that only 
the first names of band mem- 
bers be used so as not to detract 
from the focus on the band as a 
whole. 
"There's a definite energy 
going through the crowd and 
going through us," says Norm in 
reference to Crucial's infectious 
popularity with local club audi- 
ences. Formed last January, the 
group quickly became a hot 
commodity at area bars and 
other social gatherings. 
According to Norm, Crucial's 
music is reggae-based, but he 
said that the music does not 
follow strict patterns of Jamai- 
can reggae. It does, however, 
use the punchy, offbeat rhythms 
on bass and drums characteris- 
tic of that genre. 
"American reggae," explains 
Norm, "is the avenue by which 
reggae is going to take over the 
music scene. Reggae's popu- 
larity on college campuses, as 
well as Crucial's personal suc- 
cesses, led members to dispute 
critical suggestions that Ameri- 
can reggae is a passing fad. 
He said that bands like Crucial 
DBC have the power to make 
reggae commercially popular 
Photo/Jacqule Pearson 
Crucial DBC members Norm (left) and Darrel jam at a recent concert In Bowling Green. The reggae band has 
gained an enormous local following and hopes to eventually cut an album. 
because of their direct contact 
with students. 
According to Norm, the pur- 
pose of reggae is "the spreading 
of real messages. We're riding 
the wave now. Once American 
reggae is noticed, we're going to 
ride right along with it into its 
popularity." 
Despite American reggae's 
increased popularity, it is still 
frowned upon. Jamaicans have 
a bad impression of American 
reggae because "they think its 
like a bastardization - not doing 
it justice," explains Norm. 
Darrel said many American 
blacks do not like reggae, possi- 
bly because they feelthey have 
their own music in hip-hop or 
funk. He speculated that Ameri- 
can blacks may possibly view 
reggae as "too African," and not 
part of their American heritage. 
Crucial's purpose is not nec- 
essarily to send a message, ex- 
plains Darrel. "They (the 
audience) forget all the serious- 
ness and all the desperation or 
drudgery." 
The songs themselves carry 
the individual messages, says 
Norm. "Sweet Peace, for ex- 
ample has a simple message: 
"We must have peace for all of 
us to survive as one group of 
people." 
Norm says his purpose in sing- 
ing is not to preach, but to have a 
good time.' If people hear some- 
thing while they're having fun, just hope that it sticks " he adds. 
The name Crucial DBC is of- 
ten subject to undo attention by 
curious fans. 
"People ask what DBC 
means, says Norm. "I never 
tell them the same answer 
twice. Its like a game to see how 
many meanings they can come 
up with." 
According to Norm, the diver- 
sity of the group member's 
backgrounds slowed working to- 
ward a common understanding 
of a common goal. 
Two of the members grad- 
uated from the University's 
School of Music, while others 
are self-taught musicians. Only 
Norm, a radio-television-film 
major, and    Paul, a   geology 
• See Crucial DBC, page 13. 
springboard to get gay people 
back in the church, if they want 
to." explains Patrick, who re- 
joined the church three years 
ago after leaving it when 16. 
Because of Dignity, Patrick has 
become active in his own parish. 
For Patrick, and most Dignity 
members, dealing with being 
gay and Catholic is traumatic. 
Halfway through his first Dig- 
nity Mass, Patrick left. 
Seeing gay people celebrat- 
ing liturgy -1 couldn't relate the 
two," he explains. "I was seeing 
people who were saying 'Gay is 
good, you can be gay.' It's a very 
startling experience to find out 
that God loves you when you've 
been told for years 'You're a 
rotten person - you're a faggot.' 
"You can't be a whole being 
any longer in this world without 
believing in a God. Once you 
believe in Christ, it's easy to be 
gay" 
Noting stereotypes that gays 
themselves have internalized, 
David says, "I used to look at 
Liberace (who) was a gay per- 
son and I wasn't like that so I 
wasn't gay." 
He says of accepting his sex- 
uality, r'It occurred to me one 
day that I didn't do anything to 
be this way so why should f be 
ashamed?" 
To insure variety, priests 
from the Toledo area, Ann Arbor 
and Detroit are called upon for 
Dignity services. Father Mike 
Tremmel, of Bowling Green's 
St. Thomas More, occasionally 
says Mass for the group as well. 
Father Calvert, the group's 
official chaplain, has at times 
had difficulty getting priests to 
officiate. 
In one instance, Calvert re- 
calls a local priest who kept 
saying he would say Mass and 
then thinking of excuses to get 
out of it. The priest claimed that 
he wouldn't know what to say. 
• See Dignity church, page 12. 
The results are in 
Yes, Virginia, there is a 
School of Art ... and a fash- 
ion conscious one at that. 
After tallying up the ballots 
we recieved for our first an- 
nual Best/Worst Dressed 
Professor Contest, we 
counted more than 60 nomi- 
nations for art department 
faculty. 
We suspected ballot stuf- 
fing, but close inspection re- 
vealed each ballot was in a 
different handwriting. 
Friday Magazine has 
learned from informed 
sources that unwary art stu- 
dents were cornered in their 
classrooms, handed ballots 
and asked to record their 
opinion. The ballots were then 
delivered, en masse, to our 
office in West Hall. Look for 
an investigative story on this 
subject next week ... along 
with some responses from our 
illustrious winners. 
For now, here are our re- 
sults: 
(There were several ties, so 
we had to include more than 
ten best/worst dressed pro- 
fessors: 
BEST DRESSED 
• Robert Mazur - School of 
Art (... by a 62 vote margin. 
One ballot said, "He paints in 
a suit.") 
• Mark Wellman - Manage- 
ment 
• Deanna Radeloff - Home 
Economics 
• Martha Rogers - Marketing 
• Bonadine Woods - Home 
Economics 
• Peterann Siehl - Education 
• Steve Russell - Education 
• Richard Carlson - Educa- 
tion 
• Elmer Lotshaw - Economics 
• Rod Korba - Radio/Television- 
/Film 
• Ken Rothrock - Sociology 
• Nancy Heebsch - Management 
• R.K. Tucker - Interpersonal 
Communications 
WORST DRESSED 
• Russell McKnight - Art 
(... by a 54 vote margin) 
• Jack Nachbar - Popular Cul- 
ture 
• Jim Davidson - Educational 
Foundations and Inquiry 
• Carl Holmberg - Interpersonal 
and Public Communications 
• Michael Ritchie - English 
• Ellen Williams - Education 
• Robert Byler - Journalism 
• Wallace DePue - Music 
• Paul Newcomb - Social Work 
• David Reed - Economics 
Is the proposed rating system for rock 'n' roll albums fair? 
itervlews by/Barb Symboll 
TONY DROCKTON, sopho- 
more business major, Cleve- 
land: "I think it's unfair 
because music is art, and I feel 
that it's open to the individual. If 
they start censoring albums, it 
will be like we are back in the 
1700's." 
POLLY GRIEWISCH junior 
interpersonal communications- 
/sales major, Chagrin Falls: "I 
don't think it's a good idea. It 
depends on the individual and 
bow one is raised. There are 
some people that are liberal and 
then those that are conservative 
which may act differently." 
ALEX BAKOS, sophomore 
business major, Cleveland: "I 
don't think it's fair. I don't think 
there should be censorship on 
anything that's art." 
STEVE BARBER, junior pub- 
lic relations, WestervMe: "No -I 
don't like the idea because I 
don't think music affects people 
the way movies with their rat- 
ings do. I want the freedom to 
choose the music I listen to." 
SHERYL MAY, graduate stu- 
dent, business, Fremont: "I 
don't think it's a good idea. It's 
too communistic. There is too 
much regulation on music al- 
ready." 
Photo/Jim Sakola 
THERESA SCHAECH, fresh- 
man undecided major, Toledo- 
"I don't think it's fair because 
people will just start getting 
them for their rating. There's 
violence in classical music and 
they don't rate those." 
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'Charley's Aunt' long on laughs 
by Liu M. Schmltt 
Friday reporter 
"Charley's Aunt," the Univer- 
slty Theater Department's first 
production of the season, offers 
a fun, light-hearted look into life 
at Oxford   University in  the 
1890s. 
The play centers around the 
escapades of two young men at 
Oxford, Jack Chesney (Nick 
Fortine) and Charley Wykeham 
(Gary F. Kuns, Jr.). 
The men plan a luncheon for 
Charley's rich aunt, Donna Lu- 
cia D'Alvadorez (Lisa Buscani) 
as an excuse to see their sweet- 
hearts, Amy (Karen Gygli) and 
Kitty (Helen* Greaser). 
Things get complicated when 
Photo/Gayle Hammon 
Jack Chesney (Nick Fortine) gives instructions to his servant Brasset (Dave Keller) while Charley Wykeham 
(Gary Kuns) listens. Jack, Brasset and Charley are three of the characters in the University Theater production 
of "Charley's Aunt, " playing this weekend in the Main Auditorium. 
University Theatre 
presents 
CHARLEY'S AUNT 
October 3-S, 10-12 
Main Auditoruim 
University Bali    \ 0 
BBSS, 8:00 p.m. 
C 
call 372-2719 or\ 
372-2222 tor 
reservations 
■ i 
Take TWO of Florida's 
Favorite Vacations for the 
Price of ONE! 
We give you a FREE 3-day Walt Disney World vacation before or after your 
4-night Bahamas cruise on the sleek, new Star/Ship Royale. 
FREE 3-night hotel accommodations. 
FREE rental car with unlimited mileage 
for 3 full days. 
FREE unlimited World Passport to the 
Magic Kingdom and EPCOT Center. 
FREE transfers between ship and 
airport. 
-Mth. 
For as Little as $550 Per Person 
Kids or 3rd, 4th, or 5th 
passenger and only $130 extra,     ^f 
Does not include Airfare V3 
Donna Lucia doesn't show up, 
and the friends con their buddy 
Babbs (Frederick Muller) into 
taking her place. 
The three young men have 
some wonderfully fun slapstick 
scenes which they carry out to 
perfection. Muller is excellent 
as both a young man in love and 
a young man pretending to be an 
old lady fighting off her suitors. 
The snow's stand-out perfor- 
mance, though, is by Thomas K. 
Keiffer as Spettigue, the uncle 
and guardian of Amy and Kitty. 
Keiffer plays the role as a typ- 
ically-snooty old English gen- 
tleman with a small twist; he 
wants to marry the rich Donna 
Lucia (Babbs in drag) and pro- 
cedes to chase her (or him) all 
over Oxford. Keiffer's timing 
and delivery, along with his hys- 
terical expressions, make him 
the hit of the show. 
While most of the cast is busy 
making puppy-love eyes at each 
other, Keiffer, Miller and Bus- 
cani provide ''Charley's Aunt" 
with dignity and a touch of class. 
They carry off the movement, 
expressions and vocal tones of 
grind old English folk nicely. 
While I'm passing out compli- 
ments, the set, costume and 
make-up designers should be 
congratulated. The sets are 
beautiful and very authentic 
looking, as are the costumes. 
The make-up is done quite well, 
particularly with regard to the 
'•aging" of Keiffer as Spettigue 
and Buscani as Donna Lucia. 
Although the show is rather 
lone (almost 2 1/2 hours), it is 
well worth seeing. "Charley's 
Aunt" is a fun and entertaining 
night at the theatre. 
"Charley's Aunt" is playing 
tonight and tomorrow at 8 p.m. 
in Main Auditorium in Univer- 
sity Hall and will also run next 
week from Thursday through 
Saturday, Oct. 10-12. Tickets are 
$2 for students and senior citi- 
zens and (4 for adults and can be 
purchased at the door the night 
of the performance. 
'Hills Have Eyes II' 
gruesome failure 
by Scott E. Norman 
Friday reporter 
Fans of schlock-horror 
have been anxiously awaiting 
the sequel to the movie," The 
Hills Have Eyes "Well, fans, 
the wait is over: "The Hills 
Have Eyes Part Two" is fi- 
nally here. But don't get too 
excited just yet. 
Director Wes Craven made 
the gory, low-budget "The 
Hills Have Eyes" in 1978, the 
same year "Halloween" was 
released. "Halloween" be- 
came a hit and paved the way 
for countless imitations, 
while "The Hills Have Eyes'1 
had to settle for some good 
reviews and a cult following. 
In the original, a typical 
American family (whicn only 
exists in Hollywood) travel- 
ing through the desert on va- 
cation is brutally terrorized 
by members of a wild, canna- 
balistic "family." At the be- 
ring of "Part Two," one of 
survivors from the first 
movie, Bobby (Robert Hous- 
ton), provides flashbacks as 
he spills his guts to a psychia- 
trist. Bobby is now the head of 
a motor-cross team, which just happens to have a race 
close to where his family was 
attacked seven /ears ago. 
Bobby gets cold feet about the 
race, but the rest of the team 
goes. Bobby is a smart man. 
The motor-cross gang sets 
out in a bus that looks uke it 
was stolen from the Partridge 
Family and is forced to take a 
short cut through a creepy 
stretch of desert because ev- 
eryone (eight people!) forgot 
it was daylight savings time 
and have to race to make the 
race. Right away, the audi- 
ence knows these people are 
idiots. 
The rest of the "Hills Have 
Eyes Part Two" is just like 
"Friday the 13th" with the 
scary parts left out. Every- 
thing is unbelievable and pre- 
dictable. 
The group of unsuspecting 
victims is a little older than 
usual, but just as stupid. The 
cast of unknowns steal moves 
from every stock character in 
every Slice-and-Dice movie 
ever made. 
For my money, the best 
performance in "Part Two" 
Is by Beast, a German Shep- 
herd who may be the reincar- 
nation of Rin-Tin-Tin. Beast 
(who was in the original) 
saves Roy from death and has 
the first flashback by a dog in 
movie history. 
The real problem with the 
movie is that the maniacs are 
more silly than menacing. 
Face it, at least Jason had 
screen presence. The two re- 
maining loonies from the wild 
family are Pluto, a bald mu- 
tant who looks like Yul Bryn- 
ner with a hangover, and 
"The Reaper," a fat slob who 
looks like Captain Lou Albano 
with rabies. 
The real disappointment of 
"Hills Have Eyes Part Two" 
is that this trash was written 
and directed by Wes Craven. 
Craven is slowly making a 
name for himself by directing 
movies like "A Nightmare On 
Elm Street" and episodes of 
the new "Twilight Zone" se- 
ries. Craven obviously did 
this flick to make a fast buck. 
His directing is amateurish, 
he adds few new twists to the 
story and writes eloquent dia- 
logue like "the Reaper 
sucks." Craven should be 
ashamed of this movie and 
himself. 
"The Hills Have Eyes Part 
Two" is a totally unnecessary 
sequel, and even hard-core 
blood and gore fans (along 
with fans of the first movie) 
will be disappointed. The only 
one who hopes there will be a 
part three is Beast. He proba- 
bly needs the work. 
•ACTORS-SINGERS 
Auditions: a new play: 
CURRENTS 
(from the Rivers of our Fathers) 
Written and Directed by 
Oct. 7, 8, & 9 Dr. John Scott 
405 Univ. Hall 
7-9 p.m. Performance dates: Feb. 12-15 
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Growing grand gorgeous gourds 
Retired local man finds many uses for functional fruit 
by Doriny Roush 
Friday reporter 
In today's high-tech world 
of plastic spoons and Tupper- 
ware bowls, there are a few 
advocates of less complicated 
food service who prefer a 
dried, carved and polished 
gourd. 
These lowly fruits and the 
vines they grow from are the 
subject of Bill Yoakam's fa- 
vorite pastime. Yoakam, who 
lives at Apartment 8-B, Uni- 
versity Lane, could name a 
use for every one of his 
gourds. He has a bushel bas- 
ket and a bucket full of dried 
gourds and more growing on 
his two, 50-foot vines. 
Yoakam has been a con- 
noisseur of gourds for five 
years since he retired from 
teaching Spanish and French 
at Elmwood High School in 
Jerry City. With his retire- 
ment, Yoakam had more 
time to explore hobbies. 
One such hobby was gar- 
dening and, when a gourd 
vine he planted with seed 
given him by an old American 
Indian woman in Oklahoma 
flowered, he wondered what 
he was going to do with the 
soon-to-follow fruit. 
As his prototype gourd was 
growing, he stumbled across 
the Ohio Gourd Society. "Its 
membership dues were only 
two dollars a year, so I didn t 
have much to loose," he said. 
For his investment, he re- 
ceived a bi-monthly newslet- 
ter, names and addresses of 
other gourd lovers across the 
state and an invitation to the 
Ohio Gourd Show, in the 
O.G.S. headquarter city of 
Mt. Gilead. 
This year's gourd festival 
begins tomorrow in Mt. Gi- 
lead and Yoakam will be 
there, exhibiting his finer se- 
lections. "I have a bottle 
EMird in my garden at Find- 
ly that I think has a chance 
of winning a prize or two," he 
said. "Irs one of the nicer 
ones I've been able to grow." 
Gourd lovers are not with- 
out their Meccas and Mes- 
siahs. In Mt. Gilead this 
weekend, carved gourds from 
Peru will be on display. They 
are said to be the most artis- 
tic in the world. 
Yoakam talks endlessly of 
the hollow vegetables. His 
favorite use of the gourd orig- 
inated on the island of Bor- 
neo. Tribesmen there wear 
one article of clothing. 
"They wear gourds as penis 
sheaths. I'm not sure what 
kind they use. Maybe one like 
this," he said as he lifted a 3- 
foot long serpent gourd. 
Gourds, said Yoakam, have 
been used in a variety of ways 
since prehistoric times. 
According to Yoakam, they 
were probably first used as 
bowls and jars. Yoakam also 
believes that, as prehistoric 
man tried to improve on na- 
ture, gourds served as models 
for the first pottery. 
Since those formative days 
in gourd history, the vegta- 
bles have been utilized in a 
Elethora of ways: as funnels, 
ird houses, spoons, water 
dippers, cups, canteens, wind 
chimes, all sorts of ornamen- 
tation, powder horns, mar- 
acas, drums, smoking pipes 
and, in Appalachia, even as 
banjos. 
For all of their varied uses, 
the gourd biological family 
vine has few stalks and many 
twisted leaders. Closer to cu- 
cumbers than melons in the 
flora  scheme of things,  a 
gourd's closest cousin is the 
pumpkin. True gourds are of 
two species, ornamental and 
hardshell. 
According to Yoakam, or- 
namental gourds, whose sci- 
entific alias is cuturbits, live 
up to their nominclatures. 
Because they are small and 
colorful the often adorn cen- 
terpieces and can be found in 
any quality cornicopia. In 
short, they're cute; they do 
not, however, cure well. 
Hardshell gourds do dry out 
and are larger than ornamen- 
tals. As they cure, mold 
grows between layers in these 
Cirds' skin. The mold and 
outer layers of skin must 
be removed with steel wool 
before a hobbyist can work. 
This process can take over a 
year, but to the gourd hobby- 
ist, it's worth it. 
Finding a fall fest 
just for the fun of it 
Looking for an out-of-the-ordi- 
nary road trip? October is a good 
time for fall celebrations in 
Ohio. Try traveling to one of 
these festivals: 
October 5 and 6 
OHIO GOURD SHOW, Mt. Gi- 
lead 
World's largest show featur- 
ing gourd judging, gourd crafts, 
gourd carving and a parade 
Sunday at 2 p.m. The show is on 
the Morrow County Fair 
Grounds. 
HOURS: Saturday, noon-6 p.m.; 
Sunday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
ADMISSION: $1 
DIRECTIONS: Travel 1-75south 
to Findlay. Exit onto Ohio 15, 
traveling east to Carey. 
Here Ohio 15 turns into U.S. 23. 
Follow this south to Ohio 95 at 
Marion. 
Take Ohio 95 east 12 miles to 
Mt. Gilead. 
October5and6 
FALL FOLK FESTIVAL, To- 
ledo 
Third annual festival high- 
lights early American folk art, 
music, crafts and food. Seventy 
artists, 12 craftsmen and 21 food 
concessionaires will be on hand. 
LOCATION: Crosby Gardens, 
5403 Elmer Drive, Toledo 
HOURS: Saturday and Sunday, 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
ADMISSION: $1 (Parking at 
Crosby Gardens will be $2. Free 
parking and free shuttle bus are 
available at Franklin Park 
Mall.) 
DIRECTIONS: Take 1-75 north 
to 1-475; exit and travel west. 
Watch for the Central Avenue 
exit Go east on Central Avenue 
to Reynolds Road; turn right 
and look for Elmer Road on the 
right. 
Crosby Gardens is one block 
down Elmer Road. 
JOHNNY APPLESEED FESTI- 
VALS, Auglaize Village and 
Lima 
Two separate festivals share 
names and themes. Both have 
demonstrations of pioneer hand- 
icrafts and feature apple butter 
LOCATION: Auglaize Village 
HOURS: Saturday and Sunday, 
10 a.m.-5 p.m. 
ADMISSION: $3 
DIRECTIONS: Go west on U.S. 
6 to U.S. 24 at Napolean. Take 
U.S. 24 southwest past Defiance. 
Auglaize Village is two miles 
west of Defiance. 
LOCATION: Allen County Farm 
Park, Lima 
HOURS: Saturday and Sunday, 
Noon-6 pjn. 
ADMISSION: None 
DIRECTIONS: Travel south on 
1-75 to Lima and exit onto Ohio 
81. 
October 12 and 13 
APPLE FESTIVAL, Oak Har- 
bor 
Venders and artisans line Wa- 
ter Street with booths full of 
apple wares. A parade is sched- 
uled for Saturday, 2 p.m. 
HOURS:   Saturday,   9   a.m.-7 
p.m.; Sunday, 10 a.m.-7 p.m. 
ADMISSION: None 
DIRECTIONS: Oak Harbor is 30 
miles east of Bowling Green. 
Ohio 105 runs from here to there. 
October 16-19 
THE PUMPKIN SHOW, Circle- 
vOle 
Join 200,000 others at Ohio's 
largest festival. Pumpkins are 
shown, carved, judged, painted, 
drank, baked, fried and frozen. 
HOURS: 8 a.m.-midnight, all 
days 
ADMISSION: None 
DIRECTIONS: Travel 1-75, Ohio 
15 and U.S. 23 toward Mt. Gi- 
lead. 
At Marion, stay on U.S. 23 
south to Columbus. Exit onto I- 
270 east. 
Follow 1-270 around Columbus 
and catch U.S. 23 south again. 
Circleville is 26 miles south of 
Columbus. 
Cause for applause: benefit concerts for all occasions 
:by Greg Klcrkx 
{Friday editor 
; If music videos were the "in" 
•thing for pop musicians to do in 
;1984, then benefit concerts must 
eurely be their parallel trend in 
1985. 
:
 Live Aid, the grandaddy of 
these auspicious events, might 
even be called the world's most 
ambitious music video, pumping 
megawatts of musical mayhem 
into the homes of nearly two 
billion people around the world. 
Live Aid spawned a number of 
philanthropic progeny, each jledicated to helping some 
'" j cause: Farm Aid, Quake 
i and even an aid concert to 
; the victims of Acquired 
nune Deficiency System {Live AIDS?). 
:■' Never mind that Live Aid sup- 
plies donated to help African 
famine victims are rotting in the 
warehouses of Addis Ababa, or 
that the plight of the "family 
farmer" reaches far beyond 
mere matters of finance. 
Whether benefit concerts are 
truly helpful or simply idealistic 
winclmill-poking isn't really the 
issue: 'tis the season to be char- 
itable and, for pop musicians, 
doing benefit concerts now 
seems to be the norm rather 
than the exception. 
So much for questions of char- 
dity and moral obligation. The 
real question should be: What's 
next? 
For many pop musicians, 
agreements to perform in music 
videos are now included in re- 
cord contracts. Will a "benefit 
concert" clause be the next ad- 
dition? If so, here are some 
possible "causes" that might just fit the bill: 
1) GATOR AD) - Pop musi- 
cians rooting around for a cause 
to uphold should jump at this 
one. It has the Patriotic Angle 
(what's more American than an 
alligator?) and, more impor- 
tantly, the Wildlife Angle. Ani- 
mals have always been popular 
with folks who want to save 
something: "Save The Whales" 
caused no end of grief to the 
Japanese fishing industry (they 
deserved it though, right? (.Here 
is a cause even closer to home, 
native American beasts being 
made into boots, purses and 
luggage. 
Sort of tugs at your heart just 
thinking about, doesn't it? 
2) LEMON AID - The Plight- 
Of-The-American-Worker-Angle 
relived ala Farm Aid. How 
many citrus fruit pickers were 
put on the bread line by the 
killer winter of '84? 
Not that a benefit concert 
would put more fruit on the 
trees, but it might just put some 
migrant workers hack on the 
job. That in itself is certainly 
something to sing about, but 
there is also an added bonus -the 
Consumer Angle. After all, no 
one really wants to squeeze their 
own orange juice. 
3) ROLL AID - A cause that 
hits America where it lives: in 
the stomach. People with un- 
sightly "spare tires" are often 
ridiculed by their peers, 
shunned by aerobic dance in- 
structors and unable to wear 
tank tops without invoking pub- 
lic disgust. And it could happen 
to anyone. 
Massive funds are obviously 
required to combat such a mam- 
moth problem, and some really 
"big" names could lend credibil- 
ity and sympathy. 
Try to imagine the historical 
Srformances that might result: 
j Mick Jagger/Tina Turner 
duet at Live Aid would pale in 
comparison to a rousing duo by 
Luciano Pavarotti and Meat- 
loaf. 
4) COOL AD) - Snoopy, James 
Bond, "Miami Vice. The es- 
sence of Cool is still alive, but it 
needs your help. Many icons of 
Cool have already become cas- 
ualties in the never-ending war 
against the yippie Yuppie, in- 
cluding Evel Knievel, Starsky 
and Hutch, The Avengers and 
that Great Buddha of Cool, Fon- 
m. 
Sounds utterly ridiculous, 
doesn't it? 
Think again. Go down to your 
local clothing store and listen to 
the salesman lament on the 
drastic slump in the sales of 
leather jackets and polarized 
sunglasses. And when was the 
last time you saw someone rid- 
ing a brand new Harley-David- 
son? The problem is real and it's 
here. 
Of course, the above sugges- 
tions are merely the tip oTthe 
iceberg. Truly enterprising per- 
formers could even stage benefit 
concerts for each other, thus 
effectively scoring charity 
points and personal bucks in one 
shot. 
But for now. we can only be 
thankful that the pop musicians 
of the world are generous to set 
aside their contractual differ- 
ences for a while and do some- 
thing nice for the little guy. The 
next benefit concert is only as 
far down the road as the next 
crisis, which surely can't be that 
far. 
PIZZA 
BROTHERS, ire. 
rf».fiii».ri 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
$1 OFF 
ANY SIZE FOLDOVER 
PIZZA AT REGULAR 
PRICE! 
(Not good with any other offer) 
1 
J 
PIZZA 2 Small Chef Salads1 
S2*i BROTHERS, Inc. 
■ v>s MM- 1 Garlic Bread 
352-8408     2 16 oz. Pepsi 
FREE DELIVERY  A|| for $5i50 reg $6 60 
Expires 10/20/85 
I PIZZA BROTHERS, inc. 
■MS   MM* 
•V—««'-"" 
352-8408 
FREE DELIVERY 
Expires 10/20/85 
PARTY PIZZA 
30 Slices of 
Deep Dish Pizza 
with Any 1 Item! 
ONLY $9.99 
\ I 
I J 
Serve In / • ~ 
We take so much for granted. 
Indoor plumbing. II can be an exciting Christmas 
gift for a needy family in Appalachia. YOU can 
experience active mission life this holiday season. 
As a Glenmary volunteer, you will live on a rustic farm 
near Vanceburg, Kentucky, and bring practical 
help . . . and hope to the people of Appalachia. 
Join other Catholic men and give one week of 
your holiday vacation. We need volunteers for 
the following weeks. 
December 28,1985 • January 3,1986 
or 
January 6-12, 1986 
For more information, raturntnis coupon •• soon as possible lo: Broth6r JacK Hsnn. 
GLENMARY HOME MISSIONERS. Bo« 465618. Cincinnati, Ohio 45246-5618 
Nirnn               Ag. 
Artflcas  i__ __  
City MM. Zip 
Ptinn. « • 082-10/85 
Party problems? 
... or other student rights problems? 
Galen Ash, Chief of Police, and other city officials 
will discuss student rights and answer questions at 
The Student Rights Forum 
Monday, Oct. 7. 6:00 p.m. 
Grand Ballroom 
sponsored by 
"Q«i'Q'«u^4>i«- Si-:--- ;,   ... 
Friday/October 4,1985 12 
Dignity church 
(Continued from page 9) 
"Why don't you pretend 
they're human and talk to them 
that way?," Calvert replied. The 
priest then agreed to officiate. 
Patrick says he's had similar 
experiences with priests, recal- 
ling one priest who said, "You 
people don't even belong in a 
church, much less having the 
audacity to ask a priest to say 
Mass." 
At other times Patrick says he 
noticed a priest suppressing a 
suprised look because he sees a 
member of his parish in Digni- 
ty's congregation. 
The official position of The 
Vatican, which was handed 
down in the early 1960s, states 
that Catholics may be gay as 
long as they are celibate. Dig- 
nity wants to change this posi- 
tion eventually by working 
within the church. 
"You can't expect to make a 
change in the church if you 
stand outside and gripe," Pat- 
rick explains. "We have to be 
here for those people who say 'I 
want to help.' I marched in the 
1960s and banged my head 
against the wall -it didn't work. 
It s easier to make changes in- 
side than outside." 
David notes that Toledo's 
bishop, James R. Hoffman, is 
rather conservative, but he still 
considers the group fortunate. 
He says that Philadelphia's 
bishop, for instance, prohibits 
priests from saying Mass for 
gay groups by threatening to 
take away their congregations. 
Addressing Dignity's long- 
range goals, Patrick doesn t 
think full acceptance of gays 
within Catholicism will happen 
in his lifetime, but he does see 
Ssitive changes. He claims that 
e issue of homosexuality and 
religion is related to the predom- 
inant chauvanistic stance of the 
church. 
"The Catholic church is so 
male-oriented, and I think that 
has a lot to do with the homopho- 
bia (fear of homosexuals). When 
they start ordaining women, 
sexuality will stop being an is- 
sue." 
MY SECRET TO SUCCESS. 
KINKO'S. 
Fast, quality copies at a great 
price. Open early. Open late. 
Open weekends. 
kinkcs 
Great copies. Great peopte. 
University Activities 
Organization would 
like to (hank the 
following individuals/ 
offices for their assis- 
tance in this year's 
Parents-of-the-Year 
Award 
Aspen Grill 
BGSU Alumni 
Assoc. 
Jim Treeger 
Kay Meier 
Klever'f 
Jewelers 
Mayor's Office 
Selection Panel 
Sundance 
Restaurant 
New twist on a familiar place 
by John Cummings 
Friday reporter 
Margarita's isn't there any- 
more. 
That's the first thing people 
probably thought when they 
came back to Bowling Green 
last year. 
The building stood vacant 
for an entire year. Some had 
probably given up hope for 
another party place on the 
east end of campus. 
Never fear, however ... 
Jeffrey's at the Inn has ar- 
rived. 
"We opened in June of this 
year, and business has been 
great," said Jim McDermitt, 
general manager of Jeffrey's. 
The restaurant serves a full 
line of American and Mexi- 
can foods, but McDermitt 
said the Mexican line ac- 
counts for about 75 percent of 
the sales. 
McDermitt said the loca- 
tion of the restaurant near I- 
75 hasn't been a hinderance to 
business. "Even though we're 
in a corner, business has been 
pretty good," he said. 
The establishment is 
mainly a bar and a restau- 
rant, with about 90 percent of 
the business coming from the 
Bowling Green community. 
"We do get some students 
from campus, too, but most of 
the business comes from local 
people," he said. 
McDermitt and his man- 
ager, Beth Carlson, keep the 
restaurant going with a few 
differences from Margari- 
ta's. Jeffrey's has a large 
banquet room, and a patio 
with a fireplace. 
When decorating the res- 
taurant, the management de- 
cided stay with the old decor. 
"We kept most of the decor 
Margarita's had, along with 
the food lines," McDermitt 
said. 
The difference between Jef- 
frey's and the other restau- 
rants around Bowling Green 
is the price, according to Mc- 
Dermitt. 
"People can go anywhere 
for a great meal, but we have 
people coming from all over 
tor the food, drink, and the 
price,"McDermitt said. "The 
Sices are right for everyone, 
eluding the University stu- 
dents." 
The decor hasn't changed 
much, but the atmosphere 
has become more formal. Mc- 
Dermitt said until a type of 
entertainment is chosen, the 
atmosphere will remain like 
it is. r'We don't know what 
kind of entertainment to 
bring in because we don't 
know what kind of clientele 
we'll have," he said. "The 
Beth Carlson 
entertainment   could   range 
from one  extreme   to  an- 
other." 
The menu features sand- 
wiches and seafood, injluding 
a fish of the day. 
Jeffrey's is open Monday - 
Friday/Donny Roush 
Thursday, 11 a.m. to 12 a.m., 
Friday and Saturday, 11 a.m. 
to 1 a.m., and Sunday, 4-10 
p.m. 
Friday's guide for cable connoisseurs 
by Steve Hesske 
Friday crtMcat-large 
If you read at all, in between 
or during your favorite TV 
shows, you have been smothered 
by every publication's network 
fall TV previews. Tell the truth: 
it all looks too familiar. There 
are "Miami Vice" rip-offs, "Hill 
Street" rip-offs and rip-offs of 
every movie released during the 
past year that had an audience 
of over 1,000. 
There will be a ton of shows 
featuring a tough, yet sensitive, 
loner dedicated to making the 
mean streets of the city a little 
less mean, especially for sultry 
women with great legs. 
Face it: you have Seen seeing 
the same new" stuff since you 
were about four years old. And 
you're tired of it. 
Well, now that Wood County, 
via Wood TV, features a 30-chan- 
nel cable system there is an 
alternative. You can now skip 
the networks' various remakes 
and get into some of the origi- 
nals-reaiiy boring stuff. De- 
pending on how far you want to 
stray from reality, shows like 
"Dragnet" and "Route 66" will 
either send you into hysterical 
fits of laughter or compel you to 
spin the dial frantically to the 
latest episode of "The A-Team." 
If you enjoy the shows, well... 
1) Dennis the Menace- Future 
Yuppie, Dennis (played in such 
a cloyingly cute way by Jay 
North that the phrase "violation 
of personal space" takes on a 
whole new meaning) is usually 
masterminding some financial 
con against Alzheimer-stricken 
neighbor Mister Wilson. 
In a typical episode, Dennis 
exploits Wilson's collegiate 
memories and turns them into a 
profiteering scam which in- 
volves selling illegally-appropri- 
ated raccoon coats to the local 
high school chumps. A grim 
foreshadowing of the sick con- 
sumerism and shopping psy- 
choses that have befallen many 
Buy One PIZZA 
Get One FREE! 
Buy any size original round pizza al regular price and gel the 
identical pizza free with this coupon. 
COMING SOON 
DELIVER* 
112 Mercer St.   354-6500 
l)S»©QgSE3'lFta 
of us. 
2)RouteU~Subtitle: "Zenand 
the Art of Corvette Mainte- 
nance." Martin Milner and 
George Maharis play existential 
blockheads Todd and Buzz (ha 
ha ha) who seem to have read a 
mangled copy of Jack Kerouac's 
On the Road while holding the 
book upside down. Thus, they 
are able to render wildly inap- 
propriate pseudo-philosophical 
quotes at the drop of a cliche. 
They encounter lots of incred- 
ibly mundane situations while 
tooling down the mythical 
American highway. The show 
produces the same effects as an 
actual automobile trek-restles- 
sness, itchy eyes, kidney failure. 
Todd and Buzz (ha ha ha) dress 
like hall monitors, too. Nice 
Vette, though. 
3)ESPN'« Wednesday Night 
Fishing Lineup- What can be 
more boring than fishing? 
Watching someone fish? Watch- 
ing someone fish on TV? I used 
to get my boredom rush from 
the daytime soaps, but now they 
end every scene with some anti- 
climactic nonsense and send our 
favorite characters away into 
exotic, disease-infected locales 
that look like old Tarzan movie 
sets. Watching fishing will bring 
90 minutes of serenity into your 
life. So what if Izaak Walton is 
spinning in his grave: you don't 
have to mess with the worms. 
4) Father Knows Best- Perpet- 
ually-smiling yet steely-eyed in- 
surance guy Jim Anderson, 
played with numbing singlemin- 
dedness by Robert Young, rules 
his household with an iron fist. A 
strong undercurrent of child 
abuse permeates the show. But 
with nitwits like Bud, Kitten and 
Princess (their real names), can 
we really blame him? Billy 
Gray and Lauren Chapin, who 
played Bud and Kitten, went on 
to join the first wave of celebrity 
heroin addicts. Sort of puts the 
show in perspective, doesn't it? 
5)The 24 Hour Weather Chan- 
nel- Now we're getting to the 
really good stuff. The ultimate 
in thrills, 24-hour weather cover- 
age. There's local, interna- 
tional, farm, city, recreational, 
blah, blah, blah, punctuated by 
one of those generic Muzak jin- 
gles that goes something like, 
"We're weatherproofing Amer- 
ica." 
Most of the beaming, robotic 
announcers deliver the goods in 
a tone of voice that indicates 
their perceived audience as a 
dangerous mix of precocious 
and homocidal maniacs. There 
are even actual shows on the 
channel -"Weather Extra," 
"Local Forecast" "Fall Fo- 
liage," "School Day Forecast, 
"Yawnarama" - but I recom- 
mend that you watch for about 
72 straight hours. That's how 
long it took me to realize that 
I've had the 24 Hour Weather 
Channel all along, even without 
cable. It's called a window. 
8)Dr. Ruth's Good Sex- On a 
promo clip, the demonic munch- 
kin Dr. Ruth tells gaping profes- 
sional   hind   end   David 
Letterman, "Vegetables in the 
bedroom are hoe-kay." During a 
recent show the pint-sized luna- 
tic lectured four-year-olds on the 
nuances of bisexuality. It was a 
talk the majority of Wood 
County would have done well to 
catch. 
The basic format features the 
doc asking revealing sex ques- 
tions. The interviewees, to a 
Pon, are all in favor of 
thyno-noing (i.e. anything 
that gets you off without hurting 
anyone else). Makes even sex, 
the final frontier, mostly boring. 
7)Dr»gnet- We could all stand 
some insight into the way law 
enforcement works in Wood 
County and here's just the 
ticket. Frightenly intense Joe 
Friday (Jack Webb) and buf- 
foonish foil Bill Gannon 
(M.AS.H.'s Col. Potter, Harry 
Morgan) trample the civil rights 
of various little people in Los 
Angeles, "low lifes and losers" 
to Friday and his squad of black- 
shirts. Nationalism's finest hour 
(well, half hour). 
So there you have it. But one 
final note: Wood TV will want a 
substantial deposit for various 
technological items and there is 
also a considerable monthly fee. 
I guess you could forego the 
cable and buy a couple of books 
instead. Tune your TV to a dead 
station while you read and then 
you can have a kind of lava lamp 
with sound. Pass the Cheez Doo- 
dles. 
va lu*b Le coupon )965 Little Cwtai EowpntM. Inc I 
  
Buy your sweetheart 
M¥     a rose! 
Sweetest Day Rose Sale 
and Raffle 
Today 
University Hall 
First Floor 
Oct. 7-11 
Union Foyer 
$1.50/rose and Free chance 
in raffle for 
dinner for two 
at Aspen, Sundance 
and Tradewinds 
Rose will be hand delivered on 
campus 
"372-2343 
Buckeye Room Special 
Saturday & Sunday      E*> 
2:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Bowl 
.* All You Can in 2Vz hours for $2.00 
per person 4 persons to a lane 
Free shoes 
Billiards 
2'/2 hours at $1.50 per Table 
Old Milwaukee on tap 
(Enter the Union on North end of Building next to Prout) 
School of HPER 
WHITE 
WATER 
RAFTING 
Oct. 12 & 13 
PEG   Credit 
S95. 
372-7232 
Undergraduate Student QovwnmBnt 
WOOD COUNTY 
VOTER REGISTRATION 
Held 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
in the Union Oval 
Friday Oct. 11*& Monday Oct. 7* 
Please Bring Photo I.D. 
Friday/October 4,118513 
Shuttle book flies high 
;   by I. Leo Tune 
;    Friday reporter 
The Shuttle Operator's 
by K. Joels. G. Kennedy and D. 
terkin.Ballantine Books 
If you don't know your "apo- 
gee" from your "elevon," this 
book's for you. In fact, it might 
well have Deen subtitled, "Ev- 
erything You Always Wanted to 
Know About the Space Shuttle 
but Didn't Know Who to Ask," 
but the frontispiece acknowl- 
edgement to Houston's Lyndon 
B. Johnson Space Center staff is 
a clear signal to withdraw your 
tongue from your cheek. 
what we have here is 141 
pages of text, photos, renderings 
and specifications detailing 
America's preeminent flying 
machine. 
At the least, the book is a 
jargon junkie's delight with ac- 
ronyms aplenty; but its title is 
its purpose: to inform you of the 
lifestyle that awaits you in the 
world's most prestigious flying 
club. 
Chapter One will bring you 
solidly down to earth before you 
even take off. The authors are 
quick (p.l, sentence 1) to point 
out the Shuttle's principal pur- 
pose: to truck 32 tons of fright- 
fully expensive high-tech gizmos 
into orbit at the most affordable 
rates and bring them down for 
overhaul if necessary. The cost 
of each launch? Only $35 mil- 
lion: cheap, compared to indi- 
vidual satellite boosters... and, 
it's recyclable. 
Chapter Two outlines the nuts 
and bolts of your new wings. The 
life-support systems are ex- 
plained and directions for deal- 
ing with your new found 
weightlessness are given. The 
contents of the Shuttle's pantry 
are disclosed, too, and you will 
be pleased at the entrees, which 
include shrimp Creole, turkey 
tetrazzini and peach ambrosia. 
Cookies, too, and plenty of pud- 
there's the matter of 
sleeping, and directions for 
strapping yourself into bed are 
included. The operation of the 
Waste Control System (also 
known as the toilet) is well de- 
tailed- they want you to get it 
right the first time - and you 
might find satisfaction in know- 
ing your by-products will circle 
the planet for years to come. 
Concluding with notes on your 
apparel,  the chapter informs 
that your "smart-looking outfit 
consisting of a cobalt-blue jacket ana trousers with a short- 
sleeve navy-blue cotton knit 
shirt, except for underwear, is 
the same for both sexes." The 
illustration depicts a woman and 
notes that the daily allotment of 
one brassiere per day (in ZERO- 
G?) applies to "female person- 
nel only." 
The subsequent three chap- 
ters describe the shuttle's ancil- 
lary features, such as the 
Canadian-made remote manipu- 
lator arm (RMS), and discuss 
emergency procedures and re- 
entry and landing protocols. 
There is also an lft-step instruc- 
tion set for donning your space- 
suit, properly known as an 
extravehicular mobility unit 
(EMU), plus a glossary that will 
have you rapping spacespeak in 
no time. 
For $9.95, the book packs 
enough detail to interest any 
potential Space Cadet - and per- 
haps the curious taxpayer, too. 
Buy it, pack a full bag of imagi- 
nation and prepare for count- 
down. As the Directorate for 
Crew Training writes, "Con- 
gratulations! We hope your 
flight is rewarding and fascinat- 
ing." 
O.M.D. scores with'Crush9 
by P.F. Wilson 
Friday reporter 
Crush is the latest LP from 
Britain's Orchestral Ma- 
noeuvres In the Dark (O.M.D.). The album is an 
entertaining and interesting 
collection of songs covering a 
wide range of emotional 
moods and musical styles. 
"So In Love" begins the 
album, and it tells of how 
bewildered the narrator is 
that he was ever involved 
with a certain former lover. 
Lead vocalist Andrew Mc- 
Cluskey croons the chorus in 
a keening falsetto: Heaven is 
cold/ Without any soul/ It's 
hard to believe/I was so in 
love with you. Later in the 
song, this bewilderment turns 
to a sort of cockiness as Mc- 
Cluskey sings You were so in 
awe at me/ You were so di- 
vine/ You would do Just any- 
thing/ To still be mine. 
The romantic and melodic 
"Secret" is the second cut. 
The song describes the shy 
feelings one often encounters 
when trying to express inti- 
mate feelings to someone 
else. The mood of the lyrics is 
summed up in the lines,/'ve 
got a secret and I can't ex- 
plain/ All I want is to hold 
your hand. 
"Bloc Bloc Bloc" demon- 
strates a slightly different 
side of O.M.Drs song writing. 
The song is silly and upbeat, 
with McCluskey singing You 
give me so many problems/ 
You make me crash in my 
car/ 111 have a martini cock- 
tail/ And we'll see where we 
are. 
"Women III," more than 
any other song on the album, 
demonstrates how O.M.D. 
can take a catchy melody and 
turn it into a well structured 
song. 
A nice song about a woman 
who changes moods at the 
slightest whim, "Women HI" 
is one of the album's stand- 
out cuts. 
The title track from Crush 
finishes off side one in an 
unexpected manner. It's a 
moody, slow song that starts 
off with some interesting vo- 
cal effects, and ends with the 
solemn sounds of a rain 
storm. 
At the beginning of side 
two, O.M.D. changes gears 
with "88 Seconds in Greens- 
boro."   Although  the   song 
tries for a more traditional 
rock 'n' roll sound, with 
heavy emphasis on guitar and 
bass, the song isn't as power- 
ful as the others on the album. 
Unfortunately, "88 Seconds 
in Greensboro is followed by 
the terminally boring "Na- 
tive Daughters of The Golden 
West," a weak and direction- 
less cut that is the only real 
low point on the album. 
But things do get better 
from there. "Native Daugh- 
ters" is followed by "La 
Femme Accident" and "Hold 
You." "La Femme Accident" 
is a slower melodic piece, 
while "Hold You" is lovely 
ballad which would drown in 
a more complex arrange- 
ment. 
Luckily the instrumenta- 
tion is sparse. As the saxo- 
phone breaks into solo, one 
can't help but be reminded of 
the better works of Spandau 
Ballet. 
Despite its two weak cuts. 
Crush is a fine effort and well 
worth a listen. The majority 
of the songs are accessible 
yet intriguing. An excellent 
album that promises great 
things in the future from 
O.MD. 
Romantics' new album short on style 
by Tracey Batdorf 
Friday reporter 
The Romantics, all black 
leather and bouffant, have re- 
leased a new LP, Rhythm Ro- 
mance. Like other Romantics 
albums, Rhythm Romance is 
characterized by the bop-rock 
sound of the late-50s to mid-€0s. 
But although the album starts 
off with promise, it ultimately 
falls short on content and style. 
Side one begins appropriately 
enough with "Let s Get 
Started," and is slightly remi- 
niscent of the band's 1980 hit, 
"That's What I Like About 
You." It is a danceable tune that 
supports its fun lyrics: She got 
rhythm hip bop shake/ She 
knows that I'm on the make/ 
When Itellya she's outta sight/ 
Gonna take her out tonight. 
An up-and-coming hit for the 
band may be "Test of Time," a 
tune that weaves xylophone flou- 
rishes throughout a solid back- 
beat and melody reminiscent of 
the Stones on "Under My 
Thumb." Its counterpart song 
could be the next and last song 
on the side, "I Got It If You Want 
It." Both songs convey rather 
cliched messages (i.e., "I'll al- 
ways be around if you ever want 
me back.") but are saved by 
bouncy, catchy melodies. 
Side two of Rhythm Romance 
is where the problems start. The 
title cut has cleverly suggestive 
lyrics - unusual for the Roman- 
tics. Lead vocalist Wally 
Palmar sings: Rhythm and ro- 
mance get It up go down/ To the 
sound/Stay on top don't ya stop/ 
;• Crucial DBC 
.. (Continued from page 9) 
I major, are still students at the 
. University. 
"We're still at the beginning," 
says Darrel. "Until we get it on 
-. vinyl, I don't think we'll have a 
true handle of it We're about a 
year away from how Crucial 
should sound." 
Often shrouded in mystery, 
reggae has met with consider- 
abale skepticism, however Cru- 
, dal members feel they have 
established   a positive  image 
. among patrons and club owners 
., alike, says Norm. 
Playing for fraternities and 
other  University  groups  has 
• erased most negative Impres- 
:
 sions of reggae concert crowds, 
he adds. 
Upcoming, Crucial will per- 
form at the Anti-Apartheid Soli- 
darity   Rally   this   Saturday, 
- October 5, at 9:00 p.m. in the 
• Northeast Commons. 
All proceeds from the show go 
to The Coalition of Progressive 
Organizations and Individuals. 
Crucial DBC performs at 
Howard's on October 9, and at 
the International Park in Toledo 
around 5:00 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 
11 for the Rally Against Apart- 
heid. 
"Most people that come to our 
shows are just like the people I 
see on the street," says Darrel. 
"People come to be with other 
peopfe." 
"They come to get what they 
want," adds Norm. While some 
people come to hear the political 
songs, "... most come to hear 
the music and feel the vibes." 
He says it is similar to a reli- 
gious experience. People get 
caught up in the music and don't 
leave until the lights flash on 
and the bar closes. 
"There's a point where the 
sound doesn't really matter," 
says Norm "It's a feeling." 
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Get in the groove are you with 
me/ With your lips, fingertips. 
The tune starts out hot but cools 
off toward the end and the flame 
is never rekindled on the rest of 
side two. 
The rest of the cuts, "Never 
Thought It Would Be Like This," 
"Better Make A Move," and 
"Make It Last," are consistent 
with the Romantics' earthy 
50s/60s go-go sound, but can't 
keep up the pace from side one. 
The songs come off as vapid at 
best, stupid at worst. 
Toe majority of the album's 
lyrics sound trite and overwork 
the Romantics' standard Since- 
I-met-you-girl-rve-always-wan- 
ted-you theme. The music, gen- 
erally commericalized 
convention but listenable none- 
theless, only makes up for things 
part of the time. 
In I960, the Romantics re- 
leased their first album titled, 
"The Romantics." The group's 
most successful year was 1963 
when the LP, "In Heat" was 
released, spawning hits, "Talk- 
ing In Your Sleep," "One in a 
Million," and "Rock You Up." 
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smooira* an atetn n*n a«*a* on 
aspacaahulBt 
07J TOMMY HUNTER iSaaton 
F>am«al Guaslt Kris Kriatofter 
son OOIIM Waal and Kesis 
lla^anand 
OJ MISFITS OF SCMNCE 
IPromwal A daiarrmnad K«nim 
and rut associate 'acu>i a busi'a 
band of townosMrs io hasp o>» 
■am a UWHI m*iarisi« ho>de 
•rom acuvaiirifl a davaetatmg 
anoapon Stars Daan Fat* Marw» 
and «*.-i Fatar Hal 
g WEBSTER Wabsrar s at 
tempi io oei»*nrt a" unuaus** iaa 
(•astmaia •■*■ **>an ina youth 
assumat WattBta' only wants ncn 
io ba nit bodyguard Q 
OJ g WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEWQ 
g MOV* * • Guns C- The 
Magmf.<ani Sa.an 11969) 
Gaoigs RannaoV Jamas WM 
"Wt Sa*^* piotetfconal gunman 
l»n Iwcat Io haa a <evO*ui«nary 
■a«dar hom a Maucan pd 
(ESPN) BILL DANCE OUT- 
DOORS 
rTMC) MOV* •** M 01 
Ma M9S4I Stava MaM* l-y 
Tomhn A naptess lawyer l nor 
mai 'outia assumat a dtflarant 
parspaciiva aflat a caniansarous 
noaats s soul tiankiragrstet mio 
ona vda of n.» body   PG 13 
B30 
OD MR BELVEDERE ri^-.-i 
aia lakat rhargr xmao a tornado 
warrwig prompts ram and lha 
Owani lamtiy io Boat thaMor «> 
inabasamm Q 
g g WALL STREET WEEK 
Guni ".**■' G Wada > C> 
iicorp   invasimoni   Managamant 
(ESPN)      MARK      SOSIN S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
B:00 
0 OJ DALLAS M*i (*- and 
Clayton ota* JR t plans to com 
mrt Sus {Han io a »an*ioi«*m 
CM! (topas Cnraiapna* i mhe" 
tanca masrts inai ha I gan a loa- 
KoWK-fw^gCW Q 
tCRIBB 
OIFF RENT STROKES ^ 
harm **nan t)a s sccusatl of Steal 
mg  ina  uhool buHy s  gHMnand 
OB GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES («-.,««. Tr- MHSK 
Inas On C-ny Tyson hosis a 
ttOut* to Oula iamgion toatuiig 
clipi of  iv»  Dartormancas   *vte« 
tana of rwi works parlormad by 
Carly    Smon      Treat     Warns 
Karen Atars   K*n Pag* and 0th 
ets  <F.I 
g DOCTOR WHO 
IESPNI   NFL   GAME   OF   THE 
WEEK 
B:30 
g BENSON iSaason Pranwal 
Snoppert m»» Banson a hato 
Wtien hr rttwau in* eftcais ol • 
masked gunman *i th* grand 
Opening of a mp Stars Roberi 
Quisauma and Jamas NoM* Q 
(ISPN) PASSING STORM A 
loot ai lha Atlanta faKons 1964 
Nil season 
S:36 
(TMC)     HEART     OF      MOLL- 
WOOD 
10:00 
g g FALCON CREST iSaa 
son •i*ma*el Angel* (Jan. W* 
mani IM*I a snatiormg saoei 
to louekh Anna Hpm"i s 
ICaknte  Mcami plamad  i«*o**r 
01 IN* ftKon Dasi vm*v*rds 
Morgan I aachad and Kan Oan foat 
the.asi  3 
O NATIONAL   /  JOURNAL 
OB MIAMI VICE Crockett and 
Tubbs seek help from a woman 
lEanfw ■ ,n i who belongs io a s» 
Hsoua cull responM)** lor in* 
murder of some reneged* cop* 
g SPENSER: FOR HIRE 
Spenser muti Overcome several 
obstacles on N» way 10 ap 
prenanding two young psycho- 
paPMkPats q 
©Niwr. 
IESPNI WINNING OF THE 
WEST A look *t the Denver 
Broncos 1984 NFL season 
(TMC) MOV* * * Nat|S HI - 
The Dommelion 11984) Und* 
D-oiey Jordan lenneii A wom- 
an with ESP and an interest m an 
went Japanese cuitur* be comet 
possessed by th* span of an *v* 
warnor when she mriams a mage 
*w<*d    n 
IOTSO 
g   COLOR  A   portra-l  of  two 
black   women   met   r*v**N  how 
OJ WB.D   WTLO WORLD OF 
community shape* the" •mobon- 
•Ik***  IP) 
X SAN FORD ANO SON 
BURNS AND AlLEN 
(ESPN)    HARNESS    RACING 
Sreederi     Crown   Qutmpronfth*) 
Rao* Three kve from Pittsburgh 
11:00 
IOOJOJOJNEWS 
WORLD OP CARTOON 
ING 
1WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
•URNS ANO ALLEN 
11:26 
OJ GOOD ROCKhV TONITE 
Video* by John Cougar Meflan 
camp Maofc J*gg*r and David 
low* lha FoaM** S-siari 
Ma*Hoaf Quasi host rook mana- 
ger Bruce A**n I Bryan AdBms end 
Loverboyl 
f 
8' 
AFTERNOON 
124)0 
OJ   MOV*   * * v»       K*V   By 
Nighi      119711   Robed   VV«gn*r 
CW*o.8*k« 
g NOWPOUNDLANO OUT 
DOORS 
| WHO KINGDOM OJ wxe 
I   ABM C WEEKEND SPE- 
CtAL JMiaf Mason And Th* 
Mag* Headset A tOyeer old 
g«1 Kan Hausarl coma* MO poa- 
session of a magic moon roc* 
FMturw th* MM of N*nc» Wa»- 
g COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
g HOW  TO PLAY THE  PI- 
ANO    DESPITE    YEARS   OF 
LESSONS 
ENTER 
12:30 
g SPREAD YOUR WINGS 
A young boy teem* dr***ag* and 
th* can and pajmng of a l W 
rsnw siaAon «) 
t STAR GAMES 
BPtOERMAN   ANO  HIS 
AMAZING FRIENDS 
g      AMERICAN      BAND 
STAND '•etured  Tommy Shaw 
(*  Tfi«m*     From        Isr-o 
Howard's club H 
• VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G. * 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT     ' 
210 N. Main 
No Cower 
"Find your way over to 
Howard's this weekend." 
\@?ie ,j4vian4}enwnJ} 
Hair. Skin. Nail Designers 
352-4101 181(B)S. Main 
354-4143 Bowling Green 
20% OFF 
haircuts, perms, 
highlighting, 
manicures. 
with this ad 
expires 10-18-85 
1921S. Main 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Jnext to Varsity lanes) 
S<ll ill day 
Spcci.il 
Steak s 
Shrimp S5.9G 
B.BQ Chicken & RID 
cnmtiu S5.49 
DTiriTi? 
OPEM: 
Mon.Thun. 6*im-9pni 
Fit 6"im-IOpm 
Sal. 7«n-10pm 
Sun.8§m-9pm 
Includes all you can eat 
soup, salad, and desert Buffet 
Dins choicp of potato 
^ew Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Let us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100 S. Main St 
327 S. Main St 
1098 N. Main St 
11:30 
I TAXI 
MOVIE   ••*     Th* W*h» 
Conwaat*     MI'SI  SKKM  »»■ 
Mr    Mrcrtcal Cwne   A Mat*   South 
African r*MI salt out with h*« 
lawy*f *nd * wNM nwg *noi 
mm on a cro** country tr** io lo- 
cale (UmonoM h*M*n years aark- 
*r 
OJ TONIOMT Moat Jor-m, 
Carson SchaOAsd anamal K*m 
•rs Oak* and Mark Owen* 
• LITTLI   MOUS£  ON TW 
PMOM 
OJ OJ LATENKJHT  AMIBl- 
CA Hoti  0*nn>* Whokrv   SrhM 
ufettf  Ho»r**ood cohjmrwsi J^i^s 
Bacon (**cu***« Jack** GNaaon * 
e*r**r 
OJ SCNNV HBJ. 
(ISPN) SfORTSCENTEN 
(TMCI    MOVrC    •***      Al 
Th*    PtMrtMntS    M*n       , 19761 
Aoswi Hootortf  Du*nn Hoffman 
■MM on th* boot by Carl 6*rn 
•Mat  end  Boo  Woodward    Two 
WMhmgion fo*i reporter* **p*ri 
•nee coneiant satoaOt w*M* un 
cov*"<4 lha scandalous tact* oa- 
n-id the W***rgai* 6r*a» m    "C 
12fl0 
OJ     MOV*      ** OracuU 
fh«ca    Of     Oartna*.        I IBM) 
Chrisiopnai lae  Barbara She**. 
OJ  COMCOV  BftEAK   WfTM 
MACK ANO JAMIE 
(ESfhl WNESTLINO 
IttOO 
OJ FftlOAV NIGHT VIOCOS 
Intarviaw with Slmg videos by 
Oan* ROM 6 M«fiMl j*ek*on 
I (*i*n Ahv* ) Boo Dylan 
I When th* Nigh' Com** f«*->g 
horn in* Sky  I  Heart (  N***>  I 
I ABC NEWS NK3MTLINE 
LALMCL AND MARDV 
1:00 
OJ JIMMY SWAOOAflT 
1:30 
OJ MOVIE   * '.      Th* fantasbc 
mv*s-*> Ol Pianai iirih     MM6I 
M*neeiCo*» OMorah VVaMy 
OJ    MOVIE    * * * • Some 
L*« II Mot     119591 Tony Curtis 
Jacklemmon 
SATUBOAV 
OCTOBER I. 1BSS 
MORNING 
1O0O 
0 09      NULK     MOGANS 
ROCK   N" WRESTtlNO 
OS SUPER POWERS TEAM 
GALACTIC GUARDIANS 
) NEWSFPlONT 
MOVIE     • * ' Town 
19651  0*n*  Am»*ws 
T*riy Mooie 
OJ K ATM VS KfTCMCN 
10:30 
Q SKIPPER ANO CO 
M PUNKV BRCWSTER 
OQ   13   GHOSTS  OF   SCOO- 
BV-OOO 
OB    BUSINESS    OF     MAN 
AGtMtNT 
OJ GREAT CHEFS OF  NEW 
ORLEANS 
KBPN) FISMIN" HOLE 
11:00 
OJ OJ CBS STORVBREAK 
How To I*i Frwd Worms Am 
m*t*d 6as*d on Thorn** 
Rockwell s law ol • youngslar 
*rho ksarnt about Iaa play whan 
h* ban ma* h* can aai a worm a 
day for IS d*y* IRI 
« CORONATION STMET 
ALVIN  AND   THE   CHIP 
MUNKS 
OJ     SCOOBVS     MVSTTRV 
FUNHOUSf 
D MOTORWEEK 
BOUAM    FOOT    OAFI- 
OENINO 
IfSPNI      MARK       SOSIN'S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
(TMa   MOVIE   s>** It*) 
1 at I Tycoon    M9T6l Robert 0* 
N*o Jeanne Mor*au 
HtOO 
OJ OJ DUNGEONS 6  DRA 
CONS 
iKiDD VIDEO 
LITTLES 
MOVIC     **>•'-        Th* 
HouM On  93nd Ssiaal     119451 
UOydNoian Sgn* Ha*so 
OJ      MAGIC     MUSH     OF 
GARY JENKINS 
(ESPN)    SILL    DANCE    OUT- 
DOORS 
MR) 
«... i >*j* Star I AH FaB 
n I MKA JMigw 6 0*vd 
■ s    Oanc-n   m the Sweets 
VICTORY   GARDEN   Ifw 
«r of m* s*v*nih annual Vic 
OBSM 
HM hi M 
south and wast oardans 
(ESPN)     MAJOR      LEAGUE 
BASEBALLS       GREATEST 
HITS 
Itfl0 
a PAH 27 
■ MUPPETB ■ SQUARE     FOOT    GAR 
OCNING 
OJ FRUGAL GOURMET *" 
Strath pr*p«*t rradiiioAal Pofc*h 
.ociutkng   prwocy 
0*00 
fOJ CBS NEWS 
THI8 WEEK  IN  PARLIA- 
MCNT 
OjNfWS 
IfSPNI SPORTSCENTIR 
tfOO 
OJ DICK GCOOAROS 13TM 
ANNUAL WOOLY BEARS 
FESTIVAL Ttw *pac>ri l**iur*s 
■ Wool* Bear X»9 •nd Ou**n 
contMi a B»»t* oar«6» •» 
Wooh, Baar SCO rate and TV par 
sonatti** horn 7*rmwon  ONo 
(FISHING 
I 
M btjstti » , m 
IESPNI NPL'S GREATEST 
MOMENTS rugnkghts of ih* 
Bl San Frtncaco «9*rs and II 
W**ranglon ft*d*km* 
fTMO MOV* ••* Slap 
Shot (19771 Paul Nawman Mi 
ChMI OnA *an 
1:30 
§ DATELINE ONTARIO 
TO BE ANNOUNCEO 
HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ    A/ 
crOotdvi  NapOkson 
IPUTTIN' ON THE HITS 
OJ A  HOUSE   FOR   ALL 
SSASONS  An  *.*mayMion  of 
*n*rgy wasting probkrms mat ar* 
oft*n ov*rlook*d (Bl 
MO 
Q WRESTLING 
■ FISH 
© AMI RICA STOP TEN 
ffi    OB   THIS   OLO   HOUSE 
HJJ «| 
two-Story aOrtt-on lo an  1660 • 
Viclortan     hOUM     m     Auburnd*!* 
MM* Q 
IESPNI AUTO RACING I «• 
(•ghl compeMam hom Lmdvn 
hursi  N V (P.I 
2 SO 
O COLLEGE FOOTBAU. At. 
ton* Sllte m UCLA 
OJ COLLEGE FOOTBALL «• 
gMnal covwag* of M^legan Slate 
•i low* or Anran* SUM at UCl A 
t MUSIC CITY USA 
THE   RACE   FOR   NUM- 
BER ONE    COLLEGE  FOOT- 
BALL REPORT Coaage lootDaH 
i  HEE   HAW  GuMt*   Low** 
Steve   Wer-wr      Bobby 
Vmton 
(MUPPCTS 
OJ SOLfO  COLO Guests 
Sh***E     Th* Mot*H  STM-Na-N* 
King    Sytv*     fWk   SpringAWd   lm 
l*r«*wl 
OB MASTERPIECE THE 
ATM Th* k«sh RM Flurry 
d*w**a a *cf-jm* to rwk? S-h, 
Knoi buy Tom Sn*«n. * crtastnui 
cofl for a ia—or>*6ki price  iPari f> 
of 61 *i g 
OB EVENING AT POPS Tony 
Bennett   s>ngs   a   m*dk»y   of   ru* 
Ml    a»cfu*nfl      "I   H*d   to   6* 
you        As Tim* Goes By    and    I 
L*tl My HMTI SI San Fr*nc*co 
IRI 
KSPNI COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
(TMCI    MOVW     ***        10 
119791 Oudtoy Moor*  Bo D*r*fc 
A    *ucc***ful     songwnur     <fc* 
iurb*d about r*atheyg middkt age 
rteodes 10 MM a»i*r a baduMul 
gal on  hw way  IO h*r  wefloVig 
n 
7:30 
O CFl FOOTBALL Edmonton 
Hamaton   Tigar Cat % 
.v 
I anil h^*gh'» '•" mi 
in*  country  and a  look  *l   n*il 
w**fc * maior . uni.ii. 
OB      OJ     WOOOWNKSHTS 
SHOP    lS*ason    Premwrel    Inir, 
cate iwigwot* the most creative 
and s-npk> of rh* ch**mak*r * 
PI 
3:00 
0 SPORTSWEEKENO 
ScfWOUed WaW C*no* Clwjmp. 
gnehps hom Betgum World 
CyChng CnampMnsNps hom Itpy 
Broeh Pro Dsrli Cluwnpwnsh** 
hom (ngUnd   hhagar* Si*k*s   • 
m**-*nd • rwjH   lor   *»*•- year -OfcO 
tfv.oughO.nJs and up. ave from 
WoodNne P.*c* Tratk m Toronto 
SJ) BASEBALL NBC w*> m 
game* d*cs<ve lo dwesional (KM 
OB COLLEGE FOOTS ALL 
Not<* 0*ma al A* Force tin*! 
XROMAGNOLI'S TABLE 
MOVE   **•;      Rot*r»on 
Crusoe   On  Mar*     119641   Paul 
Maniee  Vic I taxkn 
0B    AUSTIN    CITY    LIMITS 
Cworg*Slr*l    Th*«end**s 
IESPNI   TOP  RANK   BOXING 
Edwn Curei v.  Gary Wilkams lor 
in*    ESPN    (■gntwe.ght     MM 
SChedukKl for  IJ lourtd* from At 
Ujntic City  N J IRI 
3:06 
(TMCI      MOVIE      *        V*u* 
116631  Glenn  ford   Chuck  Con- 
nor* 
■sOO 
OB V-0FS.D  OF  CARTOON 
ING 
4:00 
■ TONY  BROWN S JOUR- 
NAL 
OB NATIONAL NUTRITION 
QUIZ Columr«*i J*n* B>udy and 
, Ot 0*VKI Watts pose 23 qu**- 
t«n* looking at how th* foods w* 
eat pr*v*nt or promote i*»—* 
■KhMfertg cancer ikab**** and 
h»l iMsn*  Q 
S6S0 
OJ MAGIC OF OB. PAINT- 
ING 
BOO 
•JJ MYSTERY! flurnpos* Of 
Th* BM*y Rumpots oMarvJ* • 
potty crook againti • charge of 
•rmad lobbery and helps • young 
woman  b*"tt*r   launch hat  o- 
'N. miQ 
OJ   STAR    SEARCH   Guests 
NewIOVhon 
OJ STATIONARY AR« 
(TMCI   MOVIE   **      Th*  Blue 
lagoon     (I960)  Brooke ShaWd* 
Chri*toph*r A*k*t* 
0*00 
OJ SNEAK PREVIEWS 
(ESPN) SPEEOWEEK 
OOBN ■ esc 
#TOB 
01 EVE 
0*00 
NEWS 
CSC NEWS 
BE ANNOUNCED 
NING AT POPS Ton, 
6*nn*tl smgs • madhry of IM 
Nts eyduoVtg It Had to 6* 
You "AaTenaOoMBv and "I 
Laft My HMTI m San (imosio 
BU 
» STAR TREK 
VIETNAM A TELEV1 
StON HtSTORV IB J Goes To 
War 1664 1666 Although Ho 
Oil Me* is determined lo KM 
North *nd South Vietnam Lyndon 
Johnson s   .enjomem   opposition 
'•Suits   *l   ISMIlis    *SCM*tiOn   of 
tha undeclared w«   IRl Q 
(f BPNI ARM WRESTLING 
•Ml 
OJ     SMALL      WONDER     A 
iMkDut Jam* head* tor hat chAV 
housa  Man  V<k,   seems   IO  be 
gen .«g a* the atMniion 
(ESPN)  COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
Mr*S4S«p> *l Aubum ff.nj*>) 
SOO 
0   OJ   AIRWOLF   Aiwoff   is 
p>tlad *g*m*i * s*n*arly *Qu«pad 
h*kcopt*r ei a batHe to (ha hrvah 
OJ GIMME  A BREAK A man 
IK*n Barryl who »*v*d Joav t M* 
r*v—t* that ha 1 a wailor hom th* 
pl*rt*t 2oron 
OJ     HOLLYWOOD      BEAT 
McCanen and Rado oVscow*r that 
■■ thai 0>ti*t* i* not goM *i Hoty 
wood   wh*n   a   photographer   is 
murdered bacau** of a putur* he 
took  □ 
OJ   OB   ORIAT    PERFORM 
ANCES 
OB COllEQE FOOTSALL Pur 
du* at Mnnasota (Lmtl 
B:30 
OB FACTS OP l*Ff Jo *** io 
deciO* wrwthar io pursue h*> 
dr**m ol becoming * laachw or 
*cc*pi a lucrative offer ham * ma 
(tr corporal ion Q 
B:O0 
OJ OJ MOVW *Mh HA* 
Cowgrl Blues (Premev*) Jama* 
Brofcn lr*a Hartnujn A Mid back 
6*v*rfy HtR, pokce ofhear leluc 
lanth/ learns up win a spartr* de 
lecture on loan hom th* Laramw 
poke* dspartmanl to mvesigate 
Bmurdar :j 
OJ GOLDEN GIRLS Manche s 
MM* VtBM IShar** North! (or 
whom she's harbored a Matong 
chakk* n*Ml* a kidrssy iranaplam 
and she want* Blanch* lo be the 
donor 
OJ LBME STREET Coh*. *nd 
Wmgat* comb th* FngMh coun 
Uytod* in search of a band of 
ioboe>»  that may be retponaaM* 
lor the d>(appearance of * historic 
staam powered locomotive Q 
(TMCI MOV* *•* Slap 
Shot 119771 Paul Newman M< 
chMl On tkean Afi*> * mate* 
ksagu* hockey team decides to 
sprue* up it* enag* by pLsyeyg 
rkrty it end* up makatg hotkey 
hisiory    « 
0*00 
• 227 
10:00 
I HUNTER 
LOVE BOAT When rh* 
Temptation* •my* on board Vteki 
k>«* io convetc* the* manager to 
ket ih*m parfortfl * loan shark 
and  a  cHrn   work   out  a   *h*oV 
d**l.    SliA-ng   eivaaligMM   *   kt*> 
nappmg VK Teyhsck M*Cft**l 
Spound and Bobby Jacoby guest 
• MOVIE * * : The loved 
One 119651 Robwl MotM. An- 
leneita Comer Th* n*ph*» of a 
d»c*a*ad Hop, wood star *icw« 
some dabts and haadach** whan 
■t coma* lima to mat* th* lunwal 
|J) EUROPEAN TELEVISION 
SERVICE 
1030 
O DON CHERRY'S GRAPE 
VINE 
• COLLEQE      FOOTBALL 
Oh., Sl*ie Unrv*r*.ty al Hknc-S 
11«> 
NEWS 
NATION Al  [J 
S HAPPENING 
NOW1I Wtujn H., il,«.n Ihom 
as I and iw* we* Naekn* (Ann* 
Man* John*onl mow* back lo lha 
old neighborhood •vwyona **■ 
cap* Rerun (I red B*m/| wstcom** 
Ihem with-open arms 
I IBM 
(TMCI MOVIE **H Mawng 
M Aclsan It9641 Chuck Norn* 
M (mm.il W***h An Amancan 
CdkanaJ ukrm to Vwmam to 
•NrchforMIA*   ■ 
11:20 
ONEWS 
OB ABC NEWS Cp 
11  JO 
0 MOVE  • • *   >     T...0... 
• ' 119761 r»ob*rt OvAWo Cyb*t 
Shsphwd A New York cab driver 
pkMB • in** brand Of r*v*ng* 
•gamsi rh* Osaka* of corruption 
who constants/ tak* thee toB on 
rh* i es-denit of the o*y 
• MOVW **M AForMOf 
On* M979I Chuck Norr* J*n 
near 0 N«d A metier of Ih* mar 
t.« *rts *mb*rks on a ra**ng* 
moii.aied saarch for its* kakvs ot 
hw sdopied son 
OB SATURDAY NIGHT S 
MAIN      EVENT     P'oNs.-m. 
wreslkng eihOtun*     Hulk Hogan 
v* NAoWk Vo*>ofl And!* th* G> 
ant and Tony Alia* «s Katg Kong 
Bund* and 6*j John Siudd 
Rowdy Roddy P*>*t <rs Paul Mr 
Wondartui Orndorft 
OB HONEYMOONER S AN 
NlVERSARY CELEBRATION 
11:36 
OB STAR SEARCH 
11:46 
O MOVW •* A Bkscfc V*a 
(«L*M 119691 John Mat* tut. 
ana Pahirn The h**d of a narcoi 
<% squad land* lha* ■mporitni 
witnesses at* bang sysiematxai 
>y*kmeuH*d 
10)00 
HSPNI  COLLIOE  FOOTBALL 
M.**r**ejp> *t Auburn IRI 
12:36 
■ SOUL TRAIN 
12:BO 
(TMCI   MOVW   •*      Th*  Blue 
Lagoon     119601 6100k* Sfuetdi 
CNrSlopher Al«mi 
1:00 
• TO BE ANNOUNCEO 
ItOO 
tNOWO 
MOVW   *••      The Night 
Of   The  G*nw*h     M967I  P*l*r 
0 loote Omar Sharit 
ttoo 
• MOVW***'. HowTh* 
West Wat Won 1)9631 James 
Stewart  JohnWayn* 
• NEWS 
2:36 
(TMO MOVW * > P*rcy 
119711 HywP 6*nn*tl   Oanholm 
EeMMt 
3:30 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
4:00 
•BPNI    HARNESS    RACING 
■■el-i     Down   Chemponsh** 
tacaThta* hom Pittsburgh  IRI 
4.30 
(TMC I   MOVW    • * • Th* 
last Tycoon M976I Roberi Oe 
Neo  MantMoiej 
SUNDAY 
i 
I SUNDAY MASS 
THIS  WEEK  WITH   0A- 
ViD BRINKL6Y 
OJ MARKET TO MARKET 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
AFTERNOON 
10*00 
• SPORTSCENTER TOOAY 
Host* C***y Cokjman John T*l 
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ATRE     The Irish R M      Otoejct 
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loorl*. Nicole, & Sue INVITE YOU TO 
Recieve 
20% OFF 
All our professional 
products 
• SIBASTIAN * MATRIX * Rf DKEN * NEXUS 
Court St 
EWooeter 
352-HAIR 143 E. WOOSTER 
EFIRST EDITION 
HAIR DESIGN STUDIO 
and TANNING SALON 
Call us Today for your 
Hair and Tanning Appointment. 
Visit Our 
Full 
Service 
Salon 
Today! 
434 E. Wooster 
AtowMrtwaa 354-1477 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 East Court Street 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 
(419) 352-4068 
COMPARE THE COST PER COPY.. 
WHITE COLOR 
200    4.6 5.3 
500    2.9 3.2 
1,000    2.3 2.6 
5,000    1.8 2.0 
These are EVERY DAY prices 
for high contrast, quality offset 
printing (not Just photocopies) 
on 20* 8 1/2 X 11 bond paper. 
HOURS: Monday-Friday 9:30-5:30 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Full Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment^ 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
1616 E. Wooster 
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Exp. 10 16-85 
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Stephana i taUtrCaialap Q 
O    FRONT     PAGE     CHAi 
LENGE 
SSPN)  AUTO  RACING CAR1 
LagunaSaca 300 liom Calil  Ill 
HMO 
0   0   CAt.Nl v   6   LACEY 
lacay attampia lo help an ilagM 
Cheaan  anrmgranl   (Tony   Acarh 
not  tecenity honored lor an act ol 
□re-try    a-«d deportalam   [J 
O  NATIONAL  /   JOURNAL 
0 GREAT PERFORM- 
ANCES 8>Ktethtad Rawed 
Tha Bktak Light 01 Day     Sabaa 
tun irum to BchOOl Marweygty 
bant on hra warn deetrutuon aher 
h.t mother ICIaea Bloomi aaki an 
Oilorrl don to watch over har ton 
IPeri Sol IIICj 
INEWS 
NO  SECOND CHANCES 
A took at the paraonal   legal and 
meoMel iituei retulting hom lha 
uea   i'i   the   ."tamiy   datanae   -> 
cranwial tatat  and  lha  pottnto* 
aflacii ol atiampia to aMMh it 
(TMCI MOVIE  » •    Gat Craiy 
M9B3I Makoam McOowad   Alan 
Goorant/    A  lamoua tort   rnuaa: 
■npreaaiH)    hoaia    a    oWaairoua 
New Year il.bath   R 
10:30 
0 SANFORD ANO SON 
tlrOO 
OO00NEWS 
0OARK SHADOWS 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
0   OHIO   BUSINESS   OUT- 
LOOK 
11:26 
O  MOVE   * Nat  Htrot 
11969) Michael Dowglaa Arthur 
Kennedy An .riaaa.it': coaaga 
dtopoul Ojjtltiona hra attitude I on 
non wcaance and patraMram when 
ha enetit -> lha Army rhang tht 
Valntn ttart 
11:30 
0    ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NK3HT    tntarvraw    wrth    Anrwa 
lannoi and Dave Stewart ol tha 
0 REMINGTON STEELE A 
<ndex> garni manuTaclurer Italia to 
Iturt and Staete lor hat? arhan an 
allocate .anrahaa with plena lor 
tha company a let at t game and 
iS mean  IRI 
0 BEST OP CARSON Ftom 
June 1964 Johnny Methn and 
Thaiatta Ouao pm hoat Johnny 
Carton    at*o    a   moron   movwe 
0 0 LATE NIGHT AMERI- 
CA 
0 BENNY HBJ. 
KSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
. TheBor 
Oar 11981) Jack NrchoHon 
Vakane Pe"«ie A Teiat border 
guard a vakja* comt n confect 
•nth thoaa ol he* ccatupt co-erort- 
ata and hit meieriefcti* writ   R 
12«0 
0 STREETS i 
FRANCISCO 
SNEWS 
COMEDY  BREAK   WITH 
MACK ANO JAMIE 
SSPNI     NFL      FB.MS     PRE 
SENTS 
SAN 
12:30 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH DA- 
VID LETTER MAN From Octo 
bar 1984 actor* Bel Murray end 
Harry Dean Starrton puniat P,<h 
fd Clay otman  IR) 
IABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
ANNIVERSARY WEEK 
THREE STOOGES 
MPNI SPORTSLCaOK 
12:40 
0    MOVW    **>,       aaaMi. 
Chotea     H98II  Jean  SiapMon 
RarhatdKaay 
I OO 
(HAWAII FIVE-0 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
■8PNI     SUPERSOUTS    Laon 
SpaWt  it   Muhammad Ak   fab 
78 - Laa Vega. 
1:30 
fNfvVS 
MOVIE   ****      Tht I 
Shaped    Room       M963>    law* 
Caran Tom Bab 
(TMCI MOVIE * * : Top Se 
net* H984I Vat Hamar Lucy 
Gutter idga 
MO 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
0NIWT. 
IESPNI OUTDOOR LIFE 
MO 
0 CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
MO 
0TSPNI INSIDE BASEBALL 
3 16 
(TMCI    MOV*     *•       Some 
where  Tomorrow     119841 Sarah 
Jeatrce Parker  Nancy Adrkaon 
M0 
(ESPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
Ed—. Cutet ** Gary Wdkarny lor 
tht (SPN lighiwatghi t.tia 
ichecMtd for II found* hom At 
lantK. City   N J  IRI 
ru so AY 
OCTOBER 6. 1946 
DAYTIME CHROREN S SHOW 
4:O0 
■ TRANSFORMERS 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
eoo 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
*;00 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
•:O0 
(ISPNI INSIDE BASEBALL 
Onto 
(ESPNI TRAPSHOOTING 
BOO 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
S:30 
BISPNI  AUTO  RACING SCC* 
Super  vaat and ASA Stock Cat* 
homB'ookryn Mich IRI 
11 SO 
KSPNI INSKX BASEBALL 
12:30 
IESPNI COLLEGE  FOOTBALL 
MuKiupp- M Alburn (HI 
400 
(ESPNI      JULIUS     tRVINGS 
SPORTS FOCUS 
4:30 
(ESPNI  AUTO  RACING IMSA 
GT Sarra* botn Pocono  Pa  IR) 
M0 
IESPNI FISHING 
DAYTIME MOVES 
M0 
rTMO * * 'i The Enchaniad 
Journey 119841 Arwnetad Vote 
a* ol «m Baoku* Ckton Bean 
OafJO 
(TMCI     •*        Tha    Ptrtonalt 
119871 BASchoppart  Karen Lan- 
•y 
606 
(TMCI  ***     Couniry    (1984) 
JattKalangt SamShapard 
HMO 
mCl  •*',      Agent 8 3/4 
(198S) Oeh Bogarda  SytvaKoao 
12:00 
(TMO     •*        Tht    Man    Who 
Wa»n I There     I19B3I Sl*^ Gut 
tanbarg  Janbay Tarnbor 
2:00 
(TMCI    *•       Kti   My    Grit a 
119871    Bruce    Dewton     Sutan 
George 
4400 
(TMO * * * A Big Hand For 
'he Link* lady 1)9661 Henry 
Fonda   Joanne Woodward 
EVENING 
eoo 
0NEWS 
) CATCH PHRASE 
MACNEIL     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
IDIFF RENT STROKES 
IN-CHARGE PARENTING 
SSPN) SPORTSLOOK 
(TMO MOVIE *•* M 01 
Me 119841 Stave Marhn Ley 
Toman A hapieai lawyer I nor 
ma) .out-, aatuma* . rkHarant 
parapeclivt altar a cantankaroua 
htaeaa i tout ■•animvate« ayto 
ona ***. ol la* body    PG 13 
6:30 
0 CSS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS CJ 
0 HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
IESPNI      WORLD      CLASS 
WOMEN 
7:00 
(CSS NEWS 
GZOVVSKI  6   CO   Guaat 
Toronto Guba and Ma- food cr mc 
Joanna Kate* 
I WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NaQHT    kxatmaw    wilh   Chur* 
eaSMBI 
! NEWLYWEO GAME 
BUSINESS REPORT 
M'A'S'H 
MACNEl     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
0  P.M    MAGAZINE  Author 
Max* Chttvt   I   Imng With   Tht 
Kennedy a     The    Joan   KennaoV 
Story   I   Boy Gtorga Srmm Ghar 
a>   On The Town 
0 COUNTRY REPORT 
0 JEOPAROY 
B   TAXI 
0PM       MAGAZINE    Boy 
Gtorga   a hteii tianypiant ttcip> 
anthomFioranca  SC 
0 WILD. WILD WORLD OF 
ANIMALS 
0 THREE'S COMPANY 
IESPNI      MAJOR     LEAGUE 
BASEBALL  S      GREATEST 
HITS 
BOO 
O 0 HOMETOWN Mar, 
dnumhed eritn har 'cat at wrla 
end mother began a alb taarch 
Crertiophar buy* a home n Wh.i 
kty 
I FIFTH ESTATE 
BASEBALL    PLAYOFFS 
Game 0>. kiea hom home letW ol 
American League fait champion 
0 WHO'S THE BOSS' TWBJ 
helpt Samenlhe ik»atop her pop 
utatily with h»   |unu Ngh tchool 
0w :; 
0 0 NOVA iSeeaon Premaate) 
David Atienhnoiigh and AJvei 
Foutaami fuai relutmng thamp-on 
loVmn Newman to laal lhaa to 
an ul. knowltdga » area* ana 
•naved    by    pan    aoriodai    ol 
Nova    g 
0MOVTE***     Ihel.enrh 
larulanant-.       Wnman I198H 
Meryl Stre*p Jeremy Horn 
Bated on the now* by John 
• owlet An eltaa between two 
at tori » paraaa-art m the toman he 
period lam m wtach tha two art 
porlormavg 
IESPNI WRESTLING 
(TMCI MOVIE * • 'he Men 
Who Wamt them (19831 
Slav* Gutlenberu Jamey lam 
bar A man abt*ni a mytteiiout 
lormula thai matt people <Map 
630 
0  GROWING  PAINS   J*t..n 
bacomei   rtatuuv  when  hit   writ 
begat* pulling at a lea ol overtime 
at the oflice tj 
9 00 
0 0 MOVIE lova Ma>y 
(Premrtrtl Ktniy MtNichoi Mail 
Clark Rated on a uue nory A 
dyaktuc lean age* mih a troubttd 
peat owjtcome* har utrjmg oka 
abatty and anrott ay icaktg* to 
ptalue  e  dream ol  becianaig  a 
II 
man who um a bated har out ol e 
imaa fottuna :; 
0 0 WAR A COMMEN 
TARY BY GWYNNE DYER 
Tha  ttanilormaiion  ol  eaten it 
. South Carolina t Parti Itland Ma 
.meRecriai ItaavngDapiM  'J 
6:30 
(ESPNI ROLLER DERBY 
1000 
O  NATIONAL   '   JOURNAL 
ft   OUR    FAMKY    HONOR 
'tar*  McKay * tuder  mvatiiga 
l-jn  gtmda   to a  hatt  amen  it t 
learned that me tea ol me young 
.untway  it  a leotiaey  protected 
aMnata  Q 
0 AN AMERICAN FAMILY 
0NEWS 
0   UNCOMMON    PLACES 
THE      ARCHITECTURE      OF 
FRANK   LLOYD WRIGHT  A- 
ul conirovertial atchaiacl Frank 
lloyd Wright exfcakng artaga* ol 
Dane Houte lahng Water and 
raSBBR 
(TMCI MOVIE a* The Per 
koneM (19821 M Schoppart 
Karen landr, A man whote wale 
datarted lam erwari tha aetgkp bte 
and placet a pw*onal a) a i 
ivtwtpapar    PG 
10.30 
0 SANFORD AND SON 
(ESPNI ARM WRESTLING 
11-00 
OO000NEWS 
0DARK SHADOWS 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
0ON THE LINE 
(ESPNI    POWERBOAT    RAC- 
ING 8«*>h World Champmniho 
Grand Pin hom Si loun  I Taped) 
11:20 
0 MOVIE a StrAa Force 
119761 CM1 Gorman Donald 
■Vahary A apaoal umt o* law an 
lorcament egenta romturwiy the 
baal taktnta o* pokce hom ledera) 
to Wei kty*** t **i up to attack 
tha probaam ol orgamfed crana 
11:30 
0    ENTERTAINMENT    TO 
NIGHT    tnterww.   with    Churt 
Nome 
0 SIMON 6 SIMON A worn 
an ce*appear* anottty aNar occw 
pyrng a *uppo*ao>» heunied hotel 
room GareM 0 loi-cjhan and JAa 
DuRy guaat *iai «■ 
0 SCOT OF CARSON F>om 
June 1984 Bat Coaby and Arnold 
Schwarianaggai joat hoat Johnny 
Carton  IR) 
0 LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
0 0 LATE NIGHT AMERI- 
CA 
0 BENNY HBJ. 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
■MO 
0      STREETS     OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
0 COMEDY  BREAK  WITH 
MACK ANO JAMIE 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
ITMC)   MOVIE   * *      ...   My 
Gr.t*    '1982   B'-e Da-ton   Bw 
IM0 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH DA 
VIO LETTERMAN SchecMad 
gurfartt Nil* lolgran Art Bu 
oh-afca 
JABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
ANNIVERSARY WEEK 
THREE STOOGFS 
(ESPNI      NPL'S     GREATEST 
MOMENTS   H^hfcghtt   c-   n. 
12 Miami Oceplvn* 
12:«0 
0 MOVIE  • •     Saad Ol inno- 
cence     119801 T«n Weed   Ma. 
Cannon 
14)0 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) 
1  30 
INEWS 
MOVIE   • * *      The WcaM 
Of Suve Wong     '1960i Wekem 
MofcJan   Nancy Keren 
2:00 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
0NEWS 
(TMCI MOVIE e * e All Of 
Ma     119841   Stave   Matin    l.i, 
M0 
0 CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
IISPN) SPORTSCENTER 
M0 
(ESPNI THE YEAR IN GOLF 
3:36 
(TMCI   MOVIE    **•      Coun 
Iry      II9B4I   Jtlt-a   lenge     Sam 
Shapard 
4:00 
IESPNI   AUTO RACING CAP' 
leguna Seta 300 hom CaM iRi 
WEDNESDAY 
OCTOBER 9. 1686 
DAYTIME CMLOREN S SNOW 
400 
[(TRANSFORMERS 
turned about >eacrwig m.dcae age 
decide* to chat* atie> a beautiful 
gal on he- way to h«r wedekng 
R 
6:30 
0 CBS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
m ABC NEWS eg 
0 HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPNI   AEROBICS     BOOrES 
IN MOTION 
700 
O CSS NEWS 
m DATELINE ONTARIO 
0 WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
0   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT    lore,.,*    MM   Vtkar. 
Barta-e, 
0 NEWLYWEO GAME 
U3 BUSINESS REPORT 
0M'A"S*H 
0     MACNE6     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
l(SPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7 SO 
0   PM     MAGAZINE   Caih, 
Brwgeti     aky    Otvari   preparing   lo 
leap oh We*t Vagatia 1 Naw River 
Bridge Pal Taaeni Agent kid* 
lab 
O VVtLO KINGOOM 
0 JEOPARDY 
0TAXI 
0     PM       MAGAZINE    S>, 
drvart prepe<ng lo *AP oH Waal 
Vrgm<  New R.^a  Bodge    Ar 
Ihur Simori    the man beftaid ce 
ktbray parl.t 
0 WLD. WHO WORLO OF 
ANIMALS 
0 THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPNI      MAJOR      LEAGUE 
BASEBALL S       GREATEST 
HITS 
BOO 
f0 STIR CRAZY 
NATURE    OF     THINGS 
iSaaton   Piermerel   latliaed     an 
Olhar wwt entn cytm <«ovt v< 
um Suaan McKeear the return of 
tht tea ottar 
0 BASEBALL PLAYOFFS 
Game One kve hom home leMd of 
Nairotu-1 eegue Weti chemp-m 
S INSIDERS Q 
0      SMITHSONIAN 
WORLD  'he  *•■•  rrl advanlur 
lioniwi. hum J wmilup    urve 
liaMad around ihe workl Ikght to 
unaiplored t«vet a! the Bahamei 
DAYTIME I PTS 
6:00 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:00 
IESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
MO 
IESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
600 
SSPN)    HARNESS    RAONG 
Breeder)      Oown     Chempionthip 
Raca Three hom Pittaburgh IRI 
9 0O 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
6 SO 
■ESPN) AUTO RACING USAC 
Hut   100 hom  lerre Haute   i.i-i 
M 
11*00 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING Worm 
IivAaance Spa lOOO hom Bahy 
um  IRI 
12 30 
(ESPNI AUTO RACING NAS 
CAR Hoay Farm* 400 hom North 
Wekeeboro N C IRI 
MO 
0 BASEBALL PLAYOFFS 
Game Two live hom home heW of 
American League Eaat champion 
MO 
ESPN) BODYBUILDING 1984 
M* Orympia Competition hom 
Montreal  lR> 
MO 
KSPNI TENNIS MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
DAYTIME MOVIES 
6 SO 
(TWO    * * ■ i        Agent   8   3       4 
119861 Dak Bogatdt  SytvaKoac. 
7:30 
rTMCI *•     fatly fatn    (1B60I 
Ban OvantyouM Ban Newton 
6:00 
(TMO * *    SaraBow* And Ama 
■One     119741 Vegeua McKanna 
RonatdFieaai 
1030 
rTMO  *•'.      To Trap A Spy 
19661    Robert    Vetaghn     Dewd 
McCaRum 
1200 
TMCI     ee       Hln    Mutdar' 
;i9B4) Debra W-ga.   Mark Kay 
Hun 
3:00 
(TMO    ****       Keid   Haarta 
And Coronet*   11949) Alec G-n 
net*   Dene.i Price 
4:00 
(TMC)  **     Fatty Fav.     (19601 
BenOtanbouM  Bart Nawlon 
EVEN4NG 
0800 
| NEWS 
) CATCH PHRASE 
MAC NEa.      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
IDtFFRENT STROKES 
COOKING MEXICAN 
BblPM SPORTSLOOK 
(TMO     MOVIE     ***        10 
(1979) Ductey Moore   Bo Oerak 
tend v • 1M 
0     MOVIE      * * f u/# 
( l»72> Burl   Ra.i.«.K     la. •   We. 
ton   Botiui  it mijiu<ieiert by   a 
tare)*  0*  myttenou*  kahng*   ay 
.oMng tamom demervH made by 
a noiciiuu* ctanaial 
IESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE 
(TMO    MOVIE     a e        M -,  . 
Mm*-      119841   Debra  Winger 
Mark   Keyloun    A   lo*   Angela* 
100* 
 
P 
at Ce a dlirg ojeeang lenrwt -ttin. 
lor decajet lo mvettigale hri 
deaih end wopartWe* har own 
kit   R 
BOO 
0 0 CHARLIE 6 COMPA- 
NY in need of money Charae 
■ran to etk hit boa* to pay oh a 
•oan Ghana (iu*edr-t egaa^ii the 
lamey • obtetaion with aare food 
0  MARKET  PLACE  iSeaton 
Premawel 
0    DYNASTY    Myttt    Ccaby 
(Maiwea fauladdi and I aeon re 
lei at the beech   Contience and 
Jteon   CotJV   'Barbara   Stanwyck 
Chethon Hetton) contadai a deal 
■o be pretenied ,„ Blake Q 
0 GREAT PERFORM 
ANCES Gteai PraformancM 
10m Anrnvertfy CafabrMion 
Eacarptt hom tome of lha moat 
memorable Great Parlorm 
ancet proctam* ol tha leal dec 
ada and aitwva>wt wrth many of 
lha lakanti *hoarceeed at the ta 
i.* are pretenied 
0 THE SOOTH A re*ieurani 
booth r* ihe (ommon aatimg lor 
Bread *tatra>g Dame Judith 
Andarton Peter Coyote and Mary 
Key     Place 76lh Marked 
Nalwick     Barnard   Hughet     and 
Death ai Dmner wrth Jtymet 
Coco Tan Gart and Rene Aubar 
|0~** Q 
(ESPNI TOP RANK BOXING 
Lrve hom Ailenlc Cdy  N J 
MO 
0 0 GEORGE BURNS 
COMEDY WEEK A Naw York 
accountant lurned-polica -rfarmer 
iMtrtn Mull ,t outraged whan a 
am net* protection plan grve* ham 
a new identity a now home and 
a new lamey 
0 MAN ALIVE ISeeaon Prom 
aval   The   uae  of  hard  rock   and 
heavy   metal   tonga   lo   eapreaa 
Chrr*iia.t ber.lt ■• aiptorarj 
IOTOO 
10 EQUALIZER 
NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
0 HOTEL A mentafty hand) 
capped coup* tauggla* io mam- 
i*n a reMimnshp a woman bom 
Paler * peat thowi up at lha he- 
lal Mabaaa Sue Andarton Vert 
Meat gut. aia. Q 
0NEWS 
ITMC) MOVIE *• The Bhae 
lagoon (IBBOi Brouka Sh-fda 
CNaitopher Allan Two ceate 
way chedran grow lo arJolaacaryta 
on a remote South PacaV aUand 
and atper wnce the pang* of fan 
leva   R 
10: SO 
0 MRS ANOERSON: TO- 
LEDO PEOPLE A wtd wdh 
Mr* Andarton of (he Tcaedo fam- 
ay owner* of Tha Andaraon* 
'ienerei Slot 
I SANFORD AND SON 
MURRAY AND  ARLFNC 
■ the heart 
-•• »• ' ■ juph le" by a B'ook 
y" lamey thai m-gratei lo weal 
MjOO 
0000NEWS 
DARK SHADOWS 
WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
ART BEAT 
11:26 
O MOVIE 4* . ThaSifang 
ar II9721 Getrtn Corbel I Center 
on Mdche- Afiet crotfwtg on an 
unhiancBy punet an eet'oruut it 
purtuad by til aradw 
11:30 
0   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGMT   Interview    anth   Vakw. 
Bartmea. 
0 T. J HOOKER A recently re 
Itaead or toner huntt down ihe 
poecemen ha balrave* wet re 
tpontaMa lea hi conic Iron 
0 BEST OF CARSON ftom 
June 1964 Joan fmbery W. 
Shravar and Maty Grota (Can hot! 
JOhnny Carton (Ml 
0 LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
O 0  I ATE NIGHT   AMERI- 
CA "nit   Denrua VVhokty 
06ENNYHaLL 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
11:46 
nMO MOVIE eeee ■ Katd 
Heart. And Coronet! (19491 
Alec Guriv..t Denrvt Pr<e Oe 
naM hra bathnght bacauta hit 
mother married below har tial*m 
a davrkah young man clavarty 
murdari Ihe eccentric relative* 
who Hand betwaon km and Ihe 
family dukedom 
12:00 
O      STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
0  COMEDY  BREAK   WITH 
MACK AND JAMIE 
(ISPN) SPORTSLOOK 
12:3© 
0 LATE   NIGHT WITH DA- 
VID   LETTERMAN  Scheduled 
NBC   -cretpc-ule.it   Imde  few 
bee   I i.ne«kan Steven Wright 
SABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
ANNIVERSARY WEEK 
THREE STOOGES 
IESPN)   TENNIS   MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
12 40 
0   MOVIE    **      The  Hoe. 
(19'?IM faring   flank Bonne. 
too 
O HAWAII FIVE O 
0 JIMMY SWAGGART 
IESPN) ROWING Nai.mai CaBj 
g^ate Chamcaonth>|i Irian  Cmcai 
net.  IR> 
ISO 
*NEWS 
MOVIE e e e e   sn**.. 
On     A     Tia.n        H961'     Farley 
Granger   Holier I VVeber 
IESPNI     JULIUS     ERV1NGS 
SPORTS FOCUS 
1  40 
(TMCI MOVIE   • * To Tiap 
A  Spy     .19661 Robert  Vaughn 
David McCaBum 
2:00 
0 CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
• NEWS 
IESPN)  PETE   ROSE   STORY 
HITS. HUSTLE ANO HEART 
MO 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
KSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
3 OO 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
3:16 
(TMO    MOVIE     e   i       Percy 
(19711 Hywef 6anneit   Oenhorm 
iBMMt 
MO 
(ESPN)   HYDROPLANE   RAC 
INQ Hightghla ot the  86 taaaon 
4:30 
IESPNI PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) 
THURSDAY 
OCTOBER 10, 1666 
OAYTIME CMLDRENS SHOW 
DAYTIME SPORrS 
6:00 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
7:00 
IESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:SO 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
BOO 
IESPNI  AUTO  RACING  IMSA 
GT Secret hom Focono Pa  (Rl 
S:O0 
IESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
6 30 
IESPN)      SWIMMING     UNA 
World Cup Synchrcavjtd Chompr- 
onafap duet cornpetihun hom m 
caanapoM  (Rl 
IOBBO 
(ISPNI   SWIMMING   FINA 
World Cup Syntfyonraed Champr- 
onaho teem competition hom m 
ckanapnlr*  IRI 
ItiOO 
■SPN) TENNIS MAGAZINE 
R6POR1TS 
12:30 
IESPN)  AUTO  RACING CART 
I aguna Sec* JOO hom Caaf  IRI 
2:30 
IESPNI   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
(RT 
6 OO 
IESPN)     CYCLING     US     Pro 
Champroctahe?a hom Phdadalphaa 
IRI 
6:30 
IESPNI      MARK       SOSIN S 
SALT WATER JOURNAL 
OAYTIME MOVIES 
MO 
(TMO** Swaftawa And Ama 
ton* H974) Vegetal McKanna 
Ronald frater 
6:30 
ITMCI     4 4*', The    I act 
Tycoon 119761 Robert DeNeo 
Jeanne Mar eau 
6:30 
ITMCI   •      Ve„*     (1982)  Glenn 
ford Chuck Connari 
10:3O 
(TMO    *••       Rope      (1948) 
Jam*. Siewert  Fattay Granger 
12:00 
(TMO **• The Wetter n« 
(19401 Gary Cooper   Waiter Bren 
MO 
(TMO   •*' The   Inchanied 
Journey      119841 Animated   VCac 
at of Jan Bartua. Own Been 
3:30 
(TMO  *      Vave     119631 Glenn 
Fcad   Chuck Connor* 
630 
(TMCI     ***■ The    I tit 
Tycoon 11978) Rob—t OaNeo 
Jaenna Motaau 
6:00 
§00 NEWS 
CATCH PHRASE 
MACNIil      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
SDIFF RENT STROKES 
MECHANICAL      UNI- 
VERSE 
(ESPNI SPORTSLOOK 
630 
0 CSS NEWS 
XNBC NEWS 
ABC NEWS tg 
S HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
BUSINESS REPORT 
(ISPNI      HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
MO 
Ocas NEWS 
8 THIS WEEK IN ONTARIO 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
0   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT    'id-..*-    wth   Donna 
M.I. 
0 Nl WL YWED GAME 
S BUSINESS REPORT 
M*A»S-H 
0     MACNEIL      /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
0 P.M.   MAGAZINE  P..*.** 
Pretley   D-rt Goddard  flatcal re 
0  WAY  WE   ARE   A defiant 
young   lithermen   hi"art   the con 
•aauanc** whan he danatt vekage 
! JEOPARDY 
TAXI 
P.M    MAGAZINE  P'-v.iie 
Pratkty   a man w.th a knack  lor 
cetchatg gr apet m hat mouth 
0 WILD   WILD WORLO OF 
A I, I MAIS 
0 THREE'S COMPANY 
KSPNI   NHL   HOCKEY W**h 
mglon    Capital*    at    Naw    York 
Ranger* il<val iSubwct lo Mack 
BOO 
Q  0  MAGNUM.  P I   Alter 
*a*tng a   aroman  (Cynth.  SAea) 
hom    drovanatg     Magnum   gel. 
embroiled  at a  murder  eiveatrge 
Iron atvohrevg har atduttriaMl hue 
band 
0      THURSDAY      NIGHT 
Hrghbghit of Toronto * Bach 3O0 
Fatiivpl cekabrating the compot 
ar * 300th Mthdey through mu 
K    tong and Otnot   Ptrformart 
mchrde 011 puetrll Keith Jarratt 
deruert     »«*i     Dvtrotrarl     and 
ClaurM Moore Chraiiophar Hog 
•rood and lha Acaoemy of An 
CwntMuetc g 
0 COSSY SHOW CM*. CHI 
and Ihe cfvadren plan * gala 49ih 
anraveriary petty lor Grandpa and 
Grandma Humebl* (Earle Hymen 
Clatrca Tpyiorl 
0 FALL GUY A man IScoft 
Barol who w.inetaed a murdar 
r»n* a lemale anpervonation •« 
vue to etude 'he vengeful kattr Q 
0 THIS OLD HOUSE ISaaton 
Piamrere) Planrang a two *loy 
addition io an 1660 * Vrctortan 
home a. Aubienoale Matt Q 
0 MOVIE * * * Seani Mov 
* 116761 Mel Brook* Marty 
'all*nan A former mowt daecior 
and hni two cohort* try to tava a 
maror itucko hom tMratruptcy by 
•afrarvg tha fatt tdant move m 
yeara 
0 ALL CREATURES GREAT 
ANO SMALL 
fTMCI MOVIE * * N-iei HI 
Tha Oomrnaiion 119841 luCrnde 
Otckay Jordan Bennett A worn 
an with f SP and an m tar ait ■» an 
cattw Jap ant at cutture become* 
pottattad by tha tpen of an aW 
wanror whan the ■nrva.ni a maox 
award    R 
6:30 
0 BASEBALL PLAYOFFS 
Game Two ava hom home hekd ol 
Naiaanai laagua Waet chempvon 
0 TV 30: SERVING THE 
COMMUNITY Highkohia ol 10 
yean of local progtamrmng 
soo 
0 0 SIMON 6 SIMON eg 
O ADVENTURES OF 
SHERLOCK HOLMES He-met 
and Walton •nvettrgeta the a> 
duclion ol a Greek horn fha Lon 
dondockt rg 
I LADY SLUE Q 
A DREAM CALLED PUB- 
LIC  TELEVISION Orton We*** 
narrate* the hntny and growth of 
put*, let ..ion 
0 MYSTERYI ftumpokt Of 
The Beaay Rumpokt a hopat of 
annmrvg a tteud cate and ckyatatg 
hit par tonal debit are Ihreatened 
by Judge Botngham  IRI Q 
B:30 
(TMCI MOVIE  *    I     A Night In 
Heaven    11983) Chr.tlopher Al 
kme   Latlev   Anne Warten    A mat 
rod coaeo* m*tiuctca ha* an ettee 
wth ona of hat itiaSanti who 
wort, e* a mat* erotic dancer   R 
Q 
10:00 
O 0 KNOTS LANDING ■ 
Gary * abtance Abby attar II har 
•a*) at Empet Veaty the F.thert 
reveal *vhy they wanted lo ratgal 
ly adopt Vat • bataa* Q 
O  NATIONAL  /   JOURNAL 
i 20/ 20 eg 
ROUNOTASLE  Gueti   Al 
lanSaundar* 
{NEWS 
MASTERPIECE      THE- 
ATRE     The lr.*h R M      Obexi 
ing to Se*y 1 love   lor   flu",    Sal 
ly t mother plant to tend har io 
Ervgland a/here tha wet eve wdh 
an BUM  iPaiiBoteilHlQ 
HMO 
J SNEAK PREVIEWS 
SANFORD ANO SON 
(ESPN)      HORSE       RACING 
Young America Grade One Stake* 
l,v« hom E eat Rutherford  NJ 
11 OO 
O O 0 0 0 NEWS 
A DARK SHADOWS 
0 WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
O TIME OUT 
nMO MOVIE * * * Ne.t 
Year II M Goe* We* II98U 
liabaea Adam Thaarty Lharmrlw 
A Par .nan . r>olr an accountant 
end a comic imp arn*i ctea 
giee over wlaMhar to many and 
n*r* a baby a n't that threat ant 
an olherwite happy 'eianantfvp 
R 
11:26 
O MOVIE ** H Perfact Fn 
day 11970) Lhtula Andre** 
Stanley Baker An aaartlani bank 
manager partuaoM a wealthy 
couple to help hen rob hra bar* 
11 SO 
O   ENTERTAINMENT    TO- 
NIGHT     inter wew     wdh     fjonna 
M.I.. 
0 NIGHT HEAT OBnan .* 
citrcafcy wounded whMe etlempl 
atg io prevent e drug Hanaaciron 
'I.." taeM ■ MBSMB 
0 BEST OF CARSON from 
June 1964 Ooay Parlon and 
Elmer Conrad net hoal Johnny 
Carion |R| 
0 LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
KRAHtrf 
0 0 LATENkfJHT  AMERI- 
CA Hoit   Dennn VVhokty 
0 BENNY HaLL 
KSPN1 SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
0     STREETS      OF      SAN 
FRANCISCO 
0  COMEDY  BREAK  WITH 
MACK AND JAMIE 
(ESPN)   TOP   RANK   BOXING 
IR) 
12:30 
0 LATE   NiGHT  WITH DA- 
V1D   LETTERMAN  SctearJueM 
Jeylano  Randy Newman 
IABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
ANNIVERSARY WEEK 
THREE STOOGES 
12:40 
0  MOVIE    * * '.      Sparrow 
119771 Randy Herman   Don Gor 
don 
(TMC) MOVIE *•* Rope 
11948) Jama* Slewart larley 
Granger 
1:00 
f HAWAII FIVE O 
JIMMY SWAGGART 
1  30 
tNEWS 
MOVIE   •**     Kharioum' 
(19661 Charlton Haaion  Laurence 
Carwar 
MO 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
0NEWS 
fTMCI MOVK »6> H Mraaavg 
M Achon H984) Chuck Non.* 
M  Emmati Warah 
2:30 
0 CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
IESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
MO 
(E8PNI TENNIS MAGAZINE 
REPORTS 
MO 
KSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
3:46 
(TMO     MOVIE      ***        Tha 
Weaterner     119401 Gary Cooper 
W altar Ebennan 
4:00 
(ESPNI      HORSE       RACING 
WEEKLY 
4:30 
IISPN) SPEEDWEEK 
a  
.  . .... 
 ***H #** 
 **» 
*a 
an 
 * 
MILTON'S 
l!(l\\| |\(, (,lll I N'S |>\ 
HM\ M vi\ 
NEXT WEEK'S ENTERTAINMENT 
iRONDAY: NICK PAYNE G 
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL 
TUESDAY: CHEAP-N-EASY 
DART NITE 
WEDNESDAY:   BERNICE   ON   ZE 
RIPPERS 
LADIES NIGHT 
The 
1985 KEY 
Yearbooks 
ARE HERE! 
Those who ordered 1984-85 Keys for 
local pick up may do so after 
10 a.m. Monday, Oct. 7 
Key Office 
28 West Hall 
Bring I.D. please 
Limited number available for sale 
